Industrial Soldering Equipment - for the discerning amateur

SEND FOR NEW CONCISE LEAFLETS

'K' SERIES SOLDERING TOOLS FOR ALL APPLICATIONS

K1000 micro soldering
K2000 general electronic soldering
K3000 heavy duty soldering

Small selection of AD-IRON® LONG LIFE SOLDERING TIPS suitable for all Adcola soldering irons.

101 ELECTRONIC CONTROLLED SOLDERING STATION

for precision soldering with accuracy suitable for use on MOS, FET etc
240V input - 24V on tool.
Temperature range 120-420°C
Many extra features

ADCOLA ACCESSORIES include:
SIDE CUTTERS

SNIPE NOSE PLIERS

PLUS
- Desoldering Braid
- Desoldering Guns
- Tip cleaners
- Soldering aids
- Lamps, Lenses etc

For a no obligation demonstration, please contact:
ADCOLA PRODUCTS LIMITED Gauden Road London SW4 6LH
Telephone Sales (01) 622 0291 Telex 21851 Adcola G
CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECTS

MODEL RAILWAY TRACK CONTROL by J. Milne
Power Crazy? Control up to 144 points via a single pair of wires

BYTEBOX by Ray Stuart
Part Two: System construction and installation—optional extras

EXPERIMENTING WITH ROBOTS by Mike Abbott
Part Three: Squint

DISCO LIGHTS CONTROLLER by John M. H. Becker
Versatile effects unit with optional facilities, including computer control and chaser sequencer

COMMODORE USER PORT EXPANDER by R. A. Penfold
Enables many add-ons to be interfaced with CBM64 or VIC-20

GENERAL FEATURES

ROBOTICS REVIEW by Nigel Clark
A regular look at robotics and cybernetics

INTRODUCTION TO MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS
by Michael Tooley BA and David Whitfield MA MSc CEng MIEE
Part Two: Practical aspects of a micro system

21 YEARS OF ELECTRONICS by Fred Bennett
Part One: Our 21st Birthday issue traces our progress—the first fourteen years

SPACEWATCH by Dr Patrick Moore OBE

BBC MICRO FORUM by D. Whitfield MA MSc CEng MIEE
The Analogue Port Light Pen Input is explicated
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PLACE

FRONT COVER
A celebration of Twenty One Years of Practical Electronics (see special feature on page 32). Thanks to all our readers.

OUR DECEMBER ISSUE WILL BE ON SALE FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1st, 1985 (see page 57)
COMPUTER CORNER

- EPSON LX20 Printer N.O. £225
- EPSON FX80 Printer £315
- EPSON FX110 Printer £429
- KAGA/TAXAN KP10 Printer £339
- BROTHER HR115 Daisywheel Printer £225

- Centronics PRINTER CABLE for all the above printers to interface with the BBC Micro. £7
- TDKA II 12" HI-RES, Green Monitor. £90
- ZENNTH 12" HI-RES, Green Monitor 40/80 column select switch, value for money. £66
- MICROTEX 14" colour monitor, RGB input. Lead incl. £185
- MICROTEX 14S1 Hi-res 14" Monitor inc. £229
- KAGA II 12" HI-RES, RGB Colour Monitor £255
- KAGA III 12" ULTRA HI-RES, RGB Colour Monitor 175, 220, 270 £310
- TEX EPROM ERASER. Erases up to 32 ICs in 15-30 min. £60
- spare UV lamp bulbs £8
- 81/2" or 91/2" Fan fold paper (1000 sheets) £7 (150p)

- MANY MORE PRINTERS, MONITORS, INTERFACES, AVAILABLE. CALL IN AT OUR SHOP FOR DEMONSTRATION OR WRITE IN FOR OUR DESCRIPTIVE LEAFLET.

- SPECTRUM 32K UPGRADE

Upgrade your 16K Spectrum to full 48K with our RAM Upgrade Kit. Very simple to fit. Fitting instructions supplied.

ONLY £18

- IEC CONNECTORS (Screw block type)

- DEL PLUS (Standard)

- 2 row Male, Angle Socket, Connector £15

- 10 way £69

- 20 way £96

- 30 way £120

- 40 way £140

- 50 way £205

- 120p

- 270p

- 500p

- 1500p

- 100p

- 200p

- BBC MICROCOMPUTER

SPECIAL OFFER THIS MONTH

ONLY £299

We stock the full range of BBC Micro peripherals, Hard-Disks & Software like, Disc-Drivers (Top quality Cumana & Mitsubishi), Diskettes, Printers, Printer Paper, Interface Cable, Dust Covers, Cassette Recorder & Cassette, Monitors, Connectors (Ready made Cables, Plugs & Connectors), Plotter (Graphic Tablet) EPROM Programmer, Lightpen Kit, Joysticks, 800x200 VDU Board, EPROM Eraser, Machinecode ROM, The highly sophisticated Watford's 16K BEB DFS, WORDDIZE, BEEBCALC, Software (Educational Application & Gameboards, etc. etc. Please send SAE for our descriptive leaflet.

- 51/4" DISC DRIVES Cased WITH POWER SUPPLY & CABLE

- CS100 - TEC Single sided 40 track 100K 51/4" Single Disc Drive..................£105
- CS200 - Epson Double sided 40 track 200K 51/4" Single Disc Drive.............£107
- CS400S - MITSUBISHI Double sided 80 track 400K 51/4" Single Disc Drive.....£130
- CD400 - EPSON Double sided 40 track 400K 51/4" TWIN Disc Drives..........£175
- CD800S - MITSUBISHI Double sided 80 track book 500K 51/4" TWIN Disc Drives ......£235
- DFS Manual (comprehensive) ....£7 (NO VAT)
- TWIN Disc Drive CASE with Power Supply to house your own Drives..........£38

N.B. All single drives with power supply will be supplied in a twin Case for later inclusion of a second Drive.

(Carriage on disc drives £7 Securicor)
OMP POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES

Now enjoy all the world-wide reputation for quality, reliability and hobby market, i.e. Industry, Leisure and Hi-Fi etc. When comparing prices. NOTE all modules include Terodol power supply, integral heat sink. Glass fibre P.C.B. and Dress to power compatible.

DMP 100 Ma II Amp Modules 101 R.M.S. 4-ohms £1.95 £0.50 P&P

OMP/MF100 Mos-Fet. Very high spec. 110 W.R.M.S. Both & Bi-amps £3.15 £0.75 P&P

OMP/MF2000 Mos-Fet. Very high spec. 2000 W.R.M.S. £10.00 £1.25 £0.50 P&P

OMP/MF2500 Mos-Fet. Very high spec. 2500 W.R.M.S. £15.00 £2.00 £0.50 P&P

OMP/MF3000 Mos-Fet. Very high spec. 3000 W.R.M.S. £20.00 £2.50 £0.75 P&P

OMP/MF4000 Mos-Fet. Very high spec. 4000 W.R.M.S. £25.00 £3.00 £0.75 P&P

OMP/MF100 P.A. version (50KHz bandwidth & Input Sensitivity 775mV) Order - Standard or P

NOTE Mos-Fets are supplied as standard 1100KHz bandwidth & Input Sensitivity 500mV. If required.

Full specifications available on request.

STereo DISCO MIXER

Professional 19" cased Mos-Fet stereo amps. with twin Vu Meters, twin bi-polar power supplies, XLR connections. MF4000 Fan cooled. Three models (Rating: R.M.S. max.400W. 12" x 11" x 7"")

4-WAY TRANSFORMER 600 Ohms into 8 Ohms. Price £10.00 + 50p P&P.

LED DRIVER 4-WAY 8 Ohms. Price £10.00 + 50p P&P.

PACK OF 4-WAY TRANSFORMERS 8 Ohms to 8 Ohms. Price £10.00 + 50p P&P.

Diamond column transformer 600 Ohms into 8 Ohms. Price £10.00 + 50p P&P.

FILTERS FOR USE WITH THE ABOVE TRANSFORMERS. Price £10.00 + 50p P&P.

PACK OF 50 LED DRIVER 4-WAY 8 Ohms. Price £50.00 + £5.00 P&P.

PACK OF 50 DIAMOND COLUMN TRANSFORMERS 8 Ohms to 8 Ohms. Price £50.00 + £5.00 P&P.

PACK OF 50 FILTERS FOR USE WITH THE ABOVE TRANSFORMERS. Price £50.00 + £5.00 P&P.

POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER £1.00 minimum. Airmail orders extra.

B. K. ELECTRONICS

IN THE DOWNTOWN WAY SOUTHEND ON SE

ESSEX. TEL 01702 827267

STEREo RACK AMPs

Large (28p)

S.A.E. FOR CURRENT LIST

PRICED ELECTRIC TWEETERS - MOTOROLA

Join the Peavey revolution. The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a Peavey tweeter produces an improved transient response with a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters. As a crossover is not required these limits can be added to existing speaker systems of up to 120 watt levels.£1 each in pairs.

FREE EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS SUPPLIED WITH TWEETER.

TYPE 'A' (KNS62043LX) Bondwelt with protective waxed mesh. ideal for bookshelf and medium sized Hi-F. Use 40 V.P.P. Price £9.99 each - 50p P&P.

TYPE 'B' (KNS10043A) Ribbon type. For general use and P.A. Systems etc. Price £9.99 each + 40p P&P.

TYPE 'C' (KNS10043A) Ribbon tweeter. Use 40 V.P.P. Price £9.99 each + 40p P&P.

FULL RANGE SPEAKERS

Price £10.00 + 40p P&P (Add £2.50 overseas post)

Type 'B' (KNS10043A 2" wide dispersion horn.

Type 'D' (KNS10043A) 2" wide dispersed Upper frequency response retained extended down to mid range (2KHz) Suitable for high quality Hi-F. systems and quality disco etc. Price £9.99 each + 40p P&P.

GOODS BY RETURN SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY

ORDERING INFORMATION:

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT


LOCAL AUTHORITY AND EXPORT ORDERS

GOODS BY RETURN SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY

SIREN KIT

Produces a loud sweep frequency over a 1-5KHz sweep. Enable input to set a 24V supply. Enable input to set a 24V supply. Easy to connect to existing circuits. Includes 5 in each speaker & box $7.50

PASSIVE IR DETECTOR

Detects intruders. body heat at up to 10m. £10.00

FREE 28 page catalogue. Send 3s8 SAE

DIGITAL LOCK - keyless lock operates from 5 to 18Vdc. and gives 5000 combinations. Locks are of the bi-directional, bi-directional, Indicators on both locks. Locks can be used with the same code. Ideal for offices, car doors, etc. Price £11.50

HIGH SECURITY TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER

High security receiver featuring an electronic switch for safe use with both units. $21.75

ADDRESS IN 52017264s

FREE 28 page catalogue. Send 3s8 SAE

NOW!

Telephone orders - Access & Barclaycard
KING 01-567 9810 (24hrs)

ORDERING INFORMATION:

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT


LOCAL AUTHORITY AND EXPORT ORDERS

GOODS BY RETURN SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY

BATTERIES

NICKEL-CAD a.c. 1.5V & 3.6V

V ANTEC KITS

BATTERIES

NICKEL-CAD a.c. 1.5V & 3.6V

VERA

BELLOX

XENON BEACON

120V.120V. Orange £10.50

980.130 £8.50

FREE 28 page catalogue. Send 3s8 SAE

MULTI METERs

Analogue from £6.50 Digital from £26.50

CAMS

10 2.50

30 5.00

LEDs 3.00

HIGH SECURITY UNIT


15 5040 £5.00

30 75 £7.50

NOW!

Telephone orders - Access & Barclaycard
KING 01-567 9810 (24hrs)

FREE 28 page catalogue. Send 3s8 SAE

NOW!

FREE 28 page catalogue. Send 3s8 SAE

NOW!

FREE 28 page catalogue. Send 3s8 SAE

NOW!

FREE 28 page catalogue. Send 3s8 SAE

NOW!

FREE 28 page catalogue. Send 3s8 SAE

NOW!

FREE 28 page catalogue. Send 3s8 SAE

NOW!
**Testing and servicing radio**

Build an oscilloscope and master circuit diagram.

Carry out full programme of experimental work on electronic computer circuits including modern digital technology.

Recognise and handle all current electronic components and ‘chips’.

Carry out full programme of experimental work on electronic computer circuits including modern digital technology.

Build an oscilloscope and master circuit diagram.


## New Job? New Career? New Hobby?

**Master Electronics – Microprocessors – Now! The Practical Way!**

- Electronics – Microprocessors
  - Computer Technology is the career and hobby of the future. We can train you at home in a simple, practical and interesting way.
- Recognise and handle all current electronic components and ‘chips’.
- Carry out full programme of experimental work on electronic computer circuits including modern digital technology.
- Build an oscilloscope and master circuit diagram.

**The Video Specialists**

If you need a monochrome or colour monitor, digitiser, TV camera, or door entry system Crofton must be your first choice – here are a few reasons why!

**The Crofton PM101**

This 9 inch metal cased, monochrome monitor is incredible value at **ONLY £82.80**

**The Novex 1414**

This superb metal cased 14 inch RGB/Composite Computer Colour Monitor is unbelievable value at **ONLY £185.15**

**CCTV Cameras**

Though not new these cameras have been completely refurbished to a high standard in our own workshops and come complete with a standard lens, ready to work.

**ONLY £78.20**

Short mains lead version requiring case respray available from £66.70 Weatherproof housings, motorised pan & tilts etc. available at extra cost.

**The Crofton Special CCTV Offer**

The Crofton special CCTV package and the door entry system described below in the September 1985 issue are available at the following prices.

- **Special CCTV Package** £103.00
- **Door Entry System** £103.45

**Electronic Key Fob**

- Quickly locate mislaid keys. Fob emits a shrill tone in response to your whistle! **ONLY £7.95 INC.**

**Don’t Delay – Phone Your Order Today!**

*Most Major Credit Cards Accepted*

Delivery within 28 days.

Be sure to request our free catalogue describing our range of T.V. cameras, fixed and zoom lenses, sequential switchers, special and general monitors (colour and b/w including the PHILIPS 7502, PHILIPS 7502 and PHILIPS 7007 plus the full REGAM range), video digitisers, light pens, eromp scanners etc.

**Crofton Electronics**

01-891 1923

35 Grosvenor Road, Twickenham, Middlesex TW1 4AD
THANKS
Welcome to our 21st anniversary issue. Yes, it seems amazing that this "new technology" has had its own dedicated hobbyist magazine for a full 21 years now. May I thank all our loyal readers for making this possible and refer you to page 32 for a little nostalgia.

While thinking about the history of PE I would like to pay tribute to Fred Bennett. Fred was the editor of PE from the first issue in 1967 and edited PE until PE moved to Poole in 1978. Fred has just retired, spending his last months as a consultant editor on the magazines, during which time he researched and wrote the 21 Years of Electronics feature for us, among other things.

PE owes its excellent reputation and strength over the years to Fred. I also owe him personal thanks for employing me in 1968, promoting and encouraging me over the years. The hobby and PE would have been the poorer without him. Thanks Fred. We wish you a long and happy retirement.

ACTION!
My leader entitled Twenty Years of Stagnation in the July issue referred to the lack of change in electronics taught in our schools. The leader stirred up a number of letters on the subject, mainly from those in the teaching profession. The correspondence has attracted a response from the Department of Education — though at the time of writing this amounts to a 'phone call saying they will write in time!

However, more importantly, it has resulted in contact with the Microelectronics Education Programme—a programme funded by the Education Departments of England, Wales and Northern Ireland and administered by the Council of Educational Technology for the United Kingdom.

MEP
Exciting things are happening and in the January and February issues we expect to be able to publish a feature written by Mike Page and Graham Bevis of MEP. The feature will provide an insight into what has been done, what teaching material and products have been developed and made available and how the Programme has been planned to educate children in electronics. If, like us, you are worried about the situation, make sure you read this article.

Thank goodness a few brilliant and far-sighted people have been able to develop an excellent scheme — even if their funds will be cut off before they can complete their task — but more of that also in the feature.

Once again there is some interesting correspondence on another facet of this subject — see page 52.

BACK NUMBERS and BINDERS . . .
Copies of most of our recent issues are available from: Post Sales Department (Practical Electronics), IPC Magazines Ltd., Lavington House, 25 Lavington Street, London SE1 OF, at £1 each including Inland/Overseas p&p. When ordering please state title, month and/or issue required.

Binders for PE are available from the same address as back numbers at £10 50 each to UK or overseas addresses, including postage, packing and VAT.
AMSTRAD ADVANCE

Alan Sugar's 'good value for money' products have earned him quite a reputation in the consumer electronics world. His latest launch will, he says, 'Blow the lid off the personal computer and word processing market.' It's the Amstrad PCW8256 word processor/personal computer. This 256K RAM CP/M+ computer comes complete with built-in disc drive, keyboard, monitor, correspondence quality printer and word processing software, and has the facility for a second built-in disc drive. The price — £399 (+VAT).

An 82-key keyboard is provided with several function keys dedicated to the word processing software provided with the system. The keyboard is controlled by its own custom microprocessor enabling a simple cord connection to the main computer/display unit.

The word processing software supplied has been specifically written to provide all the features and facilities expected on a professional stand-alone word processing system—but using logical and carefully devised procedures that will be readily understood by even the novice computer user. The word processing software allows for the creation of documents up to the maximum available disc capacity, and will permit simultaneous printing and editing. Features such as pagination, automatic paragraph alignment and re-arrangement are provided, together with a powerful collection of editing features for cut/paste, etc. The large area screen includes a series of pull-down menus accessed by simple function key selection controlling all main edit commands and pull-down menus.

High Resolution Green Monitor, featuring 90 columns, and 32 lines of text, is standard, providing over 40 per cent more information area than available on standard 80 x 24 screen displays.

An integral "flip over" 3" disc including Amstrad established CP/M standards, is used, offering 180K of formatted storage space per side. A second drive may be fitted optionally.

A 280A microprocessor with 265K bytes of RAM is provided as standard. Approximately 112K of this memory is organised for use as RAM-disc to enhance the speed of operation of the many CP/M programs using overlay techniques. Instead of accessing the disc drive to locate program information not stored in the main memory, this technique uses much faster semiconductor RAM-Disc and thus maintains complete compatibility with the vast range of existing CP/M software.

Separate custom microprocessors are used to control the printer and the keyboard. The integral printer mechanism provides correspondence quality operation at approximately 20 cps, or draft quality text at approximately 60 cps. Features such as pitch, italics, boldface, underline, superscript and subscript are provided by the built-in printer.

A tractor feed is supplied for continuous stationery, although single sheet operation is available with an automatic paper alignment system. The high speed printer mechanism will be Dixons, who should have their first stock of the system.

ZX Supertape

For those who experience great frustration in the slow loading speed of cassette data to the Spectrum computer—the relief is at hand. The Sprint MKII data recorder from Challenge Research loads any ZX Spectrum micro, four times faster than a conventional cassette machine. The manufacturers claim that 99% of pre-recorded software can be loaded without being copied onto different tape or re-saved in an alternative format. Unsuitable programs are those with non-standard tape formats, such as 'Hyperload' etc. Programs can be saved at quadruple speed as well as loaded at that rate.

The only connection required is to the Spectrum's expansion port via the ribbon cable (see photo). An expansion port on the back of the Sprint allows other peripherals to be used. No external power supply is required as the Spectrum itself provides the power for the unit. A full data sheet for the Sprint MKII can be obtained from the address below, price £69.95 inc. VAT and p&p.

A further product of interest from the same company is an azimuth alignment system for the Commodore 64. It consists of a pre-programmed cassette with a 'perfect' head alignment signal. A small screwdriver is required in addition to the kit, which with instructions costs £4.95 inc. VAT and p&p. Details from: Challenge Research Ltd., 218 High Street, Potters Bar, Herts. EN6 5BJ (0707 44063).

SIR CLIVE ON BRIGHT SIDE

Now that Sir Clive Sinclair has lost the support of publisher Robert Maxwell and his proposed £12 million cash injection, Sinclair Research has had a further re-shuffle. Bill Jeffrey becomes chief executive, and Sir Clive himself will be Technical Consultant. Meanwhile C Sinclair's production has come to a complete standstill. The vehicle's builders Hoover are still attempting to extract Sinclair from an estimated debt of £15 million.

On the bright side, Sir Clive claims that his share of the UK computer market has now climbed to around 40 per cent. Also the recent conclusion of a £10 million contract with Dixons, the High Street retailers, will further strengthen his position.

Autosaver

With garage labour costs swinging either side of £10 per hour, an ability to diagnose electrical faults in cars is a boon to any car owner.

A 16-page brochure is available from Fluke Multimeters which gives a detailed system-by-system approach to car electric troubleshooting. Charging, starting, ignition and cooling systems are covered, as are procedures for locating current drains, shorts and bad earths in the wiring. The booklet features drawings and easy to read text, it is essential for use with Fluke multimeters. Obtainable from Fluke Ltd., 218 High Street, Watford, Herts. WD1 1TT (0923 40671).
QUART IN A PINT POT

Readers who power equipment with batteries such as PP3, PP9 etc., will be very well aware of the cost of these products.

In an effort to take advantage of the large price differential between batteries and single cells, J. Biles Engineering have recently introduced the Verkon V12, a high-efficiency dc-de converter which lifts the voltage from a single 1-5V dry cell to provide a nominal 12V d.c. output at 50mA.

The cost-effectiveness of the system works like this; an alkaline-type PP3 has a typical 4.5 watt-hour capacity and costs about £1.79, whereas an alkaline “D” cell has a 15 watt-hour capacity but costs only 89p—the single cell has three times the capacity and costs half as much. At a conversion efficiency of over 75%, it is not difficult to see that the cost of the converter could be recouped in a very short time, and further battery costs minimised.

Also available is the V9-a, a dc-de converter which gives a nominal 9V d.c. output at 80mA from a single NiCad “D” cell. The Verkon V12 and V9-a converters cost £5.70 (inc VAT and p&p). From, J. Biles Engineering, 120 Castle Lane, Solihull, West Midlands, B92 8BN. (05432 22382).

A LEVEL OF UNDERSTANDING

Just because a problem has long since been solved does not mean that it cannot be improved upon. The new Ford Granada Scorpio owes its new fuel level indicator to BICC-CITEL Ltd.

The company has designed and manufactured the thick-film fuel tank sender resistive element which indicates not only the amount of petrol in the tank but also enables the miles per gallon ratio to be calculated by the in-car computer.

The element consists of a thin ceramic tile on which the resistive track is screen printed using a specially devised carbide ink, capable of withstanding both the corrosive environment of blended petroleum and the constant track wear caused by the wiper.

To achieve maximum longevity of track life without losing the conformity of low contact resistance needed, the company’s (patented) solution was to make the wiper run on a separate track made of conductive ink. This track is actually constructed from a series of parallel conductor bars which link into the resistive track. The wiper remains in constant contact with a number of these bars, so reducing the contact resistance to a low and consistent value. BICC-CITEL Ltd. (0793 487901).

COUNTDOWN...

Please check dates before setting out, as we cannot guarantee the accuracy of the information presented below. Note: some exhibitions may be trade only. If you are organising any electrical/electronics, radio or scientific event, big or small, we shall be glad to include it here. Address details to Brian Butler.

Technology Engineering Fair Oct. 8-11. NEC Birmingham. T1
DEC User Show Oct. 15-17. Barbican Centre. Q2
Commodore Horizons Show Oct. 26/27. Tech. West Centre. F2
Cellular Communications Int. Nov. 5-7. Wembley Conf. Centre. O
Electronic Publishing Nov. 5-7. Wembley Conf. Centre. O

Compec Nov. 12-15. Olympia K2

F1 F2 Computer Marketplace (Exhibitions) Ltd. 01-930 1612
K2 Reed Exhibitions, Surrey Ho., 1 Throewley Way, Sutton, Surrey.
L Database 061-429 8157
O Online 01-868 4466
Q2 EMAP International Exhibitions 01-837 3699
T1 Cahners 0483 38085
W2 Trade Exhibitions Scotland 041-248 2895

Briefly...

A company in the USA are marketing a VCR that will record TV programmes without the commercials. It is reckoned to be accurate “at least nine times out of ten”. A commercial is fast recorded and recognised on a ‘multiples of 30 seconds’ basis. The machine then auto-rewinds and records the next part of the programme over what would have been the offending ad. Unfortunately the time taken to do this means that up to 14 seconds of the next piece of wanted material can be lost.

Ernie Higgins, a 59-year-old British Telecom engineer, has invented a device that will save BT around £10 million a year in maintenance costs. The “Mole”, a device for pinpointing faults in underground cables, received first prize in a ‘New Ideas’ competition. The massive potential saving is based on an estimate that the device’s accuracy will bring about a reduction in the number of holes which have to be dug for each fault from five to two. For his efforts Ernie was rewarded with a cheque for £2,000 and a silver plated salver.

Massive liquid crystal display screens have been developed by Matsushita for demonstration at the Tsukuba Expo ’85. Three sizes are available, the largest measuring 3.2 metres tall by 4.3 metres wide. They are the second generation of slit-diffusion screens, developed in 1983.

POINTS ARISING...

RUGBY CLOCK
April/May ’85

The following points have been brought to our attention regarding this project. These points are in addition to those already published in Points Arising, July issue.

The circuit diagram of the receiver should be altered as follows: IC2 pin 9 should be connected to IC2 pins 11 and 12.

These links have also been omitted from the p.c.b.
FOR most model railway enthusiasts, the major part of their time and energy is taken in running, building, or improving their layout. This energy is usually concentrated on the system above the baseboard, and any work beneath, particularly the wiring, is a necessary evil. It is convenient to build a layout of any size on a series of interconnected baseboards, with the result that the control wires have to cross several boards, back to the control point. This requires a connector at every board junction, so the layout can be moved. While the layout is being built, the wiring can be made neat and tidy, but once alterations and modifications start, the under board wiring can quickly become a mess.

The system described in this article reduces the track control wiring to a minimum, with particular emphasis on the operation of solenoid point motors. This is achieved by replacing the many wires from each point motor, back to the control position, with a single pair of wires, or lines. The lines carry a power supply, and control signals, from a control unit to a number of receiver units situated close to the point motors, as shown in Fig. 1. Two related systems are described: Type A is capable of operating up to 36 point motors, and Type B up to 144. In both of these, the receivers may be connected to the lines in any position, so allowing alterations and additions to be made relatively easily.

The receiver decoding oscillator can be adjusted to run between 15Hz and 150kHz, giving a possible maximum of 14 data rates. However, the longest word 00000, requires a period of 560 cycles to be recognised, which is the equivalent of 37ms at the highest data rate, but 30s at the lowest, which is impracticably long. The highest nine data rates are used, giving a maximum delay of about 1s before a word is recognised. This results in a total of 288 control signals, which can be used for 144 motors.

Solenoid Point Motors

This type of motor is constructed with twin coils, and a soft iron armature, which connects to the point mechanism. The force on the armature, when a coil is energised, is in the direction to reduce the length of the magnetic circuit air path, and is roughly proportional to the square of the coil current, and inversely to the square of the length of the magnetic air path. When mechanical stiction is also considered, the minimum coil current to complete an operation must be high initially, to cause the armature to start moving, but can fall progressively as the armature moves. This current demand can be provided by discharging a capacitor through the circuit, which has several advantages. By incorporating a suitable capacitor in each receiver, the high motor operating current will flow only in the short connecting wires, and the line wiring from the control unit has only to carry a lower recharging current. The motor coils have only a short time rating, and are easily burned out, but a capacitor discharge system prevents this occurring. The minimum operating current for the motor can be found using a constant voltage d.c. source, and the peak current supplied by a capacitor must exceed this current, to ensure that the motor armature starts to move. From a series of experiments, using a range of voltages and capacitor values, it was found that reliable operation could be ensured if the peak current was about twice this minimum, and the capacitor was large enough to supply an excess current for a period of 4 to 5ms, with the armature restrained. The peak current is basically voltage dependent, and as the motors are normally operated at about 12V, a line voltage of 28V is used.

Timing cycles

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the system

CONTROL SIGNAL SYSTEM

The control unit supplies a d.c. voltage to the lines, which is interrupted by a pulse position modulated (ppm) signal. This type of signal coding is widely used in the remote control equipment for TVs etc, and is resistant to interference and misinterpretation. The signal consists of a series of six pulses, and the time interval between each is interpreted at the receiver as a five bit binary word. This can most easily be illustrated if the time intervals are considered in terms of cycles of the receiver decoding oscillator. Referring to Fig. 2, the first 20 cycles after a pulse is received are ignored, to prevent interference from pulse reflections. Another pulse received between 20 and 32 cycles is interpreted as “1”, between 32 and 60 as “0”, and between 60 and 120 as a word space “S”. Two consecutive identical five bit words, correctly spaced, must be received before a word is recognised as a legitimate signal.

A five bit word allows up to 32 different signals, but by altering the rate of data transmission so that it is rejected by all the receivers except those adjusted to the particular data rate, the number of signals can be increased. In this system, a factor of two is used between adjacent data rates. The correctly set receiver will see signal pulses for “1”, “0” and “S”, at 28-6, 40 and 80 cycles, but when a signal at twice the data rate is received the pulse will be timed at 13, 20 and 40 cycles. Similarly a signal at half the set data rate will be timed at 53, 80 and 160 cycles, and would be rejected.

The receiver decoding oscillator can be adjusted to run between 15Hz and 150kHz, giving a possible maximum of 14 data rates. However, the longest word 00000, requires a period of 560 cycles to be recognised, which is the equivalent of 37ms at the highest data rate, but 30s at the lowest, which is impracticably long. The highest nine data rates are used, giving a maximum delay of about 1s before a word is recognised. This results in a total of 288 control signals, which can be used for 144 motors.

Fig. 2. “5 bit” word formation
Fig. 3. Motor characteristics
Table 1 gives typical values found from a small batch of three makes of 00 gauge point motors. The operating currents are for point mechanisms in fair condition, but not brand new. The “H and M” motor was difficult to assess, as it is a universal type, and the work required of it will vary. The uncoupled motor will operate at under 2A, but when connected to a point through a tortuous linkage, it required over 6A to move. The 4-5A quoted is for equipment in fair condition, and a reasonable linkage system. Two values are shown for coil inductance; the lower is where the armature is in the ready-to-operate position, and the higher after the armature has operated, and the difference reflects the change in length of the magnetic circuit air path.

The control signals are generated by IC2, an SL490, which for the usual remote control applications has a fixed data rate, and word selection using an 8 by 4 switch key pad. The data rate is

Fig. 4. Circuit diagram of the control board

The control signals are generated by IC2, an SL490, which for the usual remote control applications has a fixed data rate, and word selection using an 8 by 4 switch key pad. The data rate is varied by changing the time constant of the components connected to the timing oscillator on the i.c. A convenient parameter to use when deriving the time constant components for both the signal generator and the receivers, is the time interval between pulses for a ‘0’ to be transmitted (t0). For the SL490, t0=1-4 CR secs, where R is between 15k and 60k. Fig. 5 shows the data rate switch and components, which give a value of t0 of 280µs, at the highest rate, and 71-4ms at the lowest.
The inputs to IC2 are connected each side of R19, so monitor the current in the external circuit. Potentiometer VR1 is adjusted so that TR2, and the i.e.d. D2, are just switched off, under stable conditions, with all the receivers connected. After a point motor has operated, the increase in line current while the receiver storage capacitor is recharging, will cause D2 to be illuminated, so giving some small measure of feedback that the required operation has occurred. TR1, together with R1, R2 and D1, provide a simple 8V regulated supply for the i.c.s.

RECEIVERS

The circuit diagrams for the receivers are shown in Fig. 8 for Type A, and Fig. 9 for Type B. There are many similarities in the two types, so the common features are described first. Diode D1 protects the circuit against accidental reversal of the line connections, and diode D2 isolates the receiver from the line circuit when a control signal is being transmitted. Transistor TR1 inverts the negatively modulated line signal and changes the d.c. level to that required by IC1. IC1 decoding oscillator frequency is set by the time constant of the components connected to pin 2, such that \( t_0 = 6CR \) secs, where \( C = C2 \), and \( R = R6 + VR1 \).

The circuit diagrams for the receivers are shown in Fig. 8 for Type A, and Fig. 9 for Type B. There are many similarities in the two types, so the common features are described first. Diode D1 protects the circuit against accidental reversal of the line connections, and diode D2 isolates the receiver from the line circuit when a control signal is being transmitted. Transistor TR1 inverts the negatively modulated line signal and changes the d.c. level to that required by IC1. IC1 decoding oscillator frequency is set by the time constant of the components connected to pin 2, such that \( t_0 = 6CR \) secs, where \( C = C2 \), and \( R = R6 + VR1 \).

TR2, D3, R4 and R5 are connected as a voltage regulator, to supply 15V for the i.c.s. Because the motor operating currents are relatively high, thyristors are used for switching. The continuous supply 15V for the i.c.s. Because the motor operating currents are relatively high, thyristors are used for switching. The continuous supply to switch on. It is advisable not to use: 2N5060, C106Q1 or C106Q2, C106Y1 or C106Y2.

When the Peco motor is used, the choice of thyristor is a balance of economics and reliability. Any of the cheaper 2N5060 series will operate the motor, but the probability of failure becomes significant at 1000 operations. Of the C106 family, only the C106G1 and C106G2 cannot be used.

Any of the C106 family, except again C106G1 and 2, are suitable when the "H and M" motor is used. One problem with the use of thyristors in d.c. circuits is to ensure they always switch off. This will only occur when the load current falls to below its holding value, typically 1mA, or less. The method used is to delay the recharging of the storage capacitor C4, after an operation, for a period long enough to ensure that the load current has fallen to a low value. As C4 discharges, the fall in voltage causes both TR3 and TR4 to be switched off. After about 1 second, C3 is charged by R10, allowing TR4 and so TR3 to switch on again. TR3 is connected as a constant current source, limiting C4 recharging current to about 25mA, which is set by the value of R8, giving a discharging time of around 1 second for each 1000µF.

TYPE A RECEIVER

IC1 in these receivers is either the ML926 or the ML927. The 926 responds to code words 00000 to 01111, and the 927 to 10000 to 11111. These i.c.s have momentary outputs, that is, the output voltages are high only when a recognised code word is being received. The four outputs are linked by resistors and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Switch 3 &amp; 4</th>
<th>Pins Connected</th>
<th>Word Generated</th>
<th>Receiver IC1</th>
<th>Output Pin No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>15-5</td>
<td>00001</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>14-5</td>
<td>00010</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>12-5</td>
<td>00100</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>8-1</td>
<td>01000</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Switch 3,4,5</th>
<th>Pins Connected</th>
<th>Word Generated</th>
<th>Receiver IC1</th>
<th>Receiver IC2</th>
<th>O/P Pin B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>9-15</td>
<td>00011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>00011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1C</td>
<td>11-15</td>
<td>00011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D</td>
<td>12-15</td>
<td>00011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>9-15</td>
<td>00011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>00011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2C</td>
<td>11-15</td>
<td>00011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2D</td>
<td>12-15</td>
<td>00011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Switch "Data Words", Type A

Table 3. Switch "Data Words", Type B

its peak forward surge rating, where it will become damaged if repeatedly used at this current, even if allowed to cool between operations. Because the thyristors used in this system will only be operated intermittently, it is economic to use them to carry a peak current which exceeds the continuous rating, but not to produce a significant increase in the probability of failure. If the maximum current is limited to 50% of the surge rating, junction heating is then about 25% of that which may cause damage, and its useful life in this system is not reduced. For the two types of thyristor used, the 2N5060 series has a current rating of 0.8A, and a surge rating of 6-0A, and for the C106 family, 4-0A and 2-0A.

To build a complete system, a large number of thyristors are required, so it is worthwhile shopping around, keeping in mind that devices with a low voltage rating are usually cheaper. For use with the Hornby motor, thyristors with at least a 50V rating should be used. This is the result of mutual inductance between the coils, which causes a positive voltage spike to appear at the anode of the "off" thyristor at the moment of switching, and can cause it also to switch on. It is advisable not to use: 2N5060, C106G1 or C106G2, C106Y1 or C106Y2.

When the Peco motor is used, the choice of thyristor is a balance of economics and reliability. Any of the cheaper 2N5060 series will operate the motor, but the probability of failure becomes significant at 1000 operations. Of the C106 family, only the C106G1 and C106G2 cannot be used.

Any of the C106 family, except again C106G1 and 2, are suitable when the "H and M" motor is used. One problem with the use of thyristors in d.c. circuits is to ensure they always switch off. This will only occur when the load current falls to below its holding value, typically 1mA, or less. The method used is to delay the recharging of the storage capacitor C4, after an operation, for a period long enough to ensure that the load current has fallen to a low value. As C4 discharges, the fall in voltage causes both TR3 and TR4 to be switched off. After about 1 second, C3 is charged by R10, allowing TR4 and so TR3 to switch on again. TR3 is connected as a constant current source, limiting C4 recharging current to about 25mA, which is set by the value of R8, giving a discharging time of around 1 second for each 1000µF.

TABLE A RECEIVER

IC1 in these receivers is either the ML926 or the ML927. The 926 responds to code words 00000 to 01111, and the 927 to 10000 to 11111. These i.c.s have momentary outputs, that is, the output voltages are high only when a recognised code word is being received. The four outputs are linked by resistors and

Table 3. Switch "Data Words", Type B

its peak forward surge rating, where it will become damaged if repeatedly used at this current, even if allowed to cool between operations. Because the thyristors used in this system will only be operated intermittently, it is economic to use them to carry a peak current which exceeds the continuous rating, but not to produce a significant increase in the probability of failure. If the maximum current is limited to 50% of the surge rating, junction heating is then about 25% of that which may cause damage, and its useful life in this system is not reduced. For the two types of thyristor used, the 2N5060 series has a current rating of 0.8A, and a surge rating of 6-0A, and for the C106 family, 4-0A and 2-0A.

To build a complete system, a large number of thyristors are required, so it is worthwhile shopping around, keeping in mind that devices with a low voltage rating are usually cheaper. For use with the Hornby motor, thyristors with at least a 50V rating should be used. This is the result of mutual inductance between the coils, which causes a positive voltage spike to appear at the anode of the "off" thyristor at the moment of switching, and can cause it also to switch on. It is advisable not to use: 2N5060, C106G1 or C106G2, C106Y1 or C106Y2.

When the Peco motor is used, the choice of thyristor is a balance of economics and reliability. Any of the cheaper 2N5060 series will operate the motor, but the probability of failure becomes significant at 1000 operations. Of the C106 family, only the C106G1 and C106G2 cannot be used.

Any of the C106 family, except again C106G1 and 2, are suitable when the "H and M" motor is used. One problem with the use of thyristors in d.c. circuits is to ensure they always switch off. This will only occur when the load current falls to below its holding value, typically 1mA, or less. The method used is to delay the recharging of the storage capacitor C4, after an operation, for a period long enough to ensure that the load current has fallen to a low value. As C4 discharges, the fall in voltage causes both TR3 and TR4 to be switched off. After about 1 second, C3 is charged by R10, allowing TR4 and so TR3 to switch on again. TR3 is connected as a constant current source, limiting C4 recharging current to about 25mA, which is set by the value of R8, giving a discharging time of around 1 second for each 1000µF.
capacitors to the gates of the thyristors to operate two motors. The acceptable code words for this receiver are limited to those which will trigger only one thyristor at a time.

**TYPE B RECEIVER**

IC1 in this receiver is either a ML928 or a ML929. The 928 responds to code words 00000 to 01111, and the 929 to 10000 to 11111. These i.c.s have outputs that are latched at the last recognised code word, which allows all 16 combinations of the 4 bit code to be used. IC2 is a 4028 BCD to decimal decoder, connected to respond to a group of 8 of the 16, the 0 to 7 decimal outputs being connected. To enable the binary equivalent of 8 to 15 decimal also to be used, IC1 'D' bit is inverted by TR5, to produce 'D'. Either D or D is selected by the position of a link on the board. Where a group of more than four points are close, an extension board can be used, allowing up to eight motors to be operated from one receiver. The circuit diagram for the extension board is shown in Fig. 10.

Another difference in the characteristics of the ML928 and ML929 is that their output logic is negative. Also, to improve the receiver board layout, 'B' and 'C' bits are reversed between IC1 and IC2. To help reduce the confusion, columns 4 to 6 in Table 3 list the code words expected at each stage, and appropriate energised pin number for IC2 output.

The output connections from IC2 and IC3 to the thyristor gates include a simple low pass filter. It was found that the 4028 can decode faster than IC1 can change its outputs, so briefly energising the wrong output, and some samples of the 2N5060 series thyristor were triggered by this short pulse. The filter delays the output voltage rise at the thyristor gate, so that transients have no effect.

**CONTROL UNIT CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING**

The circuit board and the component layout are shown in Fig. 11. When all the components are fitted, and before inserting the i.c.s into their sockets, some initial checks can be made. Preferably using a current limited d.c. power supply, connect it to the 24V a.c. board edge connections, either way round, and switch on. Increase the voltage gradually until 34V is measured at C1, when the supply current should be around 5mA. Check the voltage at the line terminals, and when using a moving coil voltmeter, it is low, touch across the line V+ and V- connections with a 1k resistor, to simulate a load current, when the output voltage should become high. If it is already high, short the connection from pin 5 to 12, when the supply current should immediately increase to about 10mA. To positively test the operation of this i.c. without first connecting RV1 is difficult, but check the output voltage at pin 6. If it is low, touch across the line V+ and V- connections with a 1k resistor, to simulate a load current, when the output voltage should become high. If it is already high, short the connection from pin 5 to 0V, when it should change state.

Switch off, yet again, and this time temporarily connect a piece of wire between the edge terminals marked S2.1 and S2.2, to simulate a load current, when the output voltage should become high. If it is already high, short the connection from pin 5 to 0V, when it should change state.

Switch off, yet again, and this time temporarily connect a piece of wire between the edge terminals marked S2.1 and S2.2, to simulate a load current, when the output voltage should become high. If it is already high, short the connection from pin 5 to 0V, when it should change state.

Switch off, yet again, and this time temporarily connect a piece of wire between the edge terminals marked S2.1 and S2.2, to simulate a load current, when the output voltage should become high. If it is already high, short the connection from pin 5 to 0V, when it should change state.

**Fig. 9. B Type receiver board circuit diagram**

**Fig. 10. Extension board circuit diagram**

C2, which should be near 8V. Switch off the power supply, and plug in IC3. When switching on again, the supply current should have increased to about 10mA. Check that the voltage between line V+ and V- is 28V ± 1V; if not, check the values of R17 and R18. Switch off again, and plug in IC1. When switched on again, there should be a small increase in the supply current, up to about 10-5mA. To positively test the operation of this i.c. without first connecting RV1 is difficult, but check the output voltage at pin 6. If it is low, touch across the line V+ and V- connections with a 1k resistor, to simulate a load current, when the output voltage should become high. If it is already high, short the connection from pin 5 to 0V, when it should change state.

Switch off, yet again, and this time temporarily connect a piece of wire between the edge terminals marked S2.1 and S2.2, to simulate a load current, when the output voltage should become high. If it is already high, short the connection from pin 5 to 0V, when it should change state.

Switch off, yet again, and this time temporarily connect a piece of wire between the edge terminals marked S2.1 and S2.2, to simulate a load current, when the output voltage should become high. If it is already high, short the connection from pin 5 to 0V, when it should change state.
should show a drop of between 2V and 3V when a signal is present.

If an oscilloscope is available, the signal waveform at the line terminals can be seen, and should be reasonably square, with a minimum voltage at each pulse not exceeding 15V. It is also useful to check TR4 and TR5 collectors, to ensure these fall to zero volts at each signal pulse.

It should now be possible to wire up the board in a suitable box with some confidence that it will work. This operation will be made easier if a selection of different coloured wires can be obtained, and soldered to the board initially, making a note of where each wire is connected. The board was designed to screw directly to the base of a type B Verobox, but its use will depend on the physical size of the transformer to be used. The transformer, line terminals and fuse holder are mounted on the rear panel, and the switches, VR1 and the l.e.d.s on the front. A separate strip of aluminium was used at the rear of the front panel, to accept the switch and pot anti-rotation pegs, to save drilling unsightly holes in the front panel. When connecting VR1, looking at the rear of the front panel, (a) is the anti-clockwise track end connection, (b) the wiper, and (c) the clockwise track end. Both front and rear panels should be connected to supply earth.
When the wiring is complete, mount the board and panels upside down, in the bottom half of the box, so exposing the copper side of the board for voltage measurements. Check the board is clear of the panel mountings, and switch on. Check the voltage at C1 is about 34V, C2 at 8V, and the line terminals at 28V, as previously, also that D4 is illuminated. Rotate VR1 to ensure that D2 can be switched on and off, and leave in the position where it is just off. Select several rate and word switch positions, and check the circuit can be correctly fitted into its position can be compared with those given in Tables 2 or 3. With a resistor of a lower power rating may be used if D3 stays on, there is an open circuit on the rate selection switch. D3 is on only when S4 on type A, or S5 on type B, is operated. If D3 stays on, there is an open circuit on the rate selection switch. A 100 ohms 5W resistor could be used to fully load the unit, but it is only connected for short periods, while the checks are made. Check that the line voltage drop is less than 1V, and that D2 is on, but can be switched off by turning VR1.

Using an oscilloscope, the line signals at each word switch position can be compared with those given in Tables 2 or 3. With these checks complete, the circuit can be correctly fitted into its box, when it will be ready for use.

NEXT MONTH: Final construction, testing and setting up.
THE LEADING EDGE

CABLE—THE STORY SO FAR

The fortunes of cable and satellite are inextricably linked. Thorn-EMI, who are currently spending nearly £300 a house to cable parts of Swindon, believe that cable and satellite complement each other. This was originally the Government's way of thinking.

In practice this adds up to a wasteful and expensive system. A cable station can install a large dish and so pick up usable signals from a low power satellite transmitter. The whole point of a high power satellite is that, although expensive, it can serve small, domestic dishes.

The broadcasters are currently in a cleft stick. If they want to get a satellite service going before 1989 they must immediately sign hard contracts with United Satellites, the consortium of British Aerospace, British Telecom and GEC Marconi which the Government says is to build the DBS bird for Britain; but this now seems very unlikely.

Unisat says it will take three and a half years from sign-on to switch-on. It will also take that long to get suitable receivers in shops. Earlier this year the so-called Group of twenty-one (broadcasters and private companies like Thorn-EMI and Granada) were worried about signing. But they were equally worried about what will happen if they delay. There can then be no chance of a service until the next decade, by which time new receiver technology, especially low noise front ends, may have made high power transmissions unnecessary. Also, by then, enough of the country might be cabled to make the whole idea of DBS unnecessary. The state of play changes almost daily. In June the Group of 21 said no to Unisat, and abandoned plans for DBS. But in August the Government was again trying to create a DBS Service and may now re-think its ruling that the British satellite must come from the Unisat consortium. So what are the chances of Britain being cabled?

LOOKING BACK

Actually Britain was being cabled as early as 1925. Many parts of the country were then without mains power and had to rely on re-chargeable wet acid accumulators to drive their radio sets.

Several enterprising companies offered radio signals at voltage level high enough to power a loudspeaker. The signals were distributed at 500V, by 2 kilowatt amplifiers, and stepped down to a safe 55V for the home. By the end of World War II nearly one in ten British radio licence holders were wired into a system.

Interest soon grew in the idea of providing subscribers with TV signals in the same way. By 1950 the Home Office had licensed three companies, EMI, Rediffusion and British Relay, to distribute 405-line TV signals on the wires already installed for cable radio. The technical problems were daunting. Even for old-fashioned 405-line black and white pictures, a TV signal needs much wider bandwidth than a radio signal. The cable engineers triumphed over adversity by taking the broadcast signal, in the v.h.f. band, and dropping it in frequency to the h.f. band.

Rediffusion cabled at 8.9MHz. Repeaters every 1,500 metres piped the signals into homes, and blocks of flats, at 30V. A separate twisted pair of copper wires was used for each TV channel.

The problems became even more daunting when the BBC broadcasters started transmitting 625-line pictures in colour on the u.h.f. band. Despite the wider bandwidth it is possible to distribute cable TV signals in this way. The penalty is the need for repeaters at closer intervals and careful equalisation to boost the high frequencies and so compensate for their greater tendency to roll off.

DIFFERING VIEWS

There are now 1.2 million homes in Britain, around 6 per cent of the total number, which receive their TV signals by cable. Of these 70 per cent are served by primitive twisted wire pairs. The other 30 per cent get their signals by more modern copper coax. This offers much wider bandwidth so in some areas of Britain, for instance Milton Keynes, the local cable TV station also pipes in out-of-area ITV channels. In MK there is also a closed circuit film channel for anyone willing to pay the subscription of nearly £10 a month.

Few people would pretend that cable is currently anything but a dying business. The number of subscribers peaked at 2.5 million in 1975 and remained level until 1980. It has been falling off since then to the current 1.2 million.

In America the situation is very different. By 1984 four out of ten US homes subscribed to cable and 60 per cent of these pay extra for premium channel entertainment. There are 6,000 cable stations across the country, most using relatively old-fashioned coax technology and offering 12 channels. But some modern systems offer over 108 channels on a pair of coax cables.

British entrepreneurs have looked enviously across the Atlantic. But they have forgotten two important facts. In America the skyscraper cities, and vast areas to be covered, often make off-air TV reception difficult or impossible. Also the quality of American TV programmes is appalling. All but the public service channels break up their entertainment fodder with repeated, banal, advertisements. So in America the promise of clearer pictures, better programmes and fewer interruptions has proved irresistible.

GOVERNMENT REPORTS

In June 1981 Prime Minister Thatcher appointed a panel to advise her and the Government on information technology (IT). In March 1982 this Information Technology Advisory Panel published its first report on cable.

ITAP recommended that Britain should be cabled in time for the new DBS service which was then due to start in 1986. They also recommended that star switching be used, with junction boxes at the end of each street to distribute signals for around 100 subscribers. This technology lets viewers send back control data for interaction.

Most existing systems around the world are conventional tree and branch. A main trunk line splits into smaller branches which serve each home. So everyone gets every signal unless it is blocked by scrambling.

There is also much less chance of twoway interaction on tree and branch technology. The snag is that installing a two-way switched star system is more expensive than a simple one-way tree and branch.

The Home Secretary appointed Lord Hunt to produce the now famous report on cable. But Hunt was not concerned with technology, only programming.

Throughout 1982 the British Government, led by Kenneth Baker, Information Technology Minister, kept reminding people how valuable it would be to have a wired Britain, with a wide bandwidth, interactive system. "Broad band cable means much more than an increase in the number of TV channels," said Baker.

He talked of home banking, home shopping, burglar alarms, fire alarms, and message transmission. Behind it all the Government liked the idea of a wired society hooked into computers. It is much easier to keep tabs on people when they are voluntarily wired into a data bank!

In December 1982 Kenneth Baker announced that the licence period granted to firms interested in cabling Britain would depend on the technology used. They would get a 12 year licence for tree and branch and 20 years for switched star. But a fortnight later the then Home Secretary, William Whitelaw, contradicted Baker and said all franchises would start at 12 years.

The Department of Industry set up a working group under Dr. Tony Eden to produce drafts for technical standards. In November 1982 Sir Anthony Part published his report on DBS and reminded
Britain that "DBS needs cable for reception and cable needs DBS for choice of programming".

In April 1983 the Home Office published a White Paper on cable and promised that 12 pilot systems would be licensed, each covering 100,000 homes. In an effort to get things moving, the Home Office said that British Telecom and their private sector rival Mercury, could offer telephone services down cable links.

In July 1983 the Department of Trade and Industry invited applications for the 12 cable TV franchises. The Government emphasised that anyone applying for a franchise must promise to carry all the satellite programmes transmitted by DBS.

By September 1983 the Home Office had received 37 applications. In November they announced there had been only eleven successes, with 26 failures and one prize not awarded.

UNDERGROUND TAX

The lucky franchise winners were told that they had to lay their cables underground, in ducts. The idea of a duct is that it makes it easier to replace the cable with more modern technology in years to come.

In practice the duct often collapses through the weight of earth, so the ground has to be dug up again anyway. In Holland they do not bother to lay in ducts any more.

The Inland Revenue soon got in on the act by arguing that ducting did not qualify for capital allowance tax relief. Then the 1984 Budget started to phase out all capital tax relief. Although the Inland Revenue relented on ducting, the firms laying cable are getting progressively less tax relief on what they invest.

Earlier this year Thorn-EMI in Swindon, the only one of the eleven franchises yet to start sending signals down newly laid cables, reckoned it cost £275 per house, even in a thickly populated area. Only one in ten homes is signing on when offered the chance. Predictably other franchise holders got cold feet and put their plans on ice.

Windsor for instance signed a deal with Mercury to provide secondary telephone services, but has not yet actually laid any cable. Rediffusion sold its cable TV interests to Robert Maxwell and Pergamon. Vision Hire withdrew.

Towards the end of last year, the Government created a cable authority to look after the wiring of Britain. In January the CA wrote to 40 companies asking them whether they would be interested in taking a franchise.

Compare that with the situation just a year before, when 37 firms were asking for 12 franchises and the Government was not sufficiently impressed with their credentials to award all 12 on offer.

The industry and press run hot and cold over cable, on what seems like alternate days. First it is a dead duck and then there is a light at the end of the tunnel. Behind it all is a giant £ sign. Digging up the country is a primitive 19th century technology, which is expensive and inconveniences everyone.

There are short cuts, for instance by using existing underground ducts. The streets of London are riddled with ducts, many of them old and unused. But this is not always the case in other cities, new towns or rural villages.

If Britain is to be wired, then someone somewhere has to foot the bill. And however enthusiastic the Prime Minister and Kenneth Baker may have been about wiring Britain, they are not prepared to pay a penny towards having the job done. Kenneth Baker is a lucky man. He left the IT Minister's chair just as the chickens started to come home to roost.

The prospects for cable have not been helped by the Government's decision, in May, to allow private homes, hotels and blocks of flats to erect their own large dish aerials and receive the programmes which are transmitted from low power satellites for cable stations to distribute. Previously such reception was illegal under the Wireless Telegraphy Acts.

PHONE-IN

One of the few market research companies that takes market research into new technology seriously, CIT Research believes that the only way to get Britain's cableised is to stop worrying too much about high technology systems. Go for simple tree and branch, and if necessary sling the cables from poles and the eaves of houses, says CIT. This is already happening in Aberdeen where BT is involved and has existing telephone wire poles.

On the face of things, all this means that if Britain is wired, it will be with a low technology one way system suitable only for transmitting passive entertainment. But not necessarily. The industry consistently ignores one obvious compromise.

Most homes already have a cable link; it's called the telephone. This can carry low rate data signals in two directions, as already used for electronic mail and viewdata. A one-way, cheap cable link could be used in conjunction with a telephone link for interaction.

The subscriber would have a simple modem hooked to the telephone. Data instructions keyed into the modem and sent down the narrow bandwidth telephone link to the cable station would control the despitch of wide band video and teletext signals into the home for display on an addressable receiver.

Already Oracle, ITV's teletext service, is experimenting with the idea of closed circuit teletext broadcasts. Credit card companies will broadcast lists of stolen card numbers, and supermarkets will transmit the day's prices. These transmissions will be picked up on dedicated, address-coded receivers made available to subscribers. Such a system could surely be used for narrow cast cable.

The PM's ITAP team has been looking again at cable for Britain. It will be interesting to see how bluntly they manage to tell her, in the politer possible terms of course, that she has so far made an awful mess of wiring up Britain.

BARRY FOX
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It is now possible to obtain a computer-driven buggy for less than £70. **Pilot One** has launched its Computer Buggy Driver for about £40 to work with the £25 **Lego Buggy** for the hobby market.

The driver includes an interface/control unit for the BBC B, two optical sensors, software and an explanatory manual. A major sales push has not yet been started but Stephen Partridge, production manager, said that it had attracted a great deal of attention when launched at the Acorn User show in July.

.. designed to withstand the rigours of the classroom..

The control unit has relay outputs to independently control the direction of two motors. A switch circuit is connected for controlling the lights, horns or an electromagnet.

There are three sensor lines, two being taken up with the optical sensors for the motors. The makers suggest that the other could be used for a bump sensor or white line follower, both of which can be obtained from Pilot One.

The software allows control direct from the keyboard or for the pre-planning of a route on screen which can then be filed and carried out. A full set of Basic procedures is provided to allow users to build up their own routines.

Although sold to go with the Buggy, the unit can be used for any two or three motor models. The software has the option to allow the configuration of the screen display to use names and motions for each motor defined by the user.

The Lego Buggy was developed for the schools Microelectronics Programme where it has already been well received. For schools Pilot sells the Buggy with drive and steering leads with its major digital interface unit, designed, the makers say, to withstand the rigours of the classroom. The interface can also be used to control a model car, crane and Lego railway set.

The buggy, which is supplied in kit form has a two, two-wheeled drive unit, worm drives, is also sold by the educational suppliers **Griffin and George** which has developed its own interface.

Partridge said that before the end of the year it was planned to release three new software packages for use with the equipment.

The **Memoco** Electron, not to be confused with the Motiv Memoco Crawler, has gone on general release. The makers introduced it last year to gauge the reaction, which was very good throughout the world, and the arm is now on sale in 17 countries.

It is a programmable version of the **Tomy** Armatron with interfaces supplied for the CB4, BBC B and Spectrum. With the Armatron costing only about £25 a few enthusiasts have published do-it-yourself conversions but it is not a job for the faint-hearted and this version eliminates the complexity of the work for only £130.

The Memoco can be controlled by the keyboard and individual motors for each of five axes and gripper, the Armatron has only one, with movement monitored by feedback circuits.

.. national award for innovation and development..

**Penman's** Robot Plotter has come second in a national award for innovation and development. The plotter, which operates in the same way as a turtle, was beaten for the top award in the Prince of Wales Award for Industrial Innovations and Production 1985 by a Thyroid Testing Kit. The award is given not only for technical excellence but also for how it is developed and marketed.

Although designed as a plotter it has quickly become accepted as a teaching aid in the same way as a turtle. Costing about £250 it has software packages for the BBC B, the RML machines, Apple II, Apricot, Maccintosh and IBM PC.

The Penman is a three colour plotter which operates on A3 paper. It can be used as a turtle or mouse and with any micro with a RS323 interface. Since the Penman was launched last year it has sold in its thousands and development has continued.

The Troll two-armed robot from L. W. Staines is taking longer to develop than anticipated. It had been hoped to have it ready for the Acorn User Show but the company is saying it cannot give a date yet. It is 95 per cent complete but a shortage of time with the Ogres doing so well has meant that the other five per cent is not getting the attention needed—we will keep you posted.

.. no self respecting robot would be seen without its work cell..

**L. J. Electronics** has been working on enhancements for its Atlas arm. Its software has been improved to allow for more edit facilities but the more noticeable development has been the provision of a work cell.

No self respecting robot can now be seen without its work cell and L. J. has produced a pick and place and sorting system. It includes four hardware modules and a control system known as TINA 6502.

The hardware consists of a parts dispenser which can provide a variety of parts, a motor-driven calliper unit, a weighing unit and an indexing table. The table has four parts bins, on a rotating base driven by a stepper motor, into which the parts after selection are placed by the Atlas.

A special software package is supplied which provides direct control over all the elements of the cell and the arm with the help of a screen representation.

One of the few Japanese companies to produce small robots is Mitsubishi. With the RM101 being the bottom of its range—a five axis machine for about £1200. It uses stepper motors, can be controlled via a Centronics interface and can lift 500 grams.

It is being sold in Britain as part of an educational package by E & L Instruments of Wrexham, control being provided by the company's Fox micro.

Mitsubishi also supplies a larger more robust version the RM201 at a cost of £26,000.
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LAST MONTH we looked at the general architecture of a microprocessor system, and saw the type of building blocks to be expected in a typical system. It is now time to get to grips with some of the more practical aspects of a micro system; after all, you cannot solder a generalised concept into a circuit board. To bring the subject down to specifics, therefore, we will start by looking at the 6800 CPU in some detail.

As we mentioned last month, the early articles in this series are using the 6800 micro family to illustrate the discussions. The straightforward organisation of the 6800 allows the basic principles to be grasped without (we hope!) becoming lost in the detail. Then we can move on from this base to some of the more sophisticated devices later in the series. Before we look at the 6800 CPU, however, there is one further basic concept which was not discussed last month which we shall he meeting time and again, and which is worthy of a more detailed examination at this stage.

BUS CONNECTIONS

The concept of a 'bus' is one in such widespread use in the field of micros that it is all too easily overlooked. However, it is important to be clear about what is meant by a bus, and how it should work if a micro system is to operate correctly. In this respect, a bus is rather akin to a power supply; it is taken very much for granted when working, but can be the source of untold problems when it is not.

In principle, a bus is little more than a set of connections which allows more than one device to transfer sets of related signals around the system. In practice, however, there is a little more to a bus than simply a way of providing parallel conductors between devices.

Looking back to last month's overall diagram of a 6800-based micro system, we saw, for example that there were a number of devices all connected to the address bus. When the CPU outputs an address onto this bus, one (and, if the system is working properly. only one) of these devices will respond. Data is then transferred between the device addressed and the CPU. During this time, however, only the device addressed (out of all the devices connected to the data bus) must actually be driving the lines which make up the data bus. If more than one device does so, there will be conflict on the bus, and data corruption will almost inevitably result.

What is required, therefore, is that all of the devices which are capable of writing to the data bus are effectively disconnected from the bus, except the one actually putting data onto the bus. This is not quite the whole story, however, because the devices which are disconnected (i.e. not writing to the bus) may still need to be able to read data from the bus; they may after all be the device to whom the data on the bus is being sent.

Thus, for example, if the CPU is wanting to read data from the PIA, only the PIA's outputs on the data bus should be active, but the CPU still needs to be able to read from the bus.

The normal method of achieving the situation described (i.e. all devices able to read from the bus through the same connections that are used when in control of and writing to the bus) depends on the use of tri-state bus drivers. A device with a tri-state output is one which allows the resistance of the output circuit to go to a high impedance state (several MO) when the device is disabled, the internal circuitry being essentially disconnected from the output, and hence from the bus, which is then free to assume any value it likes.

The use of tri-state gates avoids the need for every element on the bus to be connected to the input of a data selector. On an 8-bit bus with eight elements attached, this would require a minimum of eight 8-way selectors, and would still not give us a bidirectional capability. Using tri-state drivers on the bus, however, all of the
outputs remain physically connected directly together all of the time. The price to be paid for not having the data selectors is the marginally higher price of tri-state drivers when compared to standard types. Overall, however, a substantial saving and simplification usually results from using tri-state devices to drive the bus.

All we then have to do to give us the basic framework for a bus is to make sure that only one such device is active on the bus at a time.

To complete the picture for a bidirectional bus, it is also necessary to add the capability for a device on the bus to receive data as well as to send it. This is usually achieved by combining a buffer gate in the same package as the tri-state driver. This allows the logic levels on the bus to be sensed as well as driven, without each device having to have two sets of connections to the bus; one for read and one for write. This has the advantage of keeping both the wiring and the load capacitance on the bus to a minimum. The result is that the receiver section of a bus transceiver can always be active, while the transmitter section is only in the active state (i.e. not high impedance) when the device is actually driving the bus.

The schematic for a typical octal bus transceiver is shown in Fig. 2.2. This provides, in a single 20-pin package, an 8-bit bus buffer with 3-state outputs. The device allows transmission from the “A” pins to the “B” pins, or vice versa, depending on the logic level at the direction control input. In the majority of devices used in modern micro systems, such bus transceivers are an integral part of the devices themselves. Memory devices, for example, usually include data bus transceivers, and only a single pin is then used for each data line for both reading and writing.

This is illustrated in Fig. 2.3, which shows the internal schematic for a 2114 static RAM device. The direction control for transceivers in such devices is derived from the R/W (or “Write Enable”, WE) input. Discrete transceivers, on the other hand, are usually found at I/O points, e.g. in the 1MHz extension bus in the BBC Micro.

**6800 CPU**

The pin connections for the 6800 CPU are shown in Fig. 2.4, but, as it stands this diagram tells us very little without some further interpretation. In this respect it is a useful first step to consider the pin connections in groups, and to relate these to the data, address and control buses introduced last month. Fig. 2.5 shows the processor's inputs and outputs grouped into four functional categories.

The signals on the control bus mentioned last month have been further divided into I/O Control Signals and Supervisory Signals. Just before we start on these categories, however, it is worth establishing how the chip gets its power. The supply for the 6800 is obtained from a single +5V rail; pins 1 and 21 (Vss) are connected to 0V, and pin 8 (Vcc) is connected to +5V.

**ADDRESS BUS & DATA BUS**

The 16-bit address bus connections A0 (LSB) to A11 appear on pins 9 to 20, and connections A12 to A15 (MSB) on pins 22 to 25. These outputs are buffered out of the chip by tri-state devices, each capable of driving up to one standard TTL load and 90 picofarads. The bidirectional data bus connections D0 (LSB) to D7 (MSB) appear on pins 33 down to 26, respectively. The data bus is capable of driving up to 130pF and one standard TTL load.

This typically allows the CPU to drive between 7 and 10 other 6800 family devices without further buffering, which is particularly convenient for small systems since it keeps the component count to a minimum.

---

**Fig. 2.3. Block diagram showing the internal organisation of a static memory device—this is a 2114 chip**

**Fig. 2.4. The 6800 microprocessor. It is a 40-pin chip, as are most 8-bit micros. The address bus accounts for 16 pins, and the data bus for 8. The rest are for control lines, and power connections**

**Fig. 2.5. Control signals for the CPU**
The I/O Control Bus in Fig. 2.5 is a rather mixed group of signals whose overall purpose is to regulate the operation of the system of which the 6800 forms the central element. The signals in both the I/O Control and the supervisory buses, together with their normal abbreviations, are summarised in Table 1. Some of the signals, it will be noted, appear in both groups, although usually for different reasons.

We start with the two signals on which all timing and synchronisation in the system depend, the clocks. The CPU operates from a two-phase, non-overlapping clock whose two signals, \( \phi_1 \) and \( \phi_2 \) (shown in Fig. 2.5), are connected to pins 3 and 37, respectively. One of these clock phases, \( \phi_1 \), is used as part of the I/O control bus. It is applied to the enable/chip select inputs of the other devices to ensure that they are only enabled when the address bus and the VMA signal are stable. Other features of the clock signals are considered later under the supervisory signal heading.

The VMA signal (Valid Memory Address) from pin 5 indicates to all devices on the bus that the CPU is performing a read or write on the bus during a particular cycle. Data transfer is therefore disabled while VMA is at a low logic level, since in this state the CPU is not performing a read or write. The R/W signal from pin 34 identifies whether the operation is a read (logic high) or a write (logic low). The convention here is that a read operation is one which transfers data to the CPU, whereas a write operation is one which transfers data from the CPU.

The Reset signal is the one used to reset and start the CPU from a powered-down state. It is connected to pin 40, and is also routed to all other devices on the bus so that, where appropriate, they may also be reset and hence start up in a known condition. This line must be held at a logic 1 during normal operation, but if taken low for at least eight clock cycles while the system is running, the CPU will restart as if just powered up.

The remaining signal on the I/O control bus is IRQ (Interrupt Request). This is an input (on pin 4) which is pulled down to a logic 0 by any device on the bus which wishes to interrupt the CPU. When IRQ is taken low, the CPU will wait until the end of the instruction which it is currently executing, before acting on the request. However, the programmer may choose to ignore interrupt requests at any time by masking out user interrupts.

We shall be coming back to interrupts again later, but suffice it to say that an interrupt is a way of telling the CPU that something needs to be done. It avoids the need for the CPU to keep having to look to see if something needs to be done (i.e. it avoids “polling”). The “something” which needs to be done will depend on the application, but the interrupt could typically be the result of pressing a key, requiring the key identity to be read before the operator releases it.

The interrupt approach thus allows the CPU to be carrying out other useful tasks while waiting for the next key depression (such as updating a readout), safe in the knowledge that it will be informed when the operator presses a key.

**SUPERVISORY SIGNALS**

Moving on to the supervisory signals, the first new signal here is NMI (Non-Maskable Interrupt) on pin 6. This is similar to the IRQ described above, but with the difference that it cannot be masked out by the programmer. It therefore tends to be used for interrupts which cannot wait for a response; in the BBC Micro, for example, an NMI is used in the floppy disc interface.

The \( \phi_1 \) input signal on pin 3 is simply the second phase of the two-phase system clock. During the period that \( \phi_1 \) is high, the memory address for the next instruction is placed on the address bus, and in the following period (when \( \phi_1 \) is high) the data bus is activated. The DBE (Data Bus Enable) control input on pin 36 is used to enable the tri-state data bus drivers when set high, and is normally driven by the \( \phi_1 \) signal. The signal is externally generated (rather than being internally connected to \( \phi_1 \)) so that it is possible for a device in the system other than the CPU to be given control of the bus. When held low, DBE causes the bus drivers to assume the high impedance output state, thereby allowing another device to assume control and put data onto the bus.

The Tri-State Control (TSC) input performs a similar function for the address bus as that performed for the data bus by DBE. When taken high (note: the opposite sense to that of DBE), the address bus and the R/W line are put into the high impedance state. Thus, the address bus is freed for use by other devices when TSC is high.

The final supervisory input to the CPU is the Halt signal on pin 2. Under normal conditions, this input is held inactive at a logic 1, and the CPU is allowed to fetch and execute instructions in accordance with its program. When the input is taken low, the CPU completes the execution of the current instruction and halts. This is also indicated by a change from low to high on the BA output (see below), and a change from high to low of the VMA output. Whenever the CPU is halted, the address bus, the data bus and the R/W line will all appear as high impedance connections on their bus lines. This has the effect of removing the CPU from the system bus. The only action which continues while the CPU is halted is the latching of interrupts on the NMI and IRQ inputs, thereby keeping them ready to be serviced immediately after the Halt line returns to the logic high state.

The Bus Available (BA) supervisory output on pin 7 is normally inactive in the low state. It is taken high by the CPU on the activation of the Halt (H) line or by the execution of a “Wait” instruction. In either case, the CPU stops executing the program at the end of the current instruction, and sets the BA signal high. This indicates that all of the 3-state buffers are in the high impedance state. This condition will persist until either the Halt line is taken high again, or an interrupt occurs, depending on the original cause of the condition. The BA signal may therefore be used to notify external hardware that the CPU is off the bus.

**PROGRAMMING THE 6800**

Now that we have looked at how the 6800 appears to the outside world, it is time to turn our attention inwards and look at the workings of the CPU from the programmer’s viewpoint: With any micro system, the intelligence in the system can reasonably be said to reside in the control program. It is the program which causes the elements of the system to behave in the desired manner, and if you have ever been faced with a system which is totally devoid of any control program, you will readily appreciate quite how useless it really is without software!

This state should not be confused with the switch-on state of a typical microcomputer or home computer before its program has been loaded in RAM from tape or disc. The difference is that, because its operating system is stored in permanent memory, such a system responds to keyboard input straight after power-up is complete. A “bare” system on the other hand does not even do this, because it has no program to tell it that there is a keyboard connected to the bus, never mind what it should do with it.

The control program (more usually referred to as simply “the program”, or “Operating System”) is a set of instructions which are meaningful to the CPU, and which identify the sequence of operations which must be carried out. Any given sequence of instructions is designed for a particular purpose, and guides the CPU through the operations it must perform under the expected conditions. We therefore need to move on and look at the types of operations which the CPU (in this case, we will be looking only at the 6800) may be instructed to perform.

The “art” of programming is then to use the available instructions in the most efficient manner to effect the desired results. Readers should note that this is not the subject of this series, since it

---

**Table 1: I/O Control and Supervisory signals**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal Description</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>I/O Control</th>
<th>Supervisory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bus Available</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halt</td>
<td>Halt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-State Control</td>
<td>TSC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Bus Enable</td>
<td>DBE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Maskable Interupt</td>
<td>NMI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reset</td>
<td>Reset</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi_1 )</td>
<td>( \phi_1 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi_2 )</td>
<td>( \phi_2 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interrupt Request</td>
<td>IRQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read/Write</td>
<td>R/W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid Memory Address</td>
<td>VMA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
is felt that programming is a skill which most readily comes with practical experience. Instead, we aim to introduce the techniques involved, believing that real problems are then the best spur to applying them in earnest.

THE 6800 INSTRUCTION SET

The 6800 CPU operates in the main on 8-bit numbers which are fetched from the memory via the data bus. Any given byte fetched from memory can represent either data or an instruction to be executed. The significance of a particular byte is determined only by where it is encountered in the program. As we have said before, this does mean that the CPU will quite happily attempt to execute data values as instructions, since it is unable to tell them apart. The results may be unexpected, but they will be explainable; this is not usually much comfort when this type of error does occur.

The 6800 has 72 unique instructions, but it recognises 197 of the possible 256 values which can be held in a single byte. This increased number results from the fact that many of the instructions have more than one addressing mode, each with its own instruction value. These addressing modes refer to the manner in which the program causes the CPU to obtain its data. They take account of the fact that the programmer needs a method of addressing both the CPU’s internal registers and the external memory locations (which may be “real” memory or registers in peripheral devices on the buses).

The 197 different instructions provided by the 6800 fall into the following four major categories:

(a) accumulator and memory
(b) index register and stack
(c) jump and branch
(d) condition code register

From this, it is clear that we will need to look at the CPU’s registers in a little more detail to make much sense of the instruction set.

CPU REGISTERS

A programming model for the CPU is one of the standard methods of looking at a micro to gain an idea of its architecture. The model for the 6800 is shown in Fig. 2.6, and in fact is the same for the 6802. The 6802 is a software-compatible hardware variation on the 6800 which contains a number of additional “convenience” facilities, such as a small amount of internal RAM (128 bytes) and an on-board clock circuit.

There are six slight differences overall between the two devices, but the two devices are software compatible. The functions of the CPU registers shown in the figure are described in the following paragraphs. Most micros have similar registers, although the quantity of any given type, and the bit-lengths do tend to vary from type to type.

Accumulators: There are two 8-bit registers (A and B) which can be used for the storage or manipulation of data within the CPU. These two registers can be specified as the source and/or destination of data in many operations. In some micros, which have only a single accumulator, there are even instructions which assume that it is to be used for the operation.

Program Counter: The program counter (PC) always contains the address of the next instruction byte to be fetched from memory. It is a 16-bit register which is automatically updated after each instruction fetch. When a jump operation is performed, the program counter is forced to a new value to cause the first instruction at the new program branch point to be fetched. The programmer need not be concerned directly with this register since it is automatically maintained by the CPU.

Index Register: The 16-bit index register (IR) holds memory addresses for use with certain types of instruction addressing modes. The contents of this register can be loaded, stored, or manipulated by the programmer.

Condition Codes Register: This register (CCR) is really a collection of single-bit flags, gathered together in one place. The organisation of the register is shown in detail in Fig. 2.7. The two most significant bits are permanently set to logic 1, but are otherwise unused. Bit 4 is set by the programmer to indicate whether the CPU is to recognise user interrupts at the present time.

Instructions are provided especially for clearing and setting the interrupt enable (“I”) flag. The interrupts are ignored (masked) while the “I” flag is set to a logic 1.

The remaining bits hold the flag states which result from the last instruction which affected them. The flags indicate the result of arithmetic and logic operations (e.g. overflow, zero result). The state of the flags can be used to determine which sequence of instructions is executed next by using instructions whose result depends on the state of a particular flag, e.g. test to see if the result of an operation is zero, and continue the program at different points depending on the result.

![Fig. 2.6. Programming model of the CPU registers](image)

![Fig. 2.7. Condition-codes register organisation](image)

Stack Pointer: The stack pointer (SP) is a 16-bit register that holds a memory address. The address points to the next free location in a RAM area which the programmer allocates to the stack. The stack is used for saving the values of all the CPU registers (including the PC) at a particular instant. Whenever a stack save operation is performed (e.g. automatically when an interrupt occurs), each register byte is saved in the location pointed to by the SP, and the value of SP is then decremented by 1.

The order in which the registers are saved (pushed) is shown in Fig. 2.8, where the state of the stack is shown after two stack saves. The stack is unloaded (contents of the registers restored to be the same as the values in RAM), in the reverse order of the order of the save. The value of SP is then incremented by 1 after each stack unload (pop) operation. Complete push and pop sequences occur automatically in some situations, but instructions are also provided to allow the programmer to manipulate the stack and the stack pointer. If the workings of the stack appear confusing, do not despair, as we will be coming back to it again later.

ADDRESSING MODES

As we have said, the 6800 has 72 different types of instruction, with a total of 197 different variations on these basic types. It is usual practice to refer to each of the 72 types of instruction by means of a mnemonic. Typically, a 6800 mnemonic is three or four characters (e.g. LDAA is used for the instruction to load a value into the accumulator A).
accumulator A), followed where necessary by addressing information to tell the CPU where to get/save the data from/to.

The mnemonics themselves are not actually understood by the CPU at all, but instead are provided for the convenience of programmers. When the program has been written, the mnemonics must be replaced by the appropriate instruction byte values in memory before they can be understood by the CPU. Software development (or programming) is usually now done by writing the instructions in terms of these mnemonics, and then using a special program (an assembler) to convert from the man-readable form (sometimes called source code) to the CPU-readable form (called object code).

The 6800 supports six different addressing modes, although not all modes are supported for each type of instruction. The modes are:

(a) inherent
(b) immediate
(c) direct
(d) extended
(e) relative
(f) indexed

The way in which an instruction type distinguishes between the addressing modes depends on the assembler used. However, it is usually clear from the form of the address (sometimes from the instruction itself) which mode is being used. Different micros have different numbers of addressing modes, but those in the 6800 are the basic ones which will usually be found in any micro, although the names do tend to change between manufacturers.

Each of the modes is described below, with examples. The addresses in the examples give actual memory addresses where appropriate, but many assemblers will allow the programmer to assign names to memory locations, and use these instead. Using actual addresses, however, avoids the difficulty of having to identify the possible differences between assemblers. To avoid any doubt, the object code bytes corresponding to the examples are also given in brackets.

### Inherent

Some instructions do not require any additional address information since the data required is already in the CPU's registers. For example:

- **CLRA** sets register A to zero (4F)
- **INX** increments the index register by one (08)

### Immediate

In this mode, the data value (often referred to as the *operand*) immediately follows the instruction code. The operand may be one or two bytes, depending on the instruction type, and is usually indicated to the assembler by a "w" sign. Two-byte values are only used for operations affecting the index register and stack pointer. For example:

- **LDAA #FF** loads register A with FF (86 FF)
- **LDX #6300** loads the index register with 0300 (CE 03 00)

### Direct

In this mode, the data is located or to be stored in a memory location which has an address between 00 and FF (hex). This allows the address to fit into one byte only, thereby saving space. For example:

- **LDAA 7E** loads the contents of location 7E into register A (96 7E)
- **CMPB 43** compares the contents of register B with the contents of location 0043 (91 43)

### Extended

This is probably the mode used most often by programmers. The memory address for the operand is contained in the two bytes following the instruction code. The more significant byte comes first, followed by the less significant byte. Extended mode addressing allows the programmer to access the full 65536 bytes of the 6800's address range. This mode will always work for accessing memory, although an "intelligent" assembler may substitute the direct mode where appropriate to keep the program size to a minimum. For example:

- **LDAB 001F** loads register B with the contents of memory location 001F (F6 00 1F)
- **INC 147B** increments the contents of location 147B by one (7C 14 7B)

### Relative

This mode is used solely for branching instructions, i.e. those which may change the sequence of instructions being executed, depending on the state of the flag being tested by the programmer at the time. The instructions for which relative addressing is a valid mode are two-byte instructions, and the value of the operand (in the second byte) indicates the address at which the program will resume execution if the branch occurs. This single byte operand is used to hold a 2's complement number (allowing a range of -80 to +7F) which is added to the current program counter value.

Since the current value of the program counter points to the instruction after the branch instruction, this means that the branch can be to any address which is in the range -7E to +81 bytes away. For example:

- **BRA 23** branches always to an address 25 bytes higher than where the instruction is stored (20 23)
- **BEQ 90** branch if the zero flag is set to an address 25 bytes lower in memory than where the instruction is stored (27 90)

### Indexed

Indexed addressing involves two-byte instructions and makes use of the current contents of the index register. The address used is calculated by adding the value in the second byte of the instruction to the current value in the index register. The value of the index register, however, is unchanged by the instruction. For example, assume in the following that the current value in the index register is 1400:

- **LDAA 20,X** loads the contents of location 1420 into register A (A6 20)
- **CLR 43,X** sets the contents of location 1443 to zero (6F 43)

To support indexed addressing, special instructions are provided to manipulate the index register, e.g. LDX, INX, DEX allow it to be loaded, incremented and decremented, respectively. Some of these operations may themselves also use indexed addressing! The use of indexed addressing is particularly useful for manipulating tables of values, but it is worth pointing out that in cases of need, the index register can safely be used for other purposes by the inventive programmer.

**NEXT MONTH:** We look at what happens in a 6800 system after you switch the power on, and at peripherals.
A GREAT BIRTHDAY BARGAIN FROM ALCON

TO COMMEMORATE P.E.'s 21st WE OFFER THE SUPERB

SUPER 50 for ONLY £36.30

This high quality instrument combines high sensitivity (50k ohms per volt on both AC and DC ranges) with foolproof protection. The movement is diode protected on all ranges and the instrument is electronically protected on all of its 39 ranges except the 3 Amp.

SPECIFICATION

Accuracy: d.c. ranges and Ω 2% a.c. 3% (off s.d.)
39 ranges: d.c. V 150mV, 1V, 3V, 10V, 100V, 300V, 1000V;
           d.c. 1 10µA, 100µA, 300µA, 1mA, 3mA, 10mA, 30mA,
           100mA, 1A, 3A.
           a.c. V 10V, 30V, 100V, 300V, 1000V;
           a.c. 1 1mA, 10mA, 30mA, 100mA, 1A, 3A.
           Ohms 5kΩ, 50kΩ, 500kΩ, 5MΩ.
           dB from -10 to +61 in 5 ranges.
Dimensions: 105 x 130 x 40mm.

LIKE ALL ALCON INSTRUMENTS THE SUPER 50 COMES COMPLETE WITH A ROBUST CARRYING CASE, LEADS AND INSTRUCTIONS AND IS FULLY GUARANTEED FOR 24 MONTHS.

OTHER STAR BUYS FROM ALCON

TESTER 20
20kV AC & DC
39 RANGES - DIODE & FUSE PROTECTED

Accuracy: d.c. ranges and Ω 2% a.c. 3% (of f.s.d.)
39 ranges: d.c. V * 100mV, 1.0V, 3.0V, 10V,
           30V, 100V, 300V, 1000V.
           d.c. I * 50µA, 100µA, 300µA, 1mA, 3mA,
           10mA, 30mA, 100mA, 1A, 10A.
           a.c. V * 10, 30, 100, 300, 1000V;
           a.c. I * 3mA, 10mA, 30mA, 100mA, 1A,
           10A.
           Ω 0.5kΩ 0-1kΩ, 0-5kΩ, 5MΩ, 50MΩ.
           dB from -10 to +61 in 5 ranges.
Dimensions: 105 x 130 x 40mm.

ONLY £29.75

SUPER 20
Specification as above but super electronically protected on ranges but 10A - VIRTUALLY INDESTRUCTIBLE!

£33.50

MINI 20
20kV AC & DC
28 RANGES WITH PROTECTIVE FUSE

Accuracy: 2% d.c. and resistance 3% a.c.
28 ranges: d.c. V 100mV, 3V, 10V, 30V,
           100V, 300V, 600V.
           d.c. I 50µA, 100µA, 300µA, 1mA, 3.0mA,
           10mA, 30mA, 60mA, 600mA.
           a.c. V 15V, 50V, 150V, 500V, 1500V;
           a.c. I 30mA, 300mA, 3.0A.
           Ohms 0.2kΩ, 0-2MΩ.
           dB from -10 to +62 in 6 ranges.
Dimensions: 105 x 130 x 40mm.

THE IDEAL INSTRUMENT FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR

£21.60

HIGH QUALITY TEST INSTRUMENTS AT SUPERDEAL PRICES

ALCON Instruments Ltd.
19 MULBERRY WALK - LONDON SW3 6EZ. TEL: 01-352 1873 - TELEX: 918867

EACH INSTRUMENT HAS A CLEAR MIRRORED SCALE AND COMES COMPLETE WITH A ROBUST CARRYING CASE, LEADS AND INSTRUCTIONS.

PRICES: Our prices include VAT and postage and goods are normally despatched by return.

Please write or telephone for details of these and the many other instruments in the Alcon range, including multimeters, components measuring, automotive and electronic instruments.
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Last month we took a close look at the design considerations and the circuit operation of the Bytebox. Fig. 7 shows some of the devices the Bytebox can support. This month, we shall complete all the constructional details and look at the other facilities which can be utilised.

**CONNECTOR CABLE**

The connector cable details are shown in Fig. 11. It consists of a length of 40-way ribbon cable with a 40-way IDC d.i.l. connector at each end. The cable should be cut to length and offered to one of the two connectors. The connection is made by placing the connector/cable into a suitable tool which is then placed in a vice and tightened until the two halves of the connector mate. This is then repeated at the other end of the cable. Care should be exercised to ensure that the connectors are installed as per the diagram, i.e. the two connectors face the same way. Once the cable is completed it should be formed as shown in Fig. 11.

**PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD (MAIN BOARD)**

The printed circuit board component layout is shown in Fig. 10. The printed circuit board is double sided with soldered link pins used to connect one side to the other. These should be the first items soldered to the board. These should be followed by the integrated circuit sockets. It is recommended that d.i.l. sockets are used, as it is difficult to remove chips should they be incorrectly fitted or are found to be faulty once soldered. The 40-way ribbon connector should be fitted next, either by being soldered directly to the board or fitted via a 40-way d.i.l. socket. All that remains to be fitted are the twenty decoupling capacitors.

**CASE**

The board is housed in an aluminium case consisting of a chassis unit to which the printed circuit board is attached, and a U-section cover retained by four screws. The prototype chassis was sprayed black and the cover honey beige. This produced a colour similar to that of the BBC microcomputer and almost identical to the author's disc drive. The assembled printed circuit board should now be fixed to the chassis unit by means of four insulated pillars, and the ribbon cable connector is passed through the small cutout at the rear of the case.

**ZIF SOCKET**

The z.i.f. socket printed circuit board is shown in Fig. 8. The z.i.f. socket can be connected to any of the ROM/EPROM sockets on the board by means of a 28-way IDC d.i.l. connector. This should be constructed as shown in Fig. 9 and in a similar way as was the 40-way ribbon cable, except that one end of the cable is soldered to the z.i.f. printed circuit board. The cutout details on the chassis assembly are intended for a 28-way Tektool z.i.f. socket, others may require a different size cutout. The assembled printed circuit board is fitted to the rear of the chassis front panel, either by two screws or by double sided adhesive tape. The prototype used double sided tape of the foam variety and is still in place despite considerable use.
BYTEBOX INSTALLATION

BYTEBOX is now ready to be connected to the BBC microcomputer, but first ensure that it has been turned off. Remove the BBC microcomputer's cover which is held in place by four screws, two on the rear and two under the keyboard. Fig. 11 indicates where the 6502 microprocessor is located on the BBC microcomputer's printed circuit board. This should be carefully removed and placed on a conductive surface to prevent a build up of static charge. It is also good practice to earth oneself to remove any static charge before removing any integrated circuits. The free end of the 40-way ribbon cable can now be plugged into the now vacant socket and the 6502 inserted into its socket on the BYTEBOX printed circuit board.

NOTE: Take care to install the 6502 the correct way round as it faces in the opposite direction to all the other integrated circuits on this board!

Fig. 10. The main board component layout and p.c.b. design
ALTERNATIVE MEMORY BOARDS

As mentioned in the design philosophy there are two optional RAM cards that can be used to configure the system to suit user requirements. One uses eight 6116 RAM devices to allow up to 16K bytes to be installed in 2K byte stages, the other is a battery-backed version using two 6264s. Both printed circuit boards are designed so that they can be plugged into the main board in place of the normal RAM.

In addition a third optional board is presented that allows a 27128 to be replaced by two 2764 EPROMs. Like the optional RAM this board is also designed to allow it to plug into the main printed circuit board.

6116 RAM BOARD

This board is designed to allow the system to use eight 6116 type RAMs to provide 16K bytes. This arrangement allows the user to build the system up in blocks of 2K bytes as and when required. In addition the overall cost of this board with eight 6116 devices fitted is less than that for two 6264s. However, as is usually the case, there is a disadvantage, that of increased power consumption.

Its mechanical layout is arranged to allow it to plug into position 15A on the main board, allowing all the necessary signal lines to pass to the additional circuit.

The circuit diagram of this board is shown in Fig. 12. 6116 type RAMs have only 11 address lines (A0 to A10), whereas the 6264 has 14 (A0 to A13). The circuit is arranged such that all the address, data and control lines from the main board, except for A11 to A13 and the chip select line, connect to the corresponding pins of the 6116s. In order to select the correct block of 2K bytes, the upper address lines (A11 to A13) are decoded together with the original 6264 chip select line by IC109, a 74LS138 three line to eight line decoder. This produces the necessary eight chip select lines that ensure that only the correct 6116 device is selected. The eight outputs from the decoder are each connected to the CS input of its associated 6116 device.

The printed circuit board is shown in Fig. 13 together with the component layout. The board is single sided with twelve wire links used to connect tracks. These links should be the first items fitted, followed by the i.c. sockets and then the decoupling capacitors. Turn the board over and carefully solder the four 14-way connectors to the board as shown in the photographs. Installation is then simply a matter of plugging the 6116 board into socket 15A on the main board. The system will now function in exactly the same way as would two 6264s.

BATTERY-BACKED RAM BOARD

This circuit, like the 6116 RAM circuit described above, is designed to allow it to plug into the main card in place of the two 6264s. RAM devices are volatile, i.e. their contents are lost when power is removed from the system. However, by using a NiCad battery they can be supplied with power when the remainder of the circuitry has been turned off, allowing the RAM's contents to be preserved.

The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 14. It can be seen that the address data and control lines from the main board, with the exception of the chip select and +5V lines, are connected to the corresponding pins of the two 6264s in this circuit. The power line passes through a diode, D201, before going to the battery and the RAM. This voltage is called Vcc (BATT). A germanium diode is used as it exhibits a lower forward voltage drop than a silicon diode. The battery is connected via a charging resistor, R201, whose value is selected to produce a charging current of 1mA, the recommended trickle charge current for the type of NiCad battery.
specified. Thus during normal operation the battery is constantly being charged.

However, when the system is turned off, i.e. in power-down mode, the battery is connected to the RAM but isolated from the remainder of the circuit by the diode D201. As the standby current for a 6264 RAM is quoted as 20 microamps per device, the voltage drop across the charging resistor under these conditions is negligible, therefore the RAMs are supplied with sufficient voltage to allow them to retain their data. The battery capacity is quoted as 100mA hours, which should maintain the RAMs for about 100 days.

In order for the circuit to function correctly in the power-down mode it is essential that the two chip select inputs are tied to logic 1, which in this case is Vcc (BAT). If they were left floating, i.e. not connected to any logic level, the circuits would consume more power than the battery can supply, resulting in the memory contents being corrupted.

To achieve this the chip select line is driven via two transistors, TR201 and TR202. TR201 inverts the chip select line from IC203b pin 6. Thus when its input is a logic 0, i.e. chip select active, the transistor is turned off and its collector is at logic 1. This logic 1 is then used to turn TR202 on thereby putting a logic 0 onto the two 6264 chip select inputs, which enables them. When the power to the board is removed no voltage is available to turn TR201 on. Therefore, the base of TR202 is connected to logic 0 via R206 which turns the transistor off. The two 6264 chip select inputs are therefore tied to Vcc (BAT) via R207, thereby providing the correct power-down mode conditions.

In addition, the circuit is fitted with a write protect switch that can be used to prevent the system writing to the RAM and destroying data that the user may wish to keep. This switch can either be mounted on the board or on the back panel of the case, the latter position allowing the RAMs operating mode to be easily changed.

Write protection is provided by the quad two-input NAND gate, IC203, and switch S201. The chip select signal (CS) from the main board is inverted by IC203c whilst IC203b inverts the R/W signal. The R/W signal from IC203d pin 11 is gated with that from the write protect select switch S201 by IC203a. Normal operation occurs when S201 is open, write protection is selected when it is closed. Therefore in normal operation IC203a pin 3 produces the R/W signal, i.e. it follows that on the main board. This is then gated with the chip select signal (CS) from IC203c pin B by IC203b to produce a chip select (CS) signal for both read and write modes.

However, when write protection has been selected, i.e. S201 closed, the logic 0 on ID203a pin 1 forces the output of IC203a...
The RAMs are therefore write protected. IC203b the two 6264s can only be enabled during the read mode. signal. Thus, when gated with the chip select signal (CS) by put therefore appears to the following circuitry as a read only (pin 3) to logic 1 irrespective of the state of the R/W line. This out put therefore appears to the following circuitry as a read only signal. Thus, when gated with the chip select signal (CS) by IC203b the two 6264s can only be enabled during the read mode. The RAMs are therefore write protected.

The printed circuit board and the component layout is shown in Fig. 15. The board is single sided with two wire links used to connect tracks. These links should be the first items fitted, followed by the IC sockets and then the decoupling capacitors, transistors, resistors, switch and battery. Turn the board over and carefully solder the four 14-way connectors to the underside of the board. This board is then installed in the system by plugging it into the two sockets, 15A and 15B, that would have held the normal RAM.

ALTERNATIVE EPROM BOARD

The 27128 type EPROMs are sometimes in short supply and are currently more expensive than two 2764 type EPROMs, which provide the same 16K bytes of memory. To enable two 2764s to replace one 27128 an additional printed circuit board is provided. This has been designed so that it can be plugged into a vacant ROM/EPROM socket on the main printed circuit board.

The circuit arrangement is shown in Fig. 16. Address lines A0 to A12 from the main printed circuit board and the eight data lines are connected to both 2764 EPROMs directly via the 28-way plug. As there are two 2764 EPROMs it is necessary to generate two chip select lines from the original 27128 chip select line and address line A13. This is achieved by a quad dual-input NAND gate IC303. The original chip select line is inverted by IC303b, and connected to the other two gates IC303c and IC303d. Thus, when the 27128 chip select line is disabled both IC303c and IC303d have an input at logic 0 which forces both these gates’ outputs to logic 1 thereby disabling the two 2764s.

The printed circuit board and the component layout is shown in Fig. 17. As one of these gates is connected to A13 and the other to A13 only one 2764 can be enabled at any one time thereby allowing correct operation of the circuit.

The printed circuit board and the component layout is shown in Fig. 17. It can be seen that only one link is required on this board and this, together with the three integrated circuit sockets and the decoupling capacitors should be soldered onto the board. In a similar way to the other auxiliary boards, the two 14-way connectors should be soldered to the underside of the board.

The board can be installed in any position on the main printed circuit board that can normally support ROM/EPROM. The two 2764s should, however, be programmed as required before being fitted.

RAM APPLICATIONS

To load the system’s RAM from either disc or via a BASIC programme all one has to do is to write to memory locations between &8000 and &BFFF, in which case the RAM is automatically selected in preference to ROM as previously described. If, however, one has a file on disc, say a ROM based programme that one is developing, it can be loaded directly into RAM using the command *LOAD <filename> 8000.

Fig. 15. Battery-backed RAM board p.c.b. design and component overlay

Fig. 16. Alternative EPROM board circuit diagram

Fig. 17. EPROM board component overlay and p.c.b. design

However, when the 27128 chip select line is active, i.e. at logic 0, both IC303c and IC303d are enabled allowing them to invert the signal on their other input. As one of these gates is connected to A13 and the other to A13 only one 2764 can be enabled at any one time thereby allowing correct operation of the circuit.

To load the system’s RAM from either disc or via a BASIC programme all one has to do is to write to memory locations between &8000 and &BFFF, in which case the RAM is automatically selected in preference to ROM as previously described. If, however, one has a file on disc, say a ROM based programme that one is developing, it can be loaded directly into RAM using the command *LOAD <filename> 8000.
This "RAM-ROM" can now be used in the same way as ROM/EPROM, i.e. it will respond to any *command of that program. If however the program is a language, e.g. PASCAL, it can be started by typing "CTRL-BREAK" as it is in position 15, the most significant, and is therefore the first to be accessed by the operating system.

If the battery backed RAM board has been fitted it should be put into normal mode, i.e. not write protected, allowing data to be sent to it. Once this has been done write protect mode can be selected, thereby preventing the RAM's data from being accidentally overwritten. Should the RAM contain data relating to a language, that language will run when the BBC microcomputer is switched on as RAM is in the most significant position.
Launched in the autumn of 1964, Practical Electronics was the first UK hobby magazine devoted to this relatively new technology, and committed to explore, unreservedly, all its practical possibilities.

At that time radio enthusiasts were well served by existing periodicals such as Wireless World, Radio Constructor and Practical Wireless. Transmitting amateurs had their specialist publications — the RSGB Bulletin and the Short Wave Magazine. The first three mentioned had included non-radio projects in their pages for a number of years, but the subjects covered rarely strayed from the audio and test equipment fields.

With the transistor becoming a commonplace and cheap device, possibilities were opening up for new and previously undreamed of opportunities for electronic circuitry. In the early sixties, electronics was the in-thing and had a scintillating image equalled only by those contemporary trendsetters of the pop music world.

THE FIRST SEVEN YEARS

Constructional projects have had pride of place right from issue No. 1 (Nov. 1964). These articles form the central core of the magazine’s structure. They are the reason for its existence and all other features, important as they are, are peripheral and supportive to the prime purpose which is to present detailed information that will enable any constructor to build a wide range of electronic equipment without difficulty. All this for two shillings and sixpence (12½p).

The enthusiast’s involvement with modern electronics was well portrayed by the cover of the inaugural issue. This showed a young man holding the Integrated Amplifier, opened up bookwise, so that the most interesting details were exposed to the viewer. On the bench top in the foreground stood the associated power unit. Also in view was a Colour Coule Calculator for resistors and capacitors which was included as a free gift with the No. 1 issue. The words “Transistorised Equipment” stood out at the foot of the cover — this was obviously considered a very fundamental phrase.

In the centre of the issue were eight supplementary pages containing miscellaneous data. These pages were intended to be withdrawn and folded to produce a 16-page pocket data book.

The opening project was a 5W Integrated Transistor Amplifier designed by K. W. Collins. This contributor was on the staff of Mullard Ltd., and this may have influenced the choice of semiconductors around which the design was based. Yet, in any event, the choice was sound, since Mullard transistors were commonly available on the retail market and were familiar in amateur circles. Mullard had, for a number of years prior to 1964, promulgated much design information relating to the use of their transistors in audio and radio circuits. This information was to be the basis of innumerable PE projects in the coming months.

The Amplifier used four OC71 npn germanium transistors. (This type had become well known as the standard small signal a.f. transistor. It appeared in two other projects in this first issue and was clearly, at the time, the amateur’s best friend.) The Pre-Amplifier and the Power Amplifier sections were built on similar sized boards of laminated plastics (s.r.b.p.). Turret tags or direct wiring of component leads to three rails of 18s.w.g. tinned copper wire were alternative assembly methods suggested. Two U-section heat sinks also acted as linking brackets between the two boards. This project extended over three months.

FOR BEGINNERS

Right from the start PE made clear its commitment to the newcomer to electronics. Beginners, no less than experienced enthusiasts, would be welcomed to its pages. Carefully planned series giving instruction in theory and practical matters would form an important and essential part of the magazine’s contents.

“Beginners Start Here” was the title of the first series for the uninitiated. Without assuming any prior knowledge, this series set out to explain basic principles of electricity and electronics, introducing by way of illustration a number of simple experiments anyone could carry out, with just a few tools and components. Theory was at all times closely related to practical matters and examples of real components were introduced as appropriate. The aim was to give the newcomer a “feel” for the material side of electronics and an early introduction to actual circuit components used in projects, as he or she progressed with the study of elementary theory.

The series was to run for 24 months. Perhaps an inordinate amount of time was spent on the groundwork of electricity (electro-magnetism and inductance extended over four parts). Transistors made their appearance in Part 13 — in a simple project, a multivibrator, which was to provide a.c. (actually square waves) from a battery supply and would be used in following articles as an aid when examining alternating current.

Transistors used in the early projects were almost always germanium junction types. The superiority of silicon devices was already known and such devices were being used in industry. This was made clear in the feature “Semiconductor
The morning PE appeared on the bookstalls, Britain was going to the polls. A "brave new world" to be created through a white-hot technological revolution (based on electronics—what else?) was promised by the new occupant of No. 10, Harold Wilson.

A little more modestly, this new magazine promised an exciting future for the emergent hobby based on modern electronic technology. No denying it, the climate was auspicious when PE made its debut in 1964. The immediate reaction was heartening and confirmed the view that a large number of the general public of all ages were fascinated by electronics and welcomed the opportunity to participate in a practical way in this young but rapidly developing field.

The past 21 years have witnessed dramatic changes in the electronics field. The amateur designer and constructor has played no small part in this exciting story of technical advancement, as an examination of past issues of Practical Electronics reveals.

S OF ELECTRONICS

Devices For Automobiles" written by a staff member of Lucas. Here it was explained that in automobile applications the ambient temperature could be in excess of 90 deg. C. Silicon devices are capable of satisfactory operation up to 200 deg. C, whereas germanium devices have an operating temperature limited to 110 deg C. But, in 1964, silicon transistors were not available to the amateur and germanium reigned supreme in the hobby field.

ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements are an essential part of a publication such as Practical Electronics. The home constructor relies consider-ably upon advertisements by those retailers who cater for his particular needs in the way of components, tools, materials and instruments; as well as those that offer other services that can aid him in his hobby.

The advertisements appearing in the inaugural issue of a magazine can be especially interesting to examine in retrospect.

We start with Transistor Suppliers for a very good reason. At the time of the launch of PE the "active" component had a significance unequalled by any other individual component then in use in electronic circuits. The transistor influenced the physical form and style of electronic equipments as much as the nature of the circuit.

Please note: All the advertisements and diagrams illustrated in this article are extracts from previous issues of Practical Electronics which have appeared over the last twenty one years. Unfortunately, they are no longer valid.

SUPPLIERS

Ten firms offered specific transistors to our readers in the opening issue of PE. Types for sale included the popular small signal p-n transistor OC71 at prices ranging from 3/— to 5/— (16p—2p), the OC81 at 5/6 (27p), and the OC171 at 8/6 (42p).

Technical Trading Co., Brighton were first off the mark. On page one they offered 18 types at prices ranging from 5/— to 15/—, and Mullard matched Output Kits for amplifier and radio at 12/6 and 24/— respectively. They also offered unspecified types: red spot (L.F.) at 1/6 and white spot (R.F.) at 2/—.

listing of transistors was, it must be admitted, rather overshadowed by the 300 odd valve types numbered alongside in this advertisement.

Sinclair Radionics had taken the following four pages to present the X-10 Amplifier and Micro-6 Receiver (claimed to be the smallest radio set in the world) and other designs. Also included, a list of five types of transistors such as the MAT100 at 7/9 and MAT101 at 8/6 for the constructor.

VALVES

The number of advertisers offering valves almost equaled those offering transistors. They included three firms already noted above as suppliers of transistors. The valve-exclusive vendors were R&R Radio and TV Service; 40 types of salvaged valves; TRS Radio Component Specialists; 43 types, new, boxed; Padgetts Radio Stores; 58 types Ex

Component Specialists: 33 types. As featured in this issue SAVE ABOUT £8.75*

SABCHRON DIGITAL
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making holes for valveholders and other components appeared in at least two ads, while sheet metal folding machines could be obtained from A. B. Parker of Batley, Yorks.

While the miscellaneous component, materials and accessory needs of the d.i.y. enthusiast were well catered for, a substantial proportion of the ad space in this first issue of PE was devoted to complete units, chassis or kits for radio, audio and tape equipment. Heathkit and Martin Audiokits were two of the big names represented in this field. Guitar amplifiers and heavy duty loudspeakers were especially noted and conveyed an impression of contemporary musical trends, while an electronic concert organ kit was available from Stem-Clyne.

Loudspeakers were especially noted and conveyed an impression of contemporary musical trends, while an electronic concert organ kit was available from Stem-Clyne. Guitar amplifiers and heavy duty loudspeakers were especially noted and conveyed an impression of contemporary musical trends, while an electronic concert organ kit was available from Stem-Clyne. Guitar amplifiers and heavy duty loudspeakers were especially noted and conveyed an impression of contemporary musical trends, while an electronic concert organ kit was available from Stem-Clyne.

The "New Products" section of PE featured an interesting recent development in the form of a wiring board consisting of s.r.b.p. board clad on one side with strips of copper and pierced with a regular hole matrix. This product was called Veroboard, after its inventors and manufacturers, Vero Electronics Ltd.

One of the projects in issue No. 2, Precision Decimal Block Pre-Amplifier by M. L. Michaels, had the honour to be the very first to employ the Veroboard System. The panel used (VB2503) had 16 parallel strips of copper, 'thickened' and gold plated at one end where the whole card plugged into a linear 16-contact socket. The panel was drilled with a square grid of holes at 0-15in spacing. This particular type of Veroboard had wide applications in industry but rarely used in constructor circles.

The Ultra Sonic Remote Control (iss. 2.) was notable on two counts. It presented to the general reader, a branch of electronic technology that was not as then, very well known. This project also broke new ground in construction methods. For the second time Veroboard appeared in a PE project. However, the product used here was the standard Veroboard of Uniform pattern and which could be cut to any size. The whole matrix was 0-15in. This remained the standard for years, until the closer matrix of 0-1in became the rule.

**Fig. 5. The potentiometer circuit diagram**

**Practical Electronics** November 1985
In February '65 readers were given a problem, two boxes connected by a pair of wires, with complex switching and counterswitching of a red and a green lamp. What is the secret of the circuitry within the boxes? The answer was given the following month, when "Magic Boxes" appeared as a short and simple project. Mainly for amusement, but nevertheless having practical use when a situation calls for such a remote signalling system and only two wires are available between the two locations.

In the meanwhile our readers had risen to the challenge and over 500 solutions were received during the week following publication of our February issue. An analysis of readers' ideas was published in April. Many ingenious ideas were proposed, but only three readers came close to the actual circuit. Apart from a very gratifying response from our readers, this light-hearted exercise proved exceedingly fruitful and the expression "Ingenuity Unlimited" used as a sub-title to the April article was adopted for a new regular series in which readers offered their own circuit ideas, or commented constructively on published designs.

Thus was given birth to a regular feature which has maintained its appeal and interest throughout the years. Many of the ideas published in this feature have been of considerable merit and have contributed to the general appeal of PE's contents. The first "Ingenuity Unlimited" appeared in May.

EMERGENCE OF SILICON

In May a small classified advertisement by Longlands, Ascot, offered Transistors, Silicon npn 1/6 (7½p) and Germanium npn 5/- (25p).

In the following month Silicon Planar Transistors were advertised at 4/6 each. Later on, during the course of the year, the following ads were noted:

**August**
- 50 Transistors AF, RF, Silicon and pnp. 35/-
- D & W Ltd., Westcliff.
- October npn Silicon for Hi-Fi etc 2N657 35/-, 2N1050 40/-

November Silicon Planar pnp Transistors 5/- and 7/-
- Longlands, Ascot.
- Silicon Planar 5/-
- Amatronix Ltd., Croydon.

Silicon Planar devices were most effectively spotlighted by Amatronix. They described the tiny Epoxy encapsulated npn devices 2N2926 as being suitable for practically every low power application.

Thus in the course of the last few months of the year (1965) a number of suppliers had become geared up to supply the previously hard-to-get silicon transistors.

Mention of the advantages of silicon against germanium devices had appeared in a feature on "Semiconductors For Automobiles" in the first issue (Nov. 1964). We had to wait until December '65 for the first practical application of silicon transistors. This was the Fire Alarm System by M. L. Michaels. The author was emphatic that silicon transistors (BSY53 or 2N1613) be used in this design. The high and temperature-dependent leakage current of normal germanium transistors made them entirely unsuitable, they would give rise to high standing battery drain and also to unnecessary false alarms on warm days.

**Something new in projects was illustrated on the January '66 cover.** The Simple Servo System (B. Crank) brought electro-mechanics into association with electronics and offered a good practical introduction to the subject of servomechanisms. The first use of the plastic encapsulated npn silicon planar transistor type 2N9226 came in February. To those brought up in the valve era, the arrival of npn transistors was an additional minor blessing, in that circuit diagrams based on such devices could be drawn with the positive supply at the top as in the conventional valve fashion. But with pnp (usually germanium) devices still predominating in amateur designs the reader had to condition himself to some reorientation when studying circuit diagrams.

In March the spotlight was turned on to printed circuits. A detailed account of how to make p.c.b.s was followed by "Bonanza Boards" (A. J. Bassett) which demonstrated how one simple printed circuit board (2in x 2in) could be used to build a number of useful circuits. Four projects were given. A further five appeared the following month.

Amongst the May projects was a Transistor Tester by B. F. Pamplin which was appropriate since a free 24-page Transistor Guide booklet was presented in this issue. The Guide obviously met a long felt need and it became a standard ready reference for amateurs, professionals and retailers alike. Of more than 200 transistors listed only 18 were silicon, 13 pnp, 5 pnp.

A feature "Using Transistor Data" helped the uninstructed with the interpretation of published data relating to these devices. A second part appeared in July and enlarged on more general matters such as cases and encapsulations, comparables and equivalents, and gave the pro's and con's for germanium and silicon.

**TEST GEAR**

In the mid-sixties the growth of electronic technology was making considerable impact upon the constructor field and the standard of performance of amateur built equipment was rising. It was apparent that the amateur was now in need of measuring and testing facilities that only few possessed. PE therefore commissioned the design of a set of test instruments to meet a wide variety of requirements. The result was the Test Gear Trio, which...
compromised an a.c. Millivoltmeter, Signal Generator and Stabilised Transistor Power Unit. These three instruments were designed and described by R. Hirst.

It was an impressive set of instruments and would enhance the workbench of any constructor, or for that matter, professional engineer. This was apparent from the August cover which showed the Trio in glorious colour. The series ran from August to October '66.

The Autumn has always been looked upon as the start of a new season for constructors. Certainly the busiest months of the year lie immediately ahead. For this reason the October issue has always been of special importance, and is aimed as much at potential recruits to the hobby as to the regulars. This October issue had enclosed within its pages a Printed Wiring Board, actually a piece of Veroboard 2\(\times\)1\(\times\)1in. 0-15in matrix. Six projects were described, any one of which could be assembled on this board.

A news item in this issue gave details of new silicon planar transistors from Mullard. Of interest to our readers were the BC107, BC108, BC109, BF184 and BF185. The BC108 in particular was destined to become very popular and an indispensable device to the constructor.

November '66 a whole-page ad from Peak Sound announced Cir-kit—the new wonder circuit system. This was copper strip with heat-resistant adhesive on one side. Lengths were cut off and laid down on laminate board to form the desired pattern.

Another landmark in designs for amateurs was the Integrated Stereo Amplifier by R. Hirst (of Test Gear Trio fame) which was introduced in December '66. The most modern techniques were incorporated to achieve a high performance compatible with a professional appearance. A unique feature was the use of a field effect transistor to obtain a very high input impedance. Direct interstage coupling and complementary symmetry output stages were incorporated.

**AND IN 1967**

Another innovation in circuit construction was introduced in February '67. A feature entitled “Stick-On Wiring” described a product marketed by Peak Sound (Harrow Ltd.), and named “Cir-kit” (First advertised in the November '66 issue.) This introduction was backed-up by two projects built with “Cir-kit”.

A complete page of a newspaper, including pictures and words, was transmitted across the Atlantic on October 17 via satellite from London to San Juan, Puerto Rico. This was the first time that a newspaper page has been sent by satellite.

A complete page of the Daily Express was wrapped around a drum on the Muirhead transmitter (above) and a beam of light traversed the drum, illuminating a small square of the page. The drum revolved and the whole page was scanned in the form of a spiral. Light from a minute area of this square was reflected through a precision optical system and used to control the electrical output of a photocell. The amplitude of the output signal depends upon whether the scanning beam falls on white paper or print, including the dots in the half-tone pictures.

**THE BRITISH AMATEUR TAPE RECORDING CONTEST 1967**

The above contest, held annually, is open to amateurs of all ages. There are seven different categories for entry. Rules of the Contest and entry forms can be obtained from The British Amateur Tape Recording Society, c/o The Secretary, 33 Fairlawns, Maldon Road, Wellington, Surrey.

Sorry—too late to enter.

This year was to see the publication of a considerable amount of information concerning significant developments in semiconductors. First in February a comprehensive account of silicon planar transistors with practical information for the amateur user contributed by G. Wareham. (By mid '67 silicon transistors were being advertised in our pages by many retailers.) In March “Unjunction Transistors” by A. Thomas, in May, “Field Effect Transistors” by G. B. Clayton and in July “Tunnel Diodes” by D. G. Whitehead. Then, in August another milestone in semiconductor technology was marked by the commencement of a five-part series by M. J. Hughes, entitled “Microelectronics”. The integrated circuit, its mysteries and its potential were about to be revealed.

In October appeared the very first PE project to incorporate an integrated circuit. This was in a hybrid design. The IC Gram-Amplifier by R. Hirst used a Mullard integrated linear a.f. amplifier type 263TAA followed by a complementary pair of germanium transistors.

The following year opened with an impressive piece of equipment filling the January front-cover. This was the PE Analogue Computer, one of the most enterprising of projects presented to home constructors. The designer and author of this series had successfully completed a mammoth task. Formidable at first sight, the Analogue Computer was actually arranged in the form of units and broken down in this way the circuitry became easy to assimilate and to build. This was a classic example of unit construction and demonstrated how a complete electronic system could be reduced down to manageable proportions. It was hoped to see how this technique applied to other large projects in the future as the possibilities of modern solid state electronics became exploited in constructor circles.

With a particularly striking cover, the September issue opened further the doors of new world of electronics. The theme of “Around An Integrated Circuit” was the special feature that introduced a series of five constructional projects all based on the Plessey SL701C Operational Amplifier.

As the i.c. was being introduced into amateur projects, so the steady move from germanium to silicon continued amongst discrete transistors. Further stimulus came in Part 3 of “Transistor Amplifier Design” (April) which was devoted to audio applications for the 2N9296 planar silicon transistor.

Practical Electronics had, in the past, established a reputation for reliable designs with meaningful application. Each month appeared a selection of projects covering a variety of interests. Such projects were bringing the influence of electronics into even increasing areas, in and around the home, in the motor car, in the area of pop music as well as those traditional areas of audio, tape and radio.

This magazine was also at the same time encouraging the reader to explore electronics in the widest sense possible, and to experiment with new devices and circuits, not merely in the quest for knowledge, but also through the serious or educational side of this hobby (which was always recognised) but also, for the sheer fun or enjoyment this kind of intellectual pastime could provide.

In November a series called “Bionics” was launched. It was concerned with the design and construction of electronic “animals” or machines with artificial intelligence. G. C. Brown was the enterprising author and he was to create interest in an unusual subject and stimulate thoughts amongst countless readers as the series progressed. We now have many regular robotics features.
ONE SMALL STEP FOR PE READERS

Not long after man first set foot on the moon (July '69) the PE Wideband Communications Receiver was introduced. This contention for the first time the term talked into the amateur field. The author's prototype was an impressive piece of equipment, highly professional throughout. The front panel with its large tuning scale was plug-in modules containing most of the circuitry. This modular design was relatively simple, costing less than comparable work in the professional field.

Of appeal to a comparatively limited number of readers the Communications Receiver was nevertheless a most worthy subject for inclusion in PE. The study of these articles, at least, should have been most rewarding revealing as they did some highly advanced electronic circuit techniques and also a most business-like mechanical arrangement of the whole system. The aim throughout these last 21 years has been to help the amateur engineer as far as possible, the best standards of design and construction achieved in industry. Projects such as the Communications Receiver contribute to this aim by making readers aware of these elegant practices—and usually they can be applied elsewhere, to perhaps humbler kinds of projects.

At the close of 1969 further audio designs using i.c.s appeared. These were the work of M. Gay, Plessey Co. In November a Basic Amplifier and also a stereo version built around the Plessey SL402 and SL403. In December and January 1970 a novel high fidelity stereo system based on these i.c.s was published. The usual feature was the use of a three loudspeaker setup (front, middle and treble) with one SL403 feeding each speaker. The part of the frequency spectrum fed to each speaker was selected by an active filter formed around the pre-amplifier section of the corresponding SL403.

The first i.c. project, Oct '67—A milestone in our history.

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the "hybrid" gramophone amplifier

INTO THE SEVENTIES

July of this new decade saw the start of Making The Most Of Logic I.C.S, a series by R. W. Coles which introduced a new subject to our pages. Silicon monolithic integrated circuits were by now available at a price that made them often cheaper than discrete components. This series was to run to 11 parts and covered the RTL, DTL, TTL, MOS and ECL logic i.c. families.

November saw the appearance of the Gemini Dual Purpose Stereo Amplifier, a design which was to set the standard in this area for a number of years. The design was by D. S. Gibbs and I. M. Shaw of Ferranti Ltd. Discrete transistors were used throughout. The cover for November '70 issue carried the price in the new currency 3/6 (17 new pence). The actual change to the 'new money' came in February '71.

The first digital i.c. project appeared in December '70 issue with the Digi-Clock, the work of R. W. Coles. This design was based on TTL and used 20 dual-in-line i.c. packages. Readout display was four mini cold cathode indicator tubes. A large project, interesting for the techniques involved and extent of assembly work.

As the first few years passed, the progress of electronic technology made it necessary to publish an increasing amount of technical information to satisfy the increased proportion of series enthusiasts, a term which embraces not only hobbyists, but also students and practising technicians and engineers. Our Post-Bag provided evidence of readers' keenness to become deeply involved in electronics, whether as amateurs or professionals. Many requests about subjects and projects came from school teachers who had very quickly appreciated the value of this magazine as a source of ideas and projects for their own classes. The teaching profession has also been well represented amongst our contributors—so it has been a happy two-way relationship between schools and PE, to the advantage of all.

ENTER EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS

But this increasing need for editorial space to cover the higher end of the "knowledge spectrum" could not be satisfied without some sacrifice in other areas.

After much thought, a decision was finally made in 1971. Practical Electronics would hand over the requirements of newcomers to a new magazine, to be run by the same editor, so maintaining a close association with the present publication, while having its own clearly defined policy and purpose. This was announced in the November, 1971 Editorial and the new sister publication Everyday Electronics made its bow the next week.

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of the integrated linear amplifier Type 2637AA

EXCLUSIVE DIGITAL CLOCK SCOOP!

This unique Digital Clock is now available EXCLUSIVELY FROM LASKY'S. In chassis form for you to mount in any housing that you choose. All settings are achieved by means of a simple mechanism and construction guarantees reliable operation and long life. The sleep switch will automatically turn off any appliance—radio, TV, light, etc., at any pre-set time up to 60 minutes, and in conjunction with the AUTO setting will switch on any appliance—radio, TV, light, etc., at any pre-set time up to 60 minutes. The clock measures 41W x 11H x 2D (overall from front of drum to back of switch). SPECIAL QUOTATIONS FOR QUANTITIES...

SPECIAL QUOTATIONS FOR QUANTITIES...

Complete with knobs. LASKY'S PRICE £6.19.6 Post 3/6

KNobs AVAILABLE SEPARATELY—12/6 per set. Post 1/6

Digital, but not TTL or CMOS!
MUSIC AND COLOUR

The April '71 cover was another abstract design introducing Aurora—music inspired light and colour. This project reflected the renewal of interest in lighting schemes controlled by sound. The basic concept was well known and "colour organs" had been described long before PE appeared. However, the advent of semiconductor devices such as triacs and thyristors capable of switching power at mains voltage, plus the possibility of sophisticated electronic control circuits brought new impetus to this artistic application of electronics.

The PE Aurora system was specially commissioned and was the result of close collaboration between M. J. Hughes who designed the electronics and M. Leonard who was responsible for the artistic presentation. The Aurora was shown at the Audio and Music Fair and at the Electric Theatre exhibition in London.

Amongst covers, that of June 1971 must rate as one of the most spectacular and evocative created by Art Editor, Jack Pountney. The subject itself was exciting: called "XEE" this was an "animal approximation utilising integrated circuits to process optical and tactile sensing together with a random control to give reasonably life like responses." G. Brown was the designer and he had taken full advantage of the big steps being made in semiconductors. This was the third PE project to use digital i.c.s. A total of 7 logic i.c.s were incorporated in what was then a most extensive system arrangement.

XEE achieved national fame when it appeared in the BBC TV programme Tomorrow's World.

In November PE published what was to become the definitive design for electronic car ignition. Called the PE Scorpio, it was designed by D. S. Gibbs and I. M. Shaw and proved an extremely reliable and effective system. It was highly popular and stimulated interest amongst manufacturers as well as constructors.

Also in November appeared another design based on digital i.c.s. The I.C. Digital Dice by J. D. Croft was of special interest being a revised version of a circuit published in I/U in the previous April. It showed how effectively i.c.s could enable smaller and nearer units to be built; but also, due to the low price i.c.s now available, was actually cheaper to build than the original discrete transistor version which used 12 transistors. Thus 1971 finished with digital i.c.s. established and beginning to take over from discrete devices. Logic devices were in plentiful supply and being advertised at very competitive prices.

THE SECOND SEVEN YEARS

A mammoth and challenging undertaking for the constructor, but an exciting educational exercise and a worthwhile one was the relatively low-priced PE Digi-Cal.

The series ran to 11 parts, finishing in May '73. But Digi-Cal was designed over a period that witnessed feverish developments in the semiconductor field. Large scale integration was under way and hardly had Digi-Cal been launched when news of the transistor flood was made public. Courses and seminars were given to industrialists and students alike. The basic concept was well known and the development of a digital computer based on the transistor was indeed a major contribution. From the scientific point of view, the advent of digital circuitry meant a quantum leap in the development of electronic systems. The advent of the transistor marked the beginning of the electronic age.

Digi-Cal was the first in a series of electronic projects to appear in Practical Electronics. It was designed by A. J. Boothman, this project set out to provide authentic piano sounds from an instrument a quarter the size of a conventional pianoforte, and at a fraction of the cost.

From around mid 1972 it became the fashion to specify 0.1in Veroboard. The switch to this closer spacing of holes was influenced by integrated circuits. These devices could not be readily accommodated on the 0.15in board because of their pin spacing.

The "latest" in circuit integration was how the February 1973 issue introduced the PE Triffid Single Chip I.C. Radio. The heart of this design was the new ZN414 radio chip produced by Ferrari using CDI, a "new" bipolar integrated circuit manufacturing technique.

The same issue contained the opening part of a block-buster of circuit (or rather system) design. The Sound Synthesiser was designed by G. D. Shaw and represented the latest happening in the electronic-musical field. An instrument a quarter the size of a conventional pianoforte, and at a fraction of the cost.

The 555 TIMER

In June '73 "The 555 Timer I.C." by J. B. Dance brought a new integrated circuit to the attention of readers. Developed by Signetics the 555 could be employed to provide accurate time delays from microseconds to hours. A General Purpose Timer based on this device was also featured in this issue. A few months later (August '73) a Simple Flasher based on the 555 was published. 1973 also marked the 25th anniversary of the announcement of the transistor in 1948. 1974 saw the first use of memory chips by PE in the Rhythm Generator by Bruce Ward, March 1974. Two SN7404 8-bit bipolar memory i.c.s. provided the storage for the programmed rhythms.
The January '75 issue reported under News Briefs the tremendous interest in sound synthesizers as reflected by the massive attendance at the two lectures given at last year's Audio Fair by G. D. Shaw (the author of PE articles currently appearing). Part of the lectures dealing with the Minisonic was illustrated with impressive tape recordings made by Malcolm Pointon. Most people were amazed at the range of effects that could be produced by such a simple instrument.

MICROPROCESSORS

October '75 was notable for including the first comprehensive and authoritative account of microprocessors to be presented to the amateur constructor. Microprocessors by V. Yates (Motorola Inc) was a two-part article explaining how this exciting new device had evolved in operation and applications. The Motorola M6800 was described in some detail as a typical example of the more than 30 types then available to industry.

Also in this issue was a feature Digital Watch which described the assembly of the Sabchorn i.e.d. Wristwatch Kit. The kit was priced at £36.25, or a ready built watch for £45.50. Photographs blown up to clarify details, accompanied the text which endeavoured to make the way clear for constructors especially those not experienced in such microscopic assembly and soldering operations as demanded. In the December ad pages the Sinclair 'Black Watch' Kit was advertised for £17.95.

April '76 issue contained an 8-page supplement "Sounds Extraordinary" describing principles of operation for the most popular electronic effects used in modern pop music. A special feature on the Minisonic was published in February. This publication consisted of a collection of musical projects from PE. It included the Joanna Electronic Piano, the Orion Amplifier and the Minisonic Sound Synthesizer; and a variety of sound effects units.

The results of the "How Inventive Are You?" Competition appeared in June. The first prize of £250 was awarded to G. G. Hutchieson and B. Ray (Group Entry) for a High Intensity Beacon. Hutchieson and B. Ray (Group Entry) for a High Intensity Beacon. The results of the "How Inventive Are You?" Competition appeared in June. The first prize of £250 was awarded to G. G. Hutchieson and B. Ray (Group Entry) for a High Intensity Beacon. Hutchieson and B. Ray (Group Entry) for a High Intensity Beacon. In the December ad pages the Sinclair 'Black Watch' Kit was advertised for £17.95.

April '76 issue contained an 8-page supplement "Sounds Extraordinary" describing principles of operation for the most popular electronic effects used in modern pop music. A special feature on the Minisonic was published in February. This publication consisted of a collection of musical projects from PE. It included the Joanna Electronic Piano, the Orion Amplifier and the Minisonic Sound Synthesizer; and a variety of sound effects units.

The results of the "How Inventive Are You?" Competition appeared in June. The first prize of £250 was awarded to G. G. Hutchieson and B. Ray (Group Entry) for a High Intensity Beacon. Hutchieson and B. Ray (Group Entry) for a High Intensity Beacon. In the December ad pages the Sinclair 'Black Watch' Kit was advertised for £17.95.

April '76 issue contained an 8-page supplement "Sounds Extraordinary" describing principles of operation for the most popular electronic effects used in modern pop music. A special feature on the Minisonic was published in February. This publication consisted of a collection of musical projects from PE. It included the Joanna Electronic Piano, the Orion Amplifier and the Minisonic Sound Synthesizer; and a variety of sound effects units.

The results of the "How Inventive Are You?" Competition appeared in June. The first prize of £250 was awarded to G. G. Hutchieson and B. Ray (Group Entry) for a High Intensity Beacon. Hutchieson and B. Ray (Group Entry) for a High Intensity Beacon. In the December ad pages the Sinclair 'Black Watch' Kit was advertised for £17.95.

April '76 issue contained an 8-page supplement "Sounds Extraordinary" describing principles of operation for the most popular electronic effects used in modern pop music. A special feature on the Minisonic was published in February. This publication consisted of a collection of musical projects from PE. It included the Joanna Electronic Piano, the Orion Amplifier and the Minisonic Sound Synthesizer; and a variety of sound effects units.

The results of the "How Inventive Are You?" Competition appeared in June. The first prize of £250 was awarded to G. G. Hutchieson and B. Ray (Group Entry) for a High Intensity Beacon. Hutchieson and B. Ray (Group Entry) for a High Intensity Beacon. In the December ad pages the Sinclair 'Black Watch' Kit was advertised for £17.95.

April '76 issue contained an 8-page supplement "Sounds Extraordinary" describing principles of operation for the most popular electronic effects used in modern pop music. A special feature on the Minisonic was published in February. This publication consisted of a collection of musical projects from PE. It included the Joanna Electronic Piano, the Orion Amplifier and the Minisonic Sound Synthesizer; and a variety of sound effects units.
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The Sky This Month

It cannot be said that this October is a good month for the planetary observer. Jupiter is still a splendid object in the south-western sky during evenings, but it is rather low down—in Capricornus—and the other giant planet, Saturn, is now to all intents and purposes lost in the evening twilight.

Mercury is technically an evening object for the last three weeks of the month, and is well placed for southern-hemisphere observers, but from Britain it will probably not be visible with the naked eye. (Telescopic studies of Mercury are almost always carried out in broad daylight, but this involves using an instrument equipped with accurate setting circles, and in any case virtually all our knowledge of the Mercurian surface has been derived from one space probe, Mariner 10). Venus is still dominant before dawn, and with its magnitude of -3.4 it is much brighter than any other star or planet. The phase is now over 90 per cent., but no telescope will show anything definite upon the upper cloud layer.

In early October Venus passes just north of Mars, but the Red Planet is now no brighter than the Pole Star, and its apparent diameter is less than four seconds of arc. It does not come to opposition again until July next year.

The Moon is new on 14 October, and full on 28. On the latter date there will be a total lunar eclipse—the second this year, though that of 4 May was not well seen from Britain, partly because the eclipse began well before moonrise and partly because the weather was generally cloudy. The eclipse this month should be more favourable. It is visible from Europe, including the British Isles, as well as from Australasia, Japan, and large areas of Asia. Totality lasts from 17.20 GMT to 18.04 GMT; the eclipse begins its partial phase at 15.55 (again some time before moonrise here) and ends finally at 19.29.

It cannot be claimed that lunar eclipses are of great importance astronomically, but they are interesting to watch, and very often there are vivid colours—blues, greens and reds, for example. It is never safe to forecast, however, because all the light from the Sun reaching the eclipsed Moon has to pass through the Earth's atmosphere, and everything depends upon how clear (or otherwise) the air is.

At some eclipses the Moon has disappeared so completely for a while that it could not be found even with a telescope, while at other eclipses the disc has remained bright throughout. Major volcanic eruptions, or extensive forest fires, naturally tend to produce "dark eclipses", and it will be worth while taking photographs as well as making visual observations. It will be nearly a year before we in Britain see another lunar eclipse.

COMETS

Halley's Comet is brightening steadily. During October it moves in a retrograde direction through Taurus, and as the magnitude is expected to rise to about 10 the comet is well within the range of most amateur telescopes; whether there will be a detectable tail or not remains to be seen. The distance from Earth has been reduced to less than 150,000,000 miles, and the speed has increased to over 60,000 mph.

The other available comet, Giacobini-Zinner, is of about the 9th magnitude, but is moving south. The position on 12 October is expected to be R.A. 7h 8m, dec. -12'28', not far from Sirius. By the end of November it will have moved so far south that from Britain it will not rise at all.

The Great Bear, Ursa Major, is now almost at its lowest, in the north, though it is of course circumpolar from anywhere in Britain: Cassiopeia, with its famous W pattern, is almost at the zenith: it is interesting to see which of the five W stars is the brightest, because one of them—Gamma, the middle member—is decidedly variable between magnitude 1½ and 3, and the reddish Shedir is also suspected of variability over a small range.

Adjoining Cassiopeia is Perseus, and it is worth finding the Sword-Handle, made up of two open clusters in the same low-power field of view; they can just be seen with the naked eye as a blur of light. The so-called 'Summer Triangle' made up of Vega, Deneb and Altair is now sinking in the north-west, though of the three only Altair actually drops below the horizon.

High in the south there is the Square of Pegasus: below it, skirtmg the horizon, is Fomalhaut in the Southern Fish, which is the most southerly first-magnitude star ever visible from here. Two of the Pegasus stars (Scheat and Markab) point to it, but from North Scotland it is always so low that it is unlikely to be seen. Fomalhaut, one of our nearest stellar neighbours, is of special interest because it was one of the stars found by IRAS, the Infra-Red Astronomical Satellite, to be associated with cool material which may well be planet-forming.

In the east Orion is starting to come into view later in the night, and in the late evening some of his retinue, notably the Pleiades cluster and the red Aldebaran, are well on view. As a "preview" of next month, note that on 16 November Halley's Comet will be closely south of the Pleiades. Amateur photographers, lay your plans well ahead of time!
so that our remote ancestors could have seen it; the maximum brightness may have been as much as that of the half-moon.

Meteors have been known for a long time. (Note with Halley's Comet. The Eta Aquarids of May, are associated with Halley's Comet. Meteor activity is listed according to its ZHR or Zenithal Hourly Rate. This is defined as the number of meteors which would be seen with the naked eye by an observer under perfect conditions with the shower radiant at the zenith. In practice, of course, these conditions are never attained, and the observed ZHR is always less than the theoretical, but at least it gives a good general guide.

The usual ZHR of the Perseids is around 75. With the Oriones it is only 20, but there are often long dusty trains which persist for a second or two. There is an unusual multi-radiant structure, and it is now thought that the stream itself is somewhat complex, made up of four or five "shells" of material which have slightly different orbits and peak at different times.

In past years most of our knowledge of meteor streams was derived from visual observations, mainly amateur. This is no longer true, because radar studies have largely taken over; but visual work is still of value, and the observer can help by counting the number of meteors observed and plotted their tracks against the background of stars. Of course, not all the meteors seen during October will be Oriones; Taurid shower begins on the 20 October, and there are also sporadic meteors, which do not belong to any stream and may therefore appear from any direction at any moment.

It would be wrong to suggest that the Oriones will be particularly rich this year because Halley's Comet is coming in toward perihelion. Last time the comet came round, in 1910, the Oriones were no more spectacular than usual. All the same, one never knows, and meteor enthusiasts will be very much on the alert around the middle of this month.

FREE! READERS' ADVERTISEMENT SERVICE

WANTED 16K RAM pack (CE-161) for Sharp PC1500. 4K RAM for part exchange if wanted. Mr. Green, 60 Marlborough Park Avenue, Sidcup, Kent DA15 9DU.

LYNIX 48K Colour Hi-Res micro one month old £80 ono. Contains £50 worth of socketed chips. Mr. James Fricker, 3 Fairfield Hill Road, Alway, Newport, Gwent, S. Wales NP9 9RY.

Magazines: Practical Electronics 79-84; Everyday Electronics 71-73; Practical Wireless 71-73; Radio Constructor or 71-73. In binders. Offers? Mr. Derek Andrews, 12 Gladstone Street, Bedford MK41 7RS. Tel: 0234 218973.

Hewlett-Packard HP35 calculator and charger—£15. Wanted—copy of Radio & Television Engineers reference book. Mr. D.C. Chapman, 6 Pickhurst Green, Hayes, Bromley, Kent BR2 7OT. Tel: 01-462 2178.

Tektronix 7603 full professional standard four-trace oscilloscope. Excellent condition. £1250 ono. Barry. Tel: 01-804 5081.

Tandy TRS80 Mod 1 48K two disks Lase sound script editor viasical Newdos80. Much software £300. Mr. P. Short, 5 Hagart Road, Houston, Renfrewshire PA6 7JH. Tel: 0505 613322.

Books—as new Prog ZBO (R. Zaks), Micro Interfacing Techniques (R. Zaks, A. Lessee). Starting forth (E. Brodie). Others half price. SAE for list to: R.H. Pearce, 8 Holly Oak Road, Corkford, Southampton SO1 6GD.

Wanted: Oscilloscope. Must be cheap and in working order. Write with make, condition and price to: Mike Day, 39 Valnord Lane, St. Peter Port, Guernsey, Channel Islands.

KIM-1. Any books or information about this 8502 development system required. Mr. C. Edwards, 53 Southfield Avenue, Fleetwood, Lancs. Tel: 03917 5838.

Riscop US5063 ultrasonic detector with case £12.00 + Riscop US4016 with case £10.00. J. Longley, 28 Canwell, Werrington, Peterborough. Tel: 0733 77918.

Please publish the following small ad. FREE in the next available issue. I am not a dealer in electronics or associated equipment. I have read the rules. I enclose a cut-out valid date corner.
OF the various simple robot eye systems that have been devised, such as the flashing I.e.d. circles of the RUR (Rerkie Universal Robot), as yet nothing very sinister has emerged.

The circuit in Fig. 1 bestows upon your robot (or Hallowe’en gargoyle, come to that) the power to look left, right, or dead ahead, with no moving parts. It’s not all done with mirrors. It is done with I.e.d.s and tracing paper. Two groups of three I.e.d.s hidden behind tracing paper, or some other diffuser, create a fairly convincing illusion. A crystal microphone insert fitted in each ‘ear’ of the robot provides binaural sound sensitivity, allowing the robot to look left when a sound occurs to the left, and right when a sound occurs to the right. In silence the robot stares dead ahead unflinchingly, but will switch gaze to a sound source for as long as that sound persists.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

The front-end of the robot eye system comprises two identical channels formed around IC1a and b. These op. amp’s merely operate as audio amplifiers, but which, due to D1 and D4 act on the positive halves of their input signals only. Their gains are adjustable independently using VR1 and VR2, allowing the ear sensitivities to be balanced relative to each other.

The crystal microphone inserts are coupled to their amplifiers through high-pass filters which reduce sensitivity to mains hum, and meet the input offset requirements of the 741.

THE EYES HAVE IT

As stated, each eye is created from a group of three I.e.d.s mounted on a p.c.b. Because the viewing angle of most I.e.d.s is quite narrow it is advisable to place a piece of frosted glass, or tracing paper, before each eye to create a pleasing glow (see Fig. 2). Of course, the eyes may be of green, yellow or red light, but the high efficiency red I.e.d.s give by far the best result. Make the robot’s eye apertures large and round for a friendly, humorous physiognomy, or make them long horizontal slits for the sinister machine.

it gives your robot shifty eyes

The input amplifiers each have a d.c. gain of 1000 maximum, but are decoupled by C1 and C5 to yield a gain some ten times higher at 1kHz, giving Squint sufficiently acute hearing to detect local sounds.

Because of the diode pump formed by D2 and C3, a d.c. voltage proportional to the sound level in the left ear is generated across C3. Likewise, C4 stores a voltage proportional to the sound level in the right ear. These voltages take a finite time, or number of cycles, to build up, and therefore should both ears detect sounds simultaneously the sound occurring first will normally attract the eyes to it. However, should the second sound follow closely, and be very much louder, it will gain control of the eyes. This is because the ramp rate of the proportional voltage will be steeper and it will hence reach the Schmitt trigger voltage of IC2 sooner.

A bistable is formed of IC2a and b, and this arrangement, along with IC2c, ensures that only one I.e.d. in each eye is illuminated at any time. Current amplification to drive these I.e.d.s is provided by TR1–TR3.

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of Squint
Fig. 2. Stripboard layout of Squint. There are track cuts at H18 and J15 to keep the tracks to ICl pins 2 and 6 no longer than they need be. Op.amp. inputs are extremely sensitive to mains hum and r.f.i., and unnecessary track lengths at these points will act as aerials.

Fig. 3. A plan view of a typical layout inside a robot's head once fitted with Squint. Wiring is straightforward. Halves of a ping-pong ball make very effective eyeballs but then high intensity red i.e.d's are recommended. Don't be surprised if Squint looks the wrong way occasionally—sounds reflect off different objects at different frequencies around a room! The phenomenon illustrates by contrast the effectiveness of the human brain (which Squint does not have the benefit of) at instantly interpreting things seen and heard. Distances of objects and sources of sounds are interpreted as much by experience as by raw data from sensors. Robots have a long way to go and Squint like many of today's systems which feign intelligence, however convincingly, is of course merely another prolepsis.

**COMPONENTS...**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resistors</th>
<th>1k (2 off)</th>
<th>15k (2 off)</th>
<th>1M (2 off)</th>
<th>22k (3 off)</th>
<th>150 (3 off)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1-R6</td>
<td>R2-R8</td>
<td>R3-R4</td>
<td>R7-R9</td>
<td>R10-R12</td>
<td>All resistors 1W 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitors</td>
<td>1μ (2 off)</td>
<td>100n (2 off)</td>
<td>1μ (2 off)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1,C9</td>
<td>C2,C6</td>
<td>C3,C4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potentiometers</td>
<td>VR1,VR2</td>
<td>1M hor. preset</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semiconductors</th>
<th>IN914 (2 off)</th>
<th>0247 (2 off)</th>
<th>0.2 in. i.e.d. high intensity red (6 off)</th>
<th>BC214 (3 off)</th>
<th>4093B CMOS Schmitt quad NAND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D1,D4</td>
<td>D2,D3</td>
<td>D5-D10</td>
<td>TR1-TR3</td>
<td>IC1</td>
<td>IC2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneou</td>
<td>Crystal microphone inserts (2 off), stripboard (3 pieces), ping-pong ball (or tracing paper), instrument wire (screened for mics), Ptes or other 9V source (2 off batteries or +9V &amp; -9V supplies), nuts and bolts or p.c.b. stand-offs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued next month
MORE P.E. AUDIO EFFECTS

MONO-STEREO ECHO-REVERB (P.E. Sept. '84) 200ms echo (extendable), length, reverberation, multichannel. Kit as published. Set 2163UK £27.95
ENHANCED PHASER (P.E. Oct '84) Enhanced phasing with modulated filter shifting. Kit as published. Set 2237UK £24.20
RING MODULATOR (P.E. Nov. '84) Fabulous effects generation. With multiwaveform VCO, noise gate & ALC. Kit as published. Set 2333UK £49.60
MONO-STEREO CHORUS-FLANGER (P.E. Jun. '94) Superb dual mode music enhancements. Kit as published. Set 2209UK £48.65
CYBERVOX (E.E. Apr. '85) Amazing robot type voice unit, with ring modulator and reverberation. Kit as published. Set 2206UK £34.75
STEREO NOISE GATE & VCA (P.E. May '95) Automatic noise reduction circuit for mono or stereo. Kit as published. Set 2267UK £26.61
ORIGINATOR & F-V (P.E. Jun. '86) Audio test equipment. Multifrequency VCO, & freq. to voltage converter, & sweep gen. Kit as pub. 253.60

OTHER SUPER SOUND KITS

BLOW DDL: Voice operated VCO & VCA for fascinating effects. SET 214 UK £23.10
COMPRESSOR: Mono or stereo compression-expansion, switchable. SET 236 UK £23.10
ENVELOPE SHAPER: Noise triggered ADSR with VCA SET 174 UK £23.10
FREQUENCY DOPPLER: Guitar octave raiser & tone changer SET 28 UK £23.10
HIZZ: Smooth distortion, returns attack & decay character SET 282 UK £23.10
GUITAR SUSTAIN: Extends note decay time, with noise gate SET 222 UK £23.10
GUITAR TO SYNTH INTERFACE: With voltage & trigger outputs SET 123 UK £23.10
HAND CLAPPER: Auto & manual variable clap effects SET 219 UK £23.10
MIXER ECHO: Stereo echo input into stereo sum SET 219 UK £23.10
MIXER MODUL: 3 variable transpose & web filter effects SET 195 UK £23.10
RHYTHM GENERATOR: Computer driven, BBC, Apple, 64 & similar SET 195 UK £23.10
STORM EFFECTS: Auto & manual wind, rain & surf effects SET 219 UK £23.10
TOM-TOM SYNTH: Sound triggered, multichannel drum effects SET 219 UK £23.10
TREMOLO: Mono variable depth & rate modulation SET 138 UK £23.10
VOLUME EXPANDER: Modulator variable, 7 chan selectable SET 192 UK £23.10
VIBRALEX: Simple robot type voice modulator SET 165 UK £23.10
WAV-MAR: Auto, manual & note triggered, switchable SET 140 UK £23.10
Add 15% VAT. Add P&P & £1.50 each kit. (Overseas Rates in Catalogue).

Audio Modules at the Lowest Prices

Now Distributed by Riscomp

POWER AMPLIFIERS

PA 207 - A quality stereo pre-amplifier and tone control unit suitable for driving any of the above amplifiers, Operates from a 9 volt battery £4.35 + VAT.
AL 1540 - A 15W/8ohm module, supply voltage range 18-30V. £6.15 + VAT.
MM 200 - 3 input mixer featuring individual level controls, master volume, balance & mute, with inputs for microphone, magnetic pick-up and tape or record pick-up. Operates from 45-70V. £12.50 + VAT.
PA 207 - A quality stereo pre-amplifier and tone control unit suitable for driving any of the above amplifiers, Operates from a 9 volt battery £4.35 + VAT.

PRE-AMPLIFIERS & MIXERS

PA 207 - A quality stereo pre-amplifier and tone control unit suitable for driving any of the above amplifiers, Operates from a 9 volt battery £4.35 + VAT.
MM 200 - 3 input mixer featuring individual level controls, master volume, balance & mute, with inputs for microphone, magnetic pick-up and tape or record pick-up. Operates from 45-70V. £12.50 + VAT.

POWER SUPPLY

150VDC ±5% 2A/40W - A stabilised module available in 3 voltages, 45-55 & 85V providing a stabilised output of up to 2A and providing a superior performance to the SDS or Power Supply Module. (Requires an appropriate transformer & reservoir capacitor). £8.50 + VAT.

All modules supplied with a comprehensive Data Sheet.
Few disco or parties are complete without a lighting display that can be synchronised with music or follow a chaser sequence. This unit has been designed to satisfy both these needs, and additionally, as so many people now have microcomputers, it can also be computer-controlled. This latter facility even allows the unit to be used for sequential control of shop displays, or house security lighting.

The project has been designed in two sections, consisting of a main 3-channel sound to light controller that can be used on its own, and a set of optional circuits that can be added to the main unit, so providing further versatility. The block diagram of Fig. 1 shows the general arrangement.

The main circuit contains a triple band filter, the response of which can be varied from the panel, separate sensitivity controls for each frequency band, and optically isolated coupling to the output lamp control triacs each of which has a 750 watt capability. Also included in the main part is an integral power supply eliminating the need for batteries, whilst providing further electrical isolation safety via a transformer.

The optional circuits consist of an automatic level control for the input music signal, an interface circuit for coupling the unit to a computer, panel-mounted neons monitoring the output lamps and channel response, and a four mode chaser sequence generator for switching in as an alternative to music control.

AUTOMATIC LEVEL CONTROL

The use of an ALC ensures that the controlling music remains at roughly equivalent levels irrespective of variations in the level of the music source. The advantage of this is that the lighting response will remain similar even though different music tracks may have different dynamic ranges. The circuit diagram for the full system is shown in Fig. 2: IC6 is a chip primarily designed for such functions as companding, noise gating and ALC. In ALC mode the input signal level is detected by the chip which provides a feedback level correction to an internal gain stage so that within a given amplitude range, an average constant output level will result.

CHASER SEQUENCER

The rate at which the chip responds to varying levels is determined by C3, the value of which has been selected to allow reasonable attack and decay characteristics of the signal to be retained, whilst preserving signal waveform shapes. If too low a value were used, signal peaks would be more restricted, but the envelope characteristics of the signal would be degraded. With a higher value there would be a loss of response time.

The network of R2, R3, C5 and C6 govern the overall gain and frequency range of the chip. R1 sets the minimum level of signal that will produce the average output level. Reducing its value will
Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of the main board, showing optional computer interface and automatic level control circuitry.
raise the threshold level, and increasing the value reduce the
threshold. With the values chosen for the envelope, gain, and
threshold control, input signals from about 200mV peak-to-peak
will produce an average output level of about 2-5V p-p. This same
average will result with input signals up to about 10V p-p. The chip
thus acts as an amplifier for low level signals, and an attenuator for
high level ones. This enables the unit to be used with a variety of in-
put sources, from high output microphones, turntables, cassette
decks, and direct from many speaker output sockets, with a
maximum level of 10V p-p. See photographs 1 and 2.

The actual output level of the chip will however depend upon the
waveform shape, and its envelope characteristics. Transient
peaks will not be suppressed to the same level due to the response
time of C3, (see photographs 3 and 4) and, for example, triangle
waveforms will produce a higher p-p level than square waves (see
photographs 5 and 6).

If the ALC is not used, the input is brought in direct to C7, and the
individual lamp sensitivity controls used to correct for signal
amplitude differences.

FILTER STAGE

Readers of PE will be familiar with the use of the LM13600 for
various filtering functions. In this circuit IC2 and IC1a are combined
to produce a triple band voltage controlled filter, covering low-
, bandpass, and highpass frequencies. Each of these bands is
responsible for controlling one lamp. The stage gain of the filter is
set at about 5 by the relationship of R4 to R6, R10 and R15.
Increasing R4 will reduce the gain, and vice versa. With R4 at the
data chosen, the average level at the three filter outputs will be vir-
tually the maximum permitted by the 12V d.c. power supply. The
resultant slightly clipped signal is not undesirable in this instance.

The filter has been made tunable so that different frequency
ranges of the signal can be given greater emphasis. The basic filter
band pass frequency is set by the values of C9, C11, and the
current seen at IC2 pins 1 and 16. The latter is controlled by vary-
ing the voltage at the wiper of VR4. With the wiper fully at its
positive end, the bandpass frequency at IC2 pin 8 will be around
7kHz. With the wiper at the R18 end, the centre bandpass
frequency will be about 100Hz. Table 1 shows typical characteris-
tics, partly measured, partly calculated, for all three filter outputs at
various settings of VR4.

The use of this control allows for the best response of all three
lights to be obtained even though the frequency range of the
controlling music may emphasise the low end on one record, and the
higher end on another. As far as the disco dancer is concerned, it's
the rhythmically synchronised fluctuation of all three lights that
is more important than whether a particular frequency is corre-
sponding with a particular colour.

Its use also makes it possible for the DJ to select the visual
emphasis of a low frequency instrument, such as a bass drum, or a
higher frequency one such as a snare, or handclapper.

FREQUENCY RANGES

Although the frequency range of music may extend well up
towards 20kHz, in practice most of the upper range is simply low-
power harmonics. The main weight of fundamental information is
usually within the frequencies below 4kHz, and often well below
3kHz. For acoustic instruments, some approximate fundamental ranges are:

- Doublebass 40Hz to 180Hz, Violin 200Hz to 2-5kHz, Clarinet 150Hz to 1-5kHz, Trombone 80Hz to 500Hz, Large Kettle
  Drum 80Hz to 140Hz, Bass Drum 50Hz to 1-5kHz. Some Pianos
  may cover 16Hz to 14kHz, but the more usual range is about 30Hz
to 4kHz.
- For vocals, a Bass voice will probably cover 80Hz to 330Hz, a
  Tenor 120Hz to 500Hz, and a Soprano 250Hz to 1kHz. The ranges of
  electronic instruments are less easy to define as their responses
  are often as much subject to the electronics behind them as to their
  mechanical qualities. (Reference source: From Microphone to Ear,
  Philips Technical Library).

In practical terms for recorded music, the best settings for the fil-
ter control can be roughly summarised as fast heavy beats
showing best emphasis with VR4 at about three quarters, speech
and slow vocals about one quarter, and those with a good snare
drum beat being best with VR4 at about half way.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VR4</th>
<th>Full</th>
<th>Half-Level</th>
<th>Half-Level</th>
<th>Full</th>
<th>Half-Level</th>
<th>Full</th>
<th>Half-Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>650Hz</td>
<td>300Hz</td>
<td>300Hz</td>
<td>90Hz</td>
<td>220Hz</td>
<td>60Hz</td>
<td>120Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1800Hz</td>
<td>320Hz</td>
<td>70Hz</td>
<td>210Hz</td>
<td>500Hz</td>
<td>130Hz</td>
<td>260Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>440Hz</td>
<td>80Hz</td>
<td>170Hz</td>
<td>500Hz</td>
<td>125Hz</td>
<td>360Hz</td>
<td>600Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>750Hz</td>
<td>150Hz</td>
<td>300Hz</td>
<td>90Hz</td>
<td>220Hz</td>
<td>550Hz</td>
<td>1100Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1400Hz</td>
<td>280Hz</td>
<td>500Hz</td>
<td>1600Hz</td>
<td>400Hz</td>
<td>950Hz</td>
<td>1900Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2700Hz</td>
<td>540Hz</td>
<td>1160Hz</td>
<td>3500Hz</td>
<td>870Hz</td>
<td>2000Hz</td>
<td>4000Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3500Hz</td>
<td>700Hz</td>
<td>2060Hz</td>
<td>6200Hz</td>
<td>13600Hz</td>
<td>4500Hz</td>
<td>9000Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SENSITIVITY

Each of the three filter outputs are treated identically. They are
each given half wave rectification by D2 to D4 respectively so that
only the negative going content of the signal is used. C10, C12 and
C13 respectively remove some of the a.c. content, leaving mainly
the d.c. level.

Their values have been deliberately kept small so that the
response of the lights to the music control is kept fast. VR1 to VR3
control the level that then reaches the three comparators IC1b to
IC1d. These have a common trip point threshold level as set by the
preset VR5. As the filter output voltages drop below the threshold
level so the comparators change their output state from low to
high and in doing so trigger the optically coupled triacs IC3 to IC5.

OUTPUT COUPLING

In earlier sound-to-light units, mains isolation of the controlling
electronic circuitry from the mains driven triacs or thyristors was
usually ensured by the use of transformers. However, optically
coupled isolation devices such as the MOC3020 are now widely
available and offer an excellent alternative. Within them is a light
emitting diode and a low current triac. When the i.e.d. is dark, the
triac is inoperative, but upon illumination, the triac detects the light
from the i.e.d. and is triggered. This particular optotriac is capable
of driving a mains voltage load of up to 50mA, and the isolation
can withstand up to 7500V a.c.
Each time the comparators IC1d are activated, so the I.e.d. is turned on, and the triac is triggered. The 50mA current is of course inadequate for controlling disco lights directly, but is quite capable of triggering another triac that can cope with the larger load. Although I only use this unit with 100 watt lamps, the rating of the output triacs CSR1 to CSR3 is actually 3-5A, allowing the possibility of lamps up to 750 watts to be controlled.

CURRENT RATING
With the 100W lamps, heat sinking of the triacs was not found to be necessary, and this will probably be so even with 150W lamps. However, if higher rated lamps are used, heat sinking may be needed. All three may be mounted to the same heat sink as the metal tab on each is connected to the common mains neutral line via the central leg. The heat sink though should be kept isolated from any other part of the circuit or casing.

With higher wattage lamps it is also advisable to increase the current carrying capability of the p.c.b. track delivering the mains neutral line. This can be easily done by soldering copper wire along this track.

Remember also that the rating of the mains lead both into the unit, and out to the lamps must be capable of handling the current used by the lamps. The value of the fuse FS2 must also be selected for the current drawn by the total of all three lamps together, plus a bit of margin. A 250W lamp will draw a little bit to be taken low then high for the respective lamp to turn on and off. Only three of the eight available output bits are required, plus the ground connection.

Referring again to Fig. 2, R27 to R29, and D6 to D11 form a simple gating circuit. With the output bits of the computer held high, the voltage across VR1 to VR3 will be at the circuit reference level of about 6V, which is above the trigger threshold of IC1b to IC1d. As the binary outputs go to logic 0, so the voltage levels on the pots will fall below the threshold and the triacs will turn on the lamps.

Although the computer output is only 5V maximum the swing is sufficient to provide the necessary control, providing VR1 to VR3 are turned up sufficiently. The switching arrangement of S2 and S3 is such that priority is given to computer control over both music and chaser control, the input to IC6 being held at d.c. level whilst in computer mode. Switching S2 from computer control, a bias voltage is applied to D9 to D11 to ensure that even if the computer is still running, the impedance to R27 to R29 will prevent the logic levels from affecting VR1 to VR3.

If you only want computer control of the lights you can omit the filter, chaser, and ALC circuits. In this case VR1 to VR3 can also be left out, and D6 to D8 replaced by link wires. The lamp control circuitry could also be repeated to control eight channels from the eight bit binary port. Such a set up might be ideal for random control of domestic lights.

In these days of unacceptable risk of burglary, observing thieves could be led to believe that premises are occupied since lights can be seen going on and off in an unpredictable fashion. Further details on this are beyond the scope of this article. Shopkeepers also might find benefit from the use of the full circuit, including computer control, for varying their window lighting displays.

POWER SUPPLY
To avoid interaction between the three channels, the circuit is powered by a stabilised power supply. In the prototype the transformer used has its twin 6V output windings coupled in series as 0–12V a.c. This is rectified by REC1 to about 18V d.c., and stabilised at 12V d.c. by IC9. A separate fuse is given to this part of the circuit to give further electrical safety isolation.

![Fig. 3. Main p.c.b., actual size, showing all components mounted, including those for ALC and computer control. The numbered lines from the board relate to numbers on the optional "chaser" board and the interwiring diagram, both of which will be published in the second, and final part next month.](image-url)
**COMPONENTS . . .**

**MAIN UNIT**

**Resistors**
- R4: 20k
- R5–R7, R10, R12, R15, R17, R18: 100k (8 off)
- R8, R9, R13, R14, R19, R21, R23, R25: 1k (8 off)
- R11, R16, R20, R22, R24: 10k (2 off)
- All: 2k (3 off)

**Capacitors**
- C7: 1μ 63V electrolytic
- C8, C15: 22μ 16V electrolytic (2 off)
- C9, C11: 180p polystyrene (2 off)
- C10, C12, C13: 220p polyester (3 off)
- C14: 470μ 25V electrolytic

**Potentiometers**
- VR1–VR3: 100k log mono rotary (3 off)
- VR4: 100k mono rotary
- VR5: 10k skeleton

**Semiconductors**
- D1: 6V 2W 400mA zener
- D2–D4: 1N4148 (3 off)
- REC1: 1A bridge rectifier W005
- IC1: 324
- IC2: LM13600
- IC3–IC5: MOC3020 Optotrac (3 off)
- IC9: 7812
- CSR1–CSR3: 3.5A Triac (3 off)

**Switches**
- S1: Mains d.p.d.t.

**Miscellaneous**
- Fuseholder (2 off); p.c.b. clips (4 off); 1A fuse and fuse to suit lamps; knobs (4 off); PCB245A; 6-pin i.c. socket (3 off); 14-pin i.c. socket; 16-pin i.c. socket; mono jack socket; transformer, 2 x 6VA secondaries.

---

**OUTPUT SOCKETS**

The output sockets for the lamps and for computer control will need to be selected to suit the equipment. In the prototype, as the lamps controlled are only 100W apiece, normal bayonet lamp fittings are used for plugging in separate leads to each lamp. Other connectors can be substituted providing mains safety requirements are met. Remember also never to plug the lamps in while the unit is switched on.

**ASSEMBLY**

The few short link wires on the p.c.b.s themselves can be made from the cut-off wires of the resistors. For the output wires from the p.c.b.s it is preferable to use 1mm terminal pins if they are available. It makes wiring much easier than inserting wires through the holes and then soldering on the other side.

After the components have been inserted and soldered, check very carefully in close up with a strong magnifying glass that no shorts exist between tracks. This is especially important in the areas around IC3 and IC5 and CSR1 to CSR3. Additionally, ensure that all wires below the p.c.b.s are trimmed short so that they cannot touch the bottom of the box. Fig. 3 shows the components mounted on the p.c.b.

**Constructors' Note**

A full kit of parts for this project, or the p.c.b.s on their own, is available from: Becker Phonosonics, Dept. DLC, 8 Finucane Drive, Orpington, Kent BR5 4ED. Send a large SAE for full details and prices.

---

Note: the components list above is for the basic system, not including ALC and computer interface. A components list for all auxiliary units will be published in Part 2 next month.

Right, internal details of the complete Controller, showing interwiring. The small p.c.b. on the left is for the 'chaser' option. In the prototype unit, shown here, the light sources are simply 100W lamps. However, the unit will drive lamps rated at up to 750W from each channel.

NEXT MONTH: The p.c.b. and circuit for the 'chaser' option, together with full interwiring details.
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THE Commodore 64 (and VIC-20) has a user port which enables many add-ons to be easily interfaced to this computer. The main features of the user port are eight lines which are individually programmable as inputs or outputs, and three hand-shake lines. While this complement is satisfactory for some applications, it is obviously inadequate for others. In particular, an application that requires eight inputs and eight outputs cannot be accommodated. At least, it cannot be accommodated without a small amount of additional hardware. With the input and output capability of each data line, plus the availability of hand-shake lines, it is quite possible to latch data into an external eight bit data latch, and to read data via an octal tristate buffer.

This method provides a simple way of expanding the input/output capabilities of the machine, and avoids the slight difficulties and risks associated with adding circuits direct onto the buses by way of the cartridge port. There are only a couple of slight drawbacks, one of which is that care has to be exercised when writing the software in order to make sure that the various pieces of hardware are always in the correct states. In particular, care has to be taken not to have the tristate buffer driving the user port lines while they are set as outputs. This is something that would not necessarily cause any damage, but should obviously be avoided just in case. Provided the specified routines are adhered to there should be no problems of this kind.

The other drawback is that short software routines are needed in order to switch from write operations to read operations, and vice versa. This gives a slight reduction in operating speed when compared to having completely separate input and output ports, but in the vast majority of applications this is of no consequence. This project is firmly based on the concept outlined above, and it provides the Commodore 64 with eight latching outputs plus eight digital inputs (both having normal LS TTL characteristics). One of the user port handshake lines (PA2) is utilized by the expander and is not available for other purposes, but the other two handshake lines (PC2 and FLAG) are left available. Although the unit was designed specifically for the Commodore 64 it can also be used with the VIC-20, with its very similar user port.

**SYSTEM OPERATION**

The block diagram shown in Fig. 1 helps to explain the way in which the unit functions. In order to write data to the eight bit latch the main user port lines (PB0 and PB7) are first set up as outputs. The data is then written to the port, after which a strobe pulse is required to activate the latch so that its outputs take up the appropriate states, and remain in these states until fresh data is written. The obvious source for the strobe pulse is hand-shake line PC2, which is specifically designed for this purpose. It automatically produces a brief negative pulse after each read or write operation to the data lines of the user port.

In this case there is a complication in that the strobe pulse must only be generated after write operations, as otherwise reading the input lines will corrupt the data on the output lines. This is overcome by gating PC2 with another hand-shake line, PA2. The latter can be used as an input or a latching output, but in this case it operates as an output which is set high for write operations and low during read operations. The gating ensures that a strobe pulse is only fed to the data latch after write operations. This strobe pulse is available from one socket of the interface (if it should be required the straightforward strobe signal from PC2 is still available from the computer, of course).

Incidentally, the third handshake line of the user port, FLAG, is a negative edge triggered input that is not used by this interface, but which could be valuable for use with either the input or output lines. The eight input lines must be isolated from the user port when the latter is set as output lines, to avoid having two sets of output lines connected together. This is achieved using an octal tristate buffer which is controlled by PA2, and which is taken to the active state when PA2 is low.

**CIRCUIT OPERATION**

The full circuit diagram of the User Port Expander appears in Fig. 2. IC1 is the octal data latch, and this is actually a 74LS273 octal D type flip/flop, but it performs a data latch function with a negative strobe pulse applied to the clock input at pin 11. Gating of PA2 and PC2 is provided by a two input AND gate IC3a. This provides a high output if either of its inputs go low.

During write operations PA2 is high, but PC2 provides a low strobe pulse. The positive output pulse from IC3a is inverted by IC3b to produce the negative latching pulse required by IC1. There are a further two gates in IC3, but these are not needed here and are just ignored.

When PA2 is set low, the output of IC3a goes high, and the strobe pulses from PC2 have no effect on the output. There is a single high-to-low transition which is supplied to IC1, but this does not affect the data on the output of IC1. PA2 is used to directly control IC2, which is the octal tristate buffer. In fact IC2 is a 74LS245 octal transmitter/receiver, but in this circuit it is wired permanently in the "receive" mode, and it acts as a simple tristate buffer. PA2 controls the negative chip enable input, and IC2 is consequently set to the active state when PA2 is set low.

The circuit requires a single five volt supply, and the supply output of the user port is well able to supply the modest current requirement of the circuit.
CONSTRUCTION

The printed circuit design for this project is shown in Fig. 3. None of the integrated circuits are MOS types, but as the devices used in the IC1 and IC2 positions are not amongst the cheapest of integrated circuits and it is advisable to use (20 pin d.i.l.) integrated circuit holders for these. Sockets SK2 and SK3 are the input/output sockets, and are 16 pin d.i.l. integrated circuit holders. Connections to these are made via 16 pin d.i.l. plugs and ribbon cable assemblies. Apart from the eight inputs and eight outputs, five volt positive ground, and strobe lines are also available from these. The current drain from the five volt supply should be no more than about 60 milliamps.

There are a number of link wires to fit on the board, and 22 s.w.g. or similar tinned copper wire is suitable for these. In places there are several link wires running close together and side-by-side. Provided the wires are kept quite taut there should be no risk of accidental short circuits, and there should not be any need to insulate the wires.

The connections to the user port are made using a piece of twelve way ribbon cable about half a metre or so in length. One end connects to the printed circuit board and the other is fitted with a two by 12 way 0-156 inch edge connector. Several component suppliers can provide a connector of this type, but most do not supply a connector fitted with a polarising key. It might be possible to add a suitable polarising key, but a simple alternative is to just mark the top and bottom edges of the connector as such; Fig. 4 gives connection details for the edge connector. This includes the slightly different method of connection for the VIC-20 (which has the same type of user port connector as the Commodore 64, but has a different user port interface device). With the VIC-20 CB2 is used in place of PC2, and JOY0 is utilised instead of PA2.

IN USE

With the unit connected to the user port and the computer switched on the normal initial screen display should be obtained. Switch off at once and recheck the wiring if it is not, or if the computer seems to behave in any way abnormally.

If all seems to be well a few simple routines can be used to check the unit. Starting with the routines to enable the unit to operate with the Commodore 64, the first task is to set up PA2 as an output by writing a value of four to the data direction register for port A. This is achieved using the command:

POKE 56578,4

Fig. 4. User Port Expander connections; VIC 20 variations are shown in brackets

![Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of the expander](image1)

![Fig. 3. P.c.b. construction details](image2)

![Fig. 4. User Port Expander connections; VIC 20 variations are shown in brackets](image3)
This only needs to be done once at the start of each session. Next a value of zero must be written to the data direction register for port B in order to set lines PBO to PB7 as inputs. Also PA2 (which is at bit two of address 56576) must be set low. This command sets the data direction register and PA2 correctly.

POKE 56579,0: POKE 56576,0

The input lines can then be read at address 56577 (i.e. PRINT PEEK (56577) will return the value on the input lines). If allowed to float TTL inputs go high, and a value of 255 should be returned if you try this with the input lines left unconnected. As a simple test try wiring input D7 to ground and reading the port again. A value of 127 should be printed on the screen. The input lines can be read repeatedly without having to set up PA2 and data direction register B prior to each reading being taken.

In order to write data to the output lines first PA2 must be set high and then a value of 255 must be written to data direction register B to set PBO to PB7 as outputs. Use the following command to do this:

POKE 56576,4: POKE 56579,255

Data for the output lines is then POKEd to address 56577 (e.g. POKE 56577,15 would set PBO to PB3 high and PB4 to PB7 low).

Data can be repeatedly written to the output lines without having to set up PA2 and data direction register B each time. However, both PA2 and the data direction register must be reset each time there is a change from write operations to read operations, or vice versa.

With the VIC-20 line JOYO must be set as an output before the unit is ready for use. Also, line CB2 must be set for the correct operating mode. JOYO is set as an output by writing a value of four to data direction register A at address 37139, while CB2 is set to the pulse output mode by writing a value of 160 to the peripheral control register at address 37148. This command therefore provides the necessary setting up:

POKE 37139,4: POKE 37148,160

To read data from the input lines things are much the same for the Commodore 64. JOYO must be set to the correct mode and a value of zero must be written to data direction register B so that PBO to PB7 are set as inputs. This command provides these functions:

POKE 37138,0: POKE 37137,0

The data lines can then be read at address 37136 (i.e. PRINT PEEK (37136) will print the returned value on-screen).

Before writing data to the output lines JOYO must first be set high, and then a value of 255 is written to data direction register B to set PBO to PB7 as outputs. This can be achieved using the following command:

POKE 37137,4: POKE 37138,255

Data for the output lines is then written to address 37136 (e.g. POKE 37136,240 would set PBO to PB3 low and PB4 to PB7 high). As was the case for the Commodore 64, once set to the read mode the input lines can be repeatedly read, and once set to the write mode repeated write operations to the output lines are possible, but JOYO and data direction B must be reset when changing from one mode to the other.

Line PA2 of the Commodore 64 is only used as a line of the user port, but as its name implies, JOYO is also used as part of the joystick interface. It is therefore not possible to use this unit and a joystick simultaneously, although it is unlikely that you would wish to do so anyway.

Another point that should be borne in mind is that port A provides the cassette interface and certain other functions of the computer. With the simple routines provided above it is possible that problems could arise if you operate the cassette or disk interfaces while also using the expander. To avoid this it is merely necessary to read port A or data direction register A before writing data to them, so that bits other than bit 2 can be left in their original states. *

### Lack of Status

Sir—Your July 1985 Editorial on “UK Losing Ground” and “Twenty Years of Stagnation” touches on matters of professional status—a subject of much debate in the IEE and elsewhere for more than a decade. An article by Bill Johnstone entitled Where Have All The British Engineers Gone? appeared in the May 1984 issue of IEE NEWS and provoked much response from Electrical Engineers.

This article identifies the malady in engineering as being caused by the attitude of traditional (usually innumerate) arts graduates who secure the senior management and administrative posts in UK industry and then sustain the projected image of engineering as being of a lower form of academic activity suited only to the “less able” school leavers or undergraduates. The above article coincides approximately with the views expressed by David L. Thomson in the September 1985 PE Readout.

The present shortfall in professionally-qualified electrical and electronics engineers can be attributed to the lack of real status within the engineering profession in the UK and the consequent failure of engineering to attract or even interest the majority of school leavers. Who can blame people for not wishing to enter a career which, after many years of intensive study and practical experience and training offers little hope of any adequate reward at the end? Medicine, law, accountancy, administration, and others all seem to reward successful graduates much better than engineering, and with often much less study and personal commitment.

Faced with this shortfall in engineers qualified (especially) in the new technologies, the Government’s answer is to increase the numbers of “engineers” by conversion courses for arts graduates. No attempt is being made to increase the standing of the UK professional engineer, thereby increasing salaries and, eventually, the numbers of school leavers attracted to engineering as a career option. Witness, for example, the Government’s refusal to implement the recommendations of the Finniston Enquiry with regard to registration of engineers, as is the case with law and medicine.

I myself left school just over 20 years ago, despite being advised otherwise, to enter engineering as a craft trainee. I was top of my class in most subjects including art, science, maths, English and foreign languages, but opted for engineering (technical subjects) during my 4th year and part of my 5th.

My interest was captivated by electronics because my father (a non-engineer) was a subscriber to Practical Wireless and Wireless World during the critical years when I was growing up. My science courses at school were very traditional and consisted mostly of chemistry with some physics of the boring kind. The nearest I got to electronics was the definition of OHMS—ground” and “Twenty Years of Engineering.

Eventually, after years of experience and elevation through the grades of technician and graduate I became a Chartered Engineer in the two main disciplines of electrical power engineering and electronics, and currently am conducting research for a higher degree in computer vision systems and robotics.

When I opted for technical subjects at school I did so in the belief that such subjects would better equip me for a career in engineering. I believed that it was better to have practical skills and “real world” tuition in such subjects as engineering drawing, metal engineering and woodwork. This has, in fact, proved to be the case but, for all my wealth of practical skills, academic qualification and engineering middle management experience in local government, I have still not achieved the status of even a moderately qualified administrator.

My conclusion is that, as Mr D. L. Thompson says, the arts hierarchy in UK industry would prefer to have a shortfall in qualified engineers rather than accept students who have been “tainted” by practical-based subjects such as engineering design or electronics project by construction.

This pessimistic view of engineering, however, is not shared by other nations such as Japan, the Soviet Union or our European partners, who accord their engineers the same, or even greater, status than their medical profession. Until this happens in the UK the situation will only get worse and Britain’s place in the worldwide technological stakes will decline. We may eventually become a nation of service industries rather than engineering or manufacturing.

Thomas McNaid, BSc, DipIEng MIEE MIERE MCIIEEE, Glasgow.
Rugged, reliable and economical - Powertran’s range of musical equipment kits has been tried and tested on stages and in studios all over the world.

There’s a 100W Mixer Amp, a 2-channel 100W Amp, a 5-channel Lightshow Controller and a Studio Quality Digital Delay Line. Flagship of our Musical range is the MCS-1, a remarkable MIDI controlled Sampling Unit at an equally remarkable price. Available in kit form or ready built, the MCS-1 also doubles as a high-quality effects unit.

The DRA 100 detects intruders early enough and loud enough to afford your home/office/studio real protection.

Please supply the following kits:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kit</th>
<th>Kit Only</th>
<th>Assembled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixer Amp</td>
<td>£64.50</td>
<td>£79.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Channel Amp</td>
<td>£79.00</td>
<td>£79.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightshow</td>
<td>£79.50</td>
<td>£50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay Line</td>
<td>£149.00</td>
<td>£159.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS-1</td>
<td>£433.90</td>
<td>£584.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intruder Alarm</td>
<td>£119.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V.A.T. Excluded

Powertran Cybernetics Limited
Portway Industrial Estate, Andover Hampshire SP10 3PE
Telephone: (0264) 64455
TECHNICIAN ENGINEERS
COMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS
A Planned Career in Technology in the Cotswolds
Salaries up to £11,445

- VACANCIES at both TECHNICIAN ENGINEER and ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN level.
- CHALLENGING WORK in the development and support of highly sophisticated communications and computer systems.
- OPPORTUNITIES for gaining experience in a wide variety of technical roles.
- EXTENSIVE ENGINEERING FACILITIES

Applicants for the higher grade of TECHNICIAN ENGINEER should normally possess a BTEC Higher National Certificate/Diploma in electronics or other relevant subject; or a City and Guilds Full Technological Certificate, or an equivalent qualification. An aggregate of at least 8 years relevant training and experience is required. Registration as a Technician Engineer (T.Eng) would be an advantage. Salary Scale: £9,113 — £11,445

Applicants with BTEC ONC or equivalent and at least 4 years relevant training and experience are eligible for posts at the ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN level for which a structured training programme is provided. Salary Scale: £6,599 — £9,135

INTERESTED? Then for either post send for full details and application form to the address below, quoting Ref: T/6833/85

THE RECRUITMENT OFFICE, GCHQ, ROOM A 1108
OXLEY, PRIORY ROAD, CHELTENHAM, GLOS GL52 3AU
OR TELEPHONE: (0272) 2951 2

GCHQ

THE RECRUITMENT OFFICE, GCHQ, ROOM A 1108
OXLEY, PRIORY ROAD, CHELTENHAM, GLOS GL52 3AU
OR TELEPHONE: (0272) 2951 2

'RR'' HOBBY ROBOT
REEKIE INDUSTRIAL & ROBOTIC CONTROL CPU CARD

The electronic Hardware for the Reekie Universal Robot (R.U.R.), as articulated in the June and August 1985 issues of "Practical Electronics" is also very suitable for many other industrial Applications. It is therefore offered for sale as a stand alone system providing the following:

- Z8 CPU with internal 2K RAM and Tiny Basic/Debug program
- 4 K to RAM/ROM on board expandable to 128K if required, through the Edge Conn.
- 20 lines of I/O is available for such functions as: Motor operation, Sonar, LEDs, Sound, Speech Synthesis, Voice Recognition, Burglar Alarm, Smoke and Fire detection and for external Logic Board for the Reekie all Bell Arm. RS232/432.

The on board options for RAM/ROM expansions means use of Custom Built EPROM Firmware for which Assemblers are available to assist users of the Z8 system to "Blow" their own EPROMs.

£130.74 + VAT

TERMS: ACCESS CARDS & OFFICIAL ORDERS from approved industrial or educational-establishments accepted, otherwise terms strictly CASH WITH ORDER.
Please allow 28 days for delivery

REEKIE ROBOTS
Beaufort Works, Beaufort Road, Richmond Road
East Twickenham, Middlesex TW1 2PQ

SECURITY MODULES

A COMPLETE SECURITY SYSTEM FOR ONLY
£93.95 + VAT

- Large all metal Protective Cabinet
- LED Indicator on any alarm
- Bleeper unit fitted to the R.U.R.
- 2 operating modes full alarm armed and unarmed

Adjustable up to 25K
- Twin output relay and alarm
- Twin output relay and alarm
- 2 output contacts for external use

119.95 + VAT

The heart of any farm sheen is the canvas, and in this regard the CA 1250 offers
a complete range of security products. The CA 1250 is a complete security system
and provides the following:

- LED Indicator on any alarm
- Bleeper unit fitted to the R.U.R.
- 2 output contacts for external use

Price £29.50 + VAT

FLEXIBLE working hours with up to six
ADVANCEMENT opportunities on the basis of
assessments of performance.

CAREER PLANNING aided by regular
assessments of performance.

OVERSEAS service (voluntary).

FLEXIBLE working hours with up to six
weeks leave.

RELOCATION EXPENSES in most cases.

INTERESTED? Then for either post send for full details and
application form to the address below, quoting Ref: T/6833/85
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This month sees the remaining element of the analogue port, the lightpen input, come under the microscope.

LIGHTPEN INPUT
The only connection on the analogue port which we have not examined in detail is on connector pin 9 and is labelled 'LPSTB'. This mnemonic actually stands for Lightpen Strobe, and as you may have guessed by now, the input is provided for connecting a lightpen to the BBC Micro. The signal on this pin is actually connected directly to the 6845 CRT Controller (CRTC) chip in the micro's video display section. The CRTC works closely with Acorn's specially developed video processor ULA, providing the combination which gives rise to the unique versatility of the BBC Micro's display facilities. Although it is not essential to understand the details of the CRTC's operation, a little background does help to understand how the lightpen input operates. The full specification for the 6845, you should be warned, is contained in a data sheet which is almost as dangerous to mental health as the subject (e.g. chapter 18 of the Advanced User Guide), since they are beyond the scope of this column.

CRT CONTROLLER
The CRT controller chip forms the heart of the micro's video display circuitry, and its major function is to control the display of the data held in the screen memory (which varies between 1k and 20k, depending on the mode) on a television or monitor. The 6845 CRTC and the 6502 CPU actually share the system bus and memory on alternative cycles, thereby allowing a continuous display to be produced at the same time as programs are running.

The CRTC controls the conversion of data from the screen memory into the form necessary to drive the display device with the computer. Thus, for example, it produces the horizontal sync pulse for indicating when the end of the line has been reached so that the spot can 'flyback' to the beginning of the next line.

The CRTC itself is controlled in software by means of a set of 18 internal registers, R0 to R17. Most of these are write-only registers, but two are read-only and the remaining two are read/write. The arrangement of these registers is summarised in Table 1. The units used in the registers are usually either characters, character rows or scan lines. As can be seen from this table, the control of the display is indeed a complex business! Readers with an interest in the details of how the display is generated and controlled should consult a reference on the subject (e.g. chapter 18 of the Advanced User Guide), since they are beyond the scope of this column.

PROGRAMMING THE CRTC
Despite the 18 registers, the CRTC uses only two memory addresses in the I/O address space. This is possible because the 6845 has an address register whose purpose is to select which of the 18 registers will respond when suitably addressed. The CRTC is configured so that Sheila address &60 will access the address register and, when the appropriate 5-bit register address (0 to &11) has been written here, the corresponding internal register can then be read or written at Sheila address &01. From earlier columns, readers may recall that the Sheila I/O address space starts at &FE00, and hence these two addresses are physically located at &FE00 and &FE01, respectively.

Clearly, the simplest approach to interfacing to the CRTC is to manipulate the I/O locations directly. However, as we have seen before, this is not a recommended approach if future software compatibility is to be guaranteed. Instead, as we have seen before, the most reliable way of doing this is to use the FX or OSBYTE calls (150 and 151 for reading and writing, respectively). On the other hand, the most convenient way of programming the 6845 registers from Basic is to use the VDU23 command. In the Basic statement:

VDU23;R,V;0;0;0;

the result will be that the value V will be written into register R of the CRTC. Note the use of semicolons for representing two bytes as an alternative to single byte values separated by commas. As an example of this command in action, the statement:

VDU23;6,10;0;0;0;

will cause only the top 10 lines of the display to be visible. This can make it difficult to see what you are typing (!), so after experimenting with the result, a mode change (e.g. MODE 7) will restore the display to normal. It is a good idea to set up this command as a function key before starting. The value in register 6 gives the number of character rows to be displayed on the screen; the normal values are 25 and 32.

A similar effect can be obtained by setting the value in register 1 to control the number of characters displayed on each line. The following statement will cause the length of each line to be reduced to 10 characters:

VDU23;1,10;0;0;0;

As you will soon see, however, this has a slightly different effect to that with the vertical register alteration. The result (in a 40-character mode) is that only the top quarter of the normal screen display appears, but each line is displayed in full, only it is now spread over the four shortened display lines. The normal values for register 1 are 20, 40 or 80, and changing mode will restore the normal CRTC settings, as before.

Table 1. 6845 registers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R0</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>Horizontal total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>Horizontal displayed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>Horizontal sync position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>Hor/vert sync width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>Vertical sync width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>Vertical total adjust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>Vertical displayed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>Vertical sync position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>Interface and delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>Scan lines per character</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>W</td>
<td>Cursor start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>R15</td>
<td>R/W</td>
<td>Cursor position (L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Lightpen position (H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R17</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Lightpen position (L)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LIGHTPEN REGISTERS

The lightpen position 'register' is in fact comprised of two CRTC registers, R16 and R17. The two most significant bits of R16 are ignored, and the remaining 14 bits represent the last detected position of the lightpen. This, inevitably, raises the question of how does the CRTC know where the lightpen is pointing? The answer is simply that the CRTC updates this position register every time there is a positive-going pulse on the LPSTB input of the analogue port. The value written into the register gives the CRTC's internal version of the spot's position at the time of the pulse.

WHAT IS A LIGHTPEN?

Very simply, a lightpen is a small electronic circuit which, when pointed at the surface of a display screen, can detect the electron spot as it moves past the pen's position on the screen. The active element in a lightpen is invariably some form of electro-optical device, such as a phototransistor or diode. The is followed by an amplifier and some form of signal conditioning circuit. The output is presented as a positive-going TTL pulse whenever light triggers the pen circuit.

Inevitably there is some delay in any lightpen between the spot passing under the sensor and the corresponding pulse arriving at the 6845. This is hardly surprising when you consider that each line of the display is approximately 180µsec in a 40-column mode would therefore represent the last detected position of the lightpen. This, inevitably, raises the question of how does the CRTC know where the lightpen is pointing? The answer is simply that the CRTC updates this position register every time there is a positive-going pulse on the LPSTB input. In practice the error will usually show the pen position correctly, try altering the value of the second correction is fixed, and relates to the mechanical construction of the pen. This means that no further signal processing is required in order to make it compatible with the LPSTB input. In practice the greatest difficulty in building a lightpen using the SD4324 is concerned with the configuration, but may well be different for different pen designs, and may even vary for different monitors.

Due to the way in which the lightpen position register stores the position value, there is a further correction which must be subtracted from the register contents in order to give the current pen position. This second correction is fixed, and relates to the different screen modes. The values for this correction are given in Table 2. The resulting value in the lightpen register has a minimum value (of 0) when the pen is in the top left of the screen, and a maximum value (which depends on the screen mode) when the pen is in the bottom right of the screen. As we shall see later, the corrected position value can then be converted into the standard character position coordinates, but for now it is time to look at building a lightpen.

Mode Correction Factor
0 1542
1 1542
2 1542
3 2054
4 2820
5 2820
6 3076
7 10248

Table 2. Correction factors

BUILDING A LIGHTPEN

The initial stage in building a lightpen is to find a suitable detector to serve as the light sensor. The recent advances in fibre optic technology have produced a number of devices which now make the construction of a lightpen a much simpler process than used to be the case. The device chosen here is a combined sensor, amplifier and signal conditioning circuit. The SD4324-002 (available from RS as 303-270 for around £10) is a combined 'sweet spot' fibre optic sensor and Schmitt receiver. Although it is a rather expensive device, it is very easy to use and allows us to build a single-component lightpen.

The cross section through the SD4324 in Fig. 2 shows its unique form of construction using a glass focusing bead and a clear lens cap to direct light onto the integrated PIN photodiode. The internal circuit of the device, shown in Fig. 3, produces a TTL-compatible positive-going pulse whenever the photodiode is suitably illuminated. This triggers the pen circuit. The error will usually show the pen position correctly, try altering the value of the second correction is fixed, and relates to the mechanical construction of the pen. This means that no further signal processing is required in order to make it compatible with the LPSTB input. In practice the greatest difficulty in building a lightpen using the SD4324 is concerned with the configuration, but may well be different for different pen designs, and may even vary for different monitors.

Due to the way in which the lightpen position register stores the position value, there is a further correction which must be subtracted from the register contents in order to give the current pen position. This second correction is fixed, and relates to the different screen modes. The values for this correction are given in Table 2. The resulting value in the lightpen register has a minimum value (of 0) when the pen is in the top left of the screen, and a maximum value (which depends on the screen mode) when the pen is in the bottom right of the screen. As we shall see later, the corrected position value can then be converted into the standard character position coordinates, but for now it is time to look at building a lightpen.
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A SIMPLE DEMONSTRATION

The program in listing 1 gives a simple demonstration of the lightpen at work. Remember that the pen works best on a bright screen, and does not work at all on a dark screen. The program will change the white screen to black to follow the pen movements. Pressing space will re-paint the screen, and exit is via ESCAPE. If the pen position is not followed by the program correctly, try altering the value of the variable Pen% in LI1.

Listing 1. Lightpen test routine

10 REM Lightpen Demonstration
20 REM
30 DIM R% 100
40 DIM P% 100
50 DIM X% 280,0,8,8,8,8,8,8,8
60 DIM Y% 280,0,8,8,8,8,8,8,8
70 DIM T% 1600,0,0,0,0
80 DIM Z% 1600,0,0,0,0
90 REM
100 MODE 0: COLOUR 129: GOOL 0,0
110 CLS: VDU
120 REPEAT: KL99
130 PRINT;"(black);(white);(red);(green);(blue);(cyan);(magenta);(yellow);(white);(black):
140 XN-164(Pen MOD 60)
150 YN-1025-325(Pen DIV 60)
160 MOVE XN,YN: VDU 240
170 KE-KE(8): UNTIL KE="8'
180 UNTIL FALSE
190 MODE 7

NEXT MONTH

Next month BBC Micro Forum will be looking at further uses for the lightpen.

Berol roller-ball type marker, but many other types are suitable. The important point is that the case of the SD4324 should fit into the tip when the ink arrangement has been removed. The first step is to remove the nib from the rear cap. In some cases the nib is welded to the rear cap, and it is not possible to fit the nib to the rear cap. In this case remove the nib with a pair of pliers and use a pair of scissors to cut the nib off. The nib can then be removed from the rear cap.

Three lengths (each around 1-5-2 metres) of coded insulated wires should be twisted together to form the connection between the sensor and the micro. Start then at the sensor end, and solder one wire to each of the leads on the SD4324, slewing at least two of the joints and leads, and keep a note of the connections. Next, remove the tag from the sensor can, and feed the lead through the sensor's inner cap until the sensor seats neatly in the end of the pen barrel. It is then a good idea to fix the sensor in place using a suitable non-permanent fixing agent to prevent undue movement. In the prototype this was done by using a piece of large bore rubber sealing round the sensor to ensure a tight fit, thereby minimising any extraneous light entering the sensor from the side. I recommend some form of strain relief on the lead to the rear cap as a useful precaution to minimise the number of times the lead becomes disconnected from the sensor. Finally, the far end of the lead should be connected to the 15-pin D-type connector for the analogue port, and the light pen is ready for use.
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FURTHER DETAILS

Why waste money? Build your own EPROM ERASURE for a fraction of the cost. Details on request. (Less Case: Price £13.60 + 75p p&p (Total inc. VAT £14.35).)

EPROM ERASURE KIT

This value-added kit is for those who want to create their own EPROM ERASURE. It includes all the necessary components and instructions to build your own device. The kit is priced at £13.60 plus 75p p&p (total including VAT £14.35).

Superior Quality Precision Made NEW POWER RHEOSTATS


100 WATT 250 VAC £5.00
50 WATT 250 VAC £4.50

LT. TRANSFORMERS

Available in a wide range of specifications. Suitable for bench or field work constant speed. Please enquire for a quote.

STK459 £0.70
STK441 £1.10
STK439 £1.40
STK433 £2.80
STK2240 £6.00
STK2230 £2.00
STK2229 £1.75
STK2227 £0.75
STK19 £0.10

CASSETTE MOTORS

Suitable for use in various applications. Please enquire for details.

STK459 £0.70
STK441 £1.10
STK439 £1.40
STK433 £2.80
STK2240 £6.00
STK2230 £2.00
STK2229 £1.75
STK2227 £0.75
STK19 £0.10
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CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS LTD.

It's no secret!

that there is a real difference at Cricklewood Electronics. That's why you should never be without the FREE CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS PORTFOLIO CATALOGUE, for sheer variety, you will find something here for everyone. We carry a number of 100% component shop. No matter what your requirements, whether it is for a component, all of them, all easily available at a price you cannot turn your back on. Cricklewood Electronics is your home for quality service and support.
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A complete fantasy adventure game magazine for the young and young at heart!
To play the game you just need dice, pencil and paper, plus lots of concentration and luck.
Exciting, entertaining and absorbing. Bound to keep the kids quiet for hours!

FREE full-colour POSTER (approx. 40x29 cms)
AND PAIR OF DICE

OUT NOW ONLY 80p

Britain's least expensive fantasy adventure game magazine.
Write or phone for a FREE BROCHURE on these incredible amplifiers.

PRESTIGE UNITS
These are brand new and fully guaranteed. Each unit comes complete with a mains cord and mains plug, and comes complete with instructions.

OUR TELEPHONE
You can talk directly to the ABS unit and talk to your ABS unit. There is no obtrusive ringing or dialling. Before you start, simply dial 1000 and then press 1000. Once you have dialled, you can make your calls as normal, and the ABS unit will detect whether it is a normal call or not. If it is a normal call, it will be engaged and you will be able to talk to your ABS unit. If it is a delayed call, it will be engaged and you will be able to talk to your ABS unit.

PE STARTER DECK
All prices include VAT and Post & Packing. Please allow 14 days for delivery.

BENSHAM RECORDING LTD
371 Whitehorse Road, Croydon, Surrey CR2 6PS
(081) 633 5007

HAPPY BIRTHDAY PE!!
To celebrate PE's 21st Birthday, here's a special selection of offers for the discerning constructor. These offers are only available to PE readers until 30th November 1985, so order now!!

SAXON MOSFET AMPLIFIERS
UNBEATABLE PRICES!!!
SLAVE MODEL
AP 100 100W RMS $69
AP 200 200W RMS $89

2 INPUT GENERAL PURPOSE MODEL
AP 100S $79
AP 200S $99

P.E. HYPERCHASER
Not just a light unit but a sophisticated & comprehensive effects unit. A full kit of parts including:

* MASTER PRESENCE
* B Channel Twin Preset Mixer
* 1KW Output/Channel (can be boosted to 2KW/Ch)

LIGHT UNIT
Free spare fuse with single and twin cable. For use with visible light or infra-red. Can be dialled automatically (numbers not worth programming). Full kit of parts including:

* ECHO IN/OUT
* 3 CHANNELS
* 6 INPUTS

FIBRE OPTICS
Scoop purchase of single and twin cable. For use with wired light or infra-red. Can be dialled automatically (numbers not worth programming). Full kit of parts including:

* B Channel Twin Preset Mixer
* 1KW Output/Channel (can be boosted to 2KW/Ch)

PRICES:
Welcome Mixers: £25.00
Welcome Mixers: £25.00
Welcome Mixers: £25.00

TOOL ROOM LIGHTS
30 YEARS
Published in 1985 by the Royal Society of Arts, London, England. The book contains 207 pages and is available for £25.00. The book is a comprehensive guide to the design and manufacture of various types of lights, including incandescent, fluorescent, and LED lights. It covers the history of lighting, the principles of light, and the materials used in lighting design. The book also includes information on lighting standards, codes, and regulations.

SALARY ELECTROLYTIC CAP.
Price £3.95, Birthday Price £3.00.

SILICON MOSFETS
501 010C Tel (0703) 772501/783740

PHIL SEED LTD.

J. BULL (Electrical) Ltd.

J. BULL (Electrical) Ltd.

GREAT BEVY!

ABSORPTION AGENTS
We have supplied the black ABS housing, reducing the final cost by 10%. These pots are supplied with the unit showing various options on the driving motors. Two new types of switches will be supplied (the aluminium discs and smaller plastic switches are now sold out). Type A has 7 spacers with a round black disc and 100mm dia. Type B is a solid heavy duty 17mm wide. PRICES: Gearbox with shafts £5.95; 10% off £6.00; 20% off £6.40; 25% off £6.90.

Rocker Switches: Standard size 60 x 30 mm cut out. Single pole - £0.50, £1.00, £1.50. Single pole changeover 20mm, £0.75, £1.25, £1.75. Double pole changeover 20mm, £0.90, £1.50, £2.00. FIBRE OPTICS: For use with wired light or infra-red. Can be dialled automatically (numbers not worth programming). Full kit of parts including:

* B Channel Twin Preset Mixer
* 1KW Output/Channel (can be boosted to 2KW/Ch)
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When replying to Classified Advertisements please ensure:

(A) That you have clearly stated your requirements.
(B) That you have enclosed the right remittance.
(C) That your name and address is written in block capitals, and
(D) That your letter is correctly addressed to the advertiser.

This will assist advertisers in processing and despatching orders with the minimum of delay.

**RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS**

**BOURNEMOUTH DORCHESTER.** Electronic components special- isists for 33 years. FORRESTERS (NATIONAL RADIO SUPPLIES), Late Holdenhurst Road. Now at 36, South Brink, Wisbech, Cambs. Tel. 0945 584188. Immediate settlement.

**BSNW AD S**

The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 36 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number 60p extra. Semi-display setting £12.00 per single column centimetre (minimum 2.5 cms). All cheques, postal orders etc., to be made payable to Practical Electronics and crossed "Lloyds Bank Ltd". Treasury notes should always be sent registered post. Advertisements, together with remittance should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept., Practical Electronics, IPC Magazines Limited, King's Reach Tower, Stamford St., London SE1 9LS. (Telephone 01-261 5646.)

**BRAND NEW COMPONENTS BY RETURN**

Electrolytic Capacitors: 16V, 25V, 33V, 40V, 45V, 63V, 90V, 100V, 125V, 250V.

Resistors: 1%, 2%, 5%, 10%.

Diodes: Schottky, Rectifier, Zener, and LEDs.

Inductors: 1nH, 10nH, 100nH, 1uH, 10uH, 100uH.

**OEM**

97 Stretford Road, Manchester. TEL 061-205 4852.

**SERVICE SHEETS**

**Small Ads**

**WHEN YOU CAN PUT A PRICE ON YOUR IDEAS**

**Small Ads**

**RESIDENTS OF**

**50% PER WORD Minimum 12 Words. Box No. 60p extra.**

**ORDER FORM**

**PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS**

Please insert the advertisement below in the next available issue of Practical Electronics. That you have clearly stated your requirements.

**Importers wanted for Electronic Components, LED's, Diodes, Japanese Audio Equipment, Carco Calculators.**

Interested please write to: LAZEBROOK ELECTRICALS Sdn Bhd, Blk 67. #03-218 Telok Blangah Drive, Republic of Singapore (0410) or Telex: 38615 MANAGE.

**SERVICE SHEETS**

**BILLS TELEVISION SERVICES**

**for service sheets of Radio, TV, etc £1.50 plus SAE. Circle TV Service Manuals on request. SAE with enquiries to B.T.S., 190 Kings Road, Harrogate, N. Yorkshire. Tel. (0423) 55885.**

**Notice to Readers**

Whilst prices of goods shown in classified advertisements are correct at the time of going to press, readers are advised to check with the advertiser to check both prices and availability of goods before ordering from non-current issues of the magazine.
EDUCATION/TUITION

IMPROVE YOUR PROSPECTS
With skills that are in demand. Learn the easy way with a Modern Home Study Course in:

ELECTRONICS
Train for a success in the fastest ever growing Industrial Sector. Course includes topics such as: Simplified Circuit Theory, Resonance, Transformer Amplifiers, Filters and Non-Linear Wave Shaping, Digital Circuits, Micro-Computers etc. (Like our course to help prepare for BTEC & C&G examinations.)

Write or telephone today for Free Prospectus
No Obligation

IDEAL SCHOOLS, Ref: PE1
60 St Enoch Square,
Glasgow G1, UK
or Tel: 041-248 2500.

FULL-TIME TRAINING COURSES

2 YEAR
B-TEC National Diploma (OND)
ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING (Television & Computing)
15 MONTHS
B-TEC National Certificate (OND)
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SERVICING (Television & Video)
15 MONTHS
B-TEC National Certificate (OND)
COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY
9 MONTHS
B-TEC Higher National Certificate (HNC)
COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY & ROBOTICS
HIGH PERCENTAGE OF COLLEGE BASED PRACTICAL WORK
SHORT COURSES WITH PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE
NO EXTRA CHARGES FOR OVERSEAS STUDENTS
Prospectus from:

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE
Dept: AA, 20 Penywern Road,
London SW5 9SU. Tel: 01-373 8721.

FOR SALE

PROMS - EPROMS - PALS
EPROMS £1.50 (TBP0/0/0, etc).
EPROMS from £1.50 (TBP0/0/0, etc).
PROMS from £1.50 (TBP0/0/0, etc).
PROMS £1.50 (TBP0/0/0, etc).

MICROCOMPUTERS

SUPREME INSTRUMENT CASES by Bazelli, manufactured from PVC. Faced steel. High range, competitive prices start at a low £1.50. Punched facilities at very competitive prices.

BURLINGTON ALARM EQUIPMENT. Ring Bradford (0747) 390920
for our catalogue or call at our large showroom, opposite Odell Stadium.

CLEANING LABORATORY, scopes, generators, P.S.U., bridges, analysers, meters, recorders etc. Tel: 0400-76236.

HEATHIT UK, SPARES AND SERVICE CENTRE. Cedar Electronics, Unit 12, Station Drive, Bredenbury, Gloucestershire.

FREE MEMBERSHIP to new national electronics club. For details and a free gift of components worth over £5 00 send only £1 P&P to NCC, Woodside, Dowsett Lane, Radayleigh Heath, Essex CM11 1L.

MODULATED SYNDROM KIT
Complete kit of transistors to build this transistor radio kit featured in last month's Practical Electronics. Includes all components P.C.B., case and hardware. All components brand new and to full specification. Send cheque or postal order for £25.00 which includes VAT and postage (UK) to:

CPL ELECTRONICS
8 Southern Close, Hevingham, Middlesbrough, Cleveland TS9 1HE. Tel: 0524 591517

CABINET FITTINGS

ADAM HALL SUPPLIES LTD.
ADAM HALL SUPPLIES LTD.
Send 30p cheque/PO for our illustrated catalogue Adam Hall (PE Supplies), Unit G, Carlton Court, Grainer Road, Southend-on-Sea.

THE SCIENTIFIC WIRE COMPANY
511 Forest Road, London E17. Telephone 01-531 1888
ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
SWG 1 lb 8 oz 4 oz 2 oz
8 to 30 3.63 2.09 1.10 0.88
35 to 39 3.82 2.31 1.27 0.90
40 to 42 4.00 2.30 2.15 1.61
44 to 47 4.87 5.00 3.49 2.78
50 to 66 5.90 1.96 3.10 2.69
SILVER PLATED COPPER WIRE
14 to 30 3.00 1.97
16 to 30 3.97 2.41 1.59 0.54

To Advertise on These Pages
Phone Mandi
01-261 5846

Baker Group P.A. DISCO AMPLIFIERS
post £2
150 watt Outputs, 4 channel Mixers pre-em. Mastered £9
150 watt Outputs, Slave 8/4 mvox. Input Speaker Outputs £9
150 watt Outputs, 8 channel Mixers pre-em. Mastered £9
150 watt Master Units, 300 watt Mixers, 100 watt Mixers £9
150 watt Venue Model, 84/50, Quality £9
200 watt Venue Model £9

Disco Powered 120 watt £19.99, Complete Disco 120 watt £30.

DELUXE STEREO DISCO MIXER/EDUC/ALIAR up £L.V.D. 6V with channel mixers, twin channel, 100,000 inputs for phonographs, microphones, etc.
Next Month: Master Mix, Midi Mixer, Topline Switch £19.99
DeLuxe 4 Channel, Midi Mixer, Topline Switch £19.99
2 Headphone Monitors, Stereo Graph £19
EDUC/ALIAR Variable £9.99
S/CHIPS £9.99

WITH SPEAKERS 70v. 60W 80W 150W 300W 600W 1200W
FULL RANGE SYSTEMS 200W £10, 400W £15, 100 watt £9
OUTDOOR HOMES £30 per watt £15. Post £9

20/500V £5.75, 20/1000V £22.50
50/1000V £45.00, 100/1000V £80.00
t £149.99, £159.99

No extra charges for overseas.

FAMOUS LOUDSPEAKERS - SPECIAL PRICES

50W STEREO £12.99, 100W £14.25, 300W £19.99
50W STEREO £12.99, 100W £14.25, 300W £19.99
50W STEREO £12.99, 100W £14.25, 300W £19.99

* BAKER *

12 in 12 in 12 in 12 in 12 in 12 in 12 in 12 in
8 in 8 in 8 in 8 in 8 in 8 in 8 in 8 in
6 1/2 in 6 1/2 in 6 1/2 in 6 1/2 in 6 1/2 in 6 1/2 in 6 1/2 in 6 1/2 in

RESISTANCE TO 100K. Deluxe Range, De-Luxe Meter, AC volts 15, 150, 500, 1000. DC 0.1 ma, 150, 100, 100, 100, 100, 100, 100, 100.

VENEERED POUNTH space for small amplifiers £5.00. £5.00.

ALUMINIUM PANELS 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18

PROJECT CASES. Black Vinyl Covered Steel Top, Anodised Base £5.00. £5.00.

LOW VOLTAGE MAINS TRANSFORMERS £5.50 each post paid.

AUTOCHANGER BSR Make £5.50, £7.50, £10.50.

H & H 1000 Watt stereo/mono. Professional Power Amplifier £5.00. £5.00.

* * * STOP PRESS * * *

12 Volt 12 Volt 12 Volt 12 Volt 12 Volt 12 Volt 12 Volt 12 Volt

FAMOUS HI FI SYSTEMS
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ANTEX
a world of soldering

Tomorrows Soldering Technology Today.

ANTEX has a worldwide reputation for quality & service & for many years has been one of the best known & most popular names in soldering. Always at the forefront of technology, ANTEX is continually researching new and better ways of achieving more accurate, reliable, and cost effective soldering. On ANTEX Soldering Irons, the advanced design of the interface between the element & the bit allows more efficient heat transfer to the bit and improved stability of the temperature at the point of contact with the work. Indeed, experiments have shown that ANTEX iron can be used for tasks where a 40W iron would be considered too small.

ANTEX Soldering Irons are suitable for a wide variety of uses and controlled.

Model XS
- 25 Watts. 240, 220, 115, 100, 50 or 24 volt.
Model CS
- 250 Watts. 220, 115, 100, 50 or 24 volt.
Model YS
- 250 Watts. 240, 220, 115, 100, 50 or 24 volt.
Model XSFP
- 25 Watts. 240 volts, fitted with British Plug.

ST4 Stand
- To Model C
TCSU-D Soldering Unit
- Temperature Controlled

SKS Soldering Kit
- Contains model CS 240V Iron, an ST4 Stand and solder

SKB Soldering Kit
- Contains model 102 240V Iron, an ST4 Stand and solder

SKS-4P and SKB-4P Soldering Kits are available with Smith Plug.

Model CS
- 17 Watts. Available for 240, 230, 125, 100, 50, 24 volt.
Model CSF
- 17 Watts. Available for 240, 230, 125, 100, 50, 24 volt.

TCSU-85 Controlled Soldering Unit
- Temperature Controlled Soldering Unit with 50W 1” (30mm) or 110W 11/2” (30mm) gap.

TCSU-60 Controlled Soldering Unit
- Temperature Controlled Soldering Unit with 60W 1” (30mm) gap. Also available with variable temperature control.

TCSU-30 Controlled Soldering Unit
- Temperature Controlled Soldering Unit with 30W 1” (30mm) gap. Suitable for low power soldering.

Name
Address
Telephone
Welcome to the Maplin Adventureland in 1986...

The new Maplin catalogue for 1986 is a real adventureland for the electronics enthusiast. With hundreds of new lines and details of Maplin's new low low prices, it's the one event in the electronics year that no-one should miss. Packed with data and information on all the latest electronic products. Pick up a copy from any branch of W.H. Smith for just £1.45. Alternatively you can order your copy by post for just £1.85. For overseas customers the prices are as follows: Europe surface mail £2.50; Europe air mail £3.75. Outside Europe surface mail £2.50; Outside Europe air mail depending on distance £4.25/£5.50/£6.25. For surface mail anywhere in the world you may send eleven International Reply Coupons for payment in full.

Post this coupon now for your copy of the 1986 catalogue.
Price £1.45 + 40p post and packing. If you live outside the U.K. send £2.50 or 11 International Reply Coupons. I enclose £1.85.

Name...................................................................................................................
Address ..............................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................
P.E. £1.85

Order your copy now

On Sale 9th Nov 1985